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1 Introduction

Welcome to e2Campus

e2Campus is a fully web-based emergency notification network. e2Campus 4.6 offers a central interface
that allows non-technical users to self-administer and manage time-sensitive communications to
students, faculty, staff, campus security, first responders, volunteers, visitors, alumni, media and others.

Powered by the Omnilert Network, e2Campus works by sending an alert to all standard text
communication devices: mobile phones (via SMS text messages), email accounts, RSS readers, text
pagers, wireless PDAs, web site pages, as well as digital signage and alert beacons across the
campus. It is a cross-carrier mobile content service, so it does not matter which phone providers your
subscribers use. An optional service is offered that sends the advisory to subscribers’ traditional wired
phones.

New to e2Campus?

If you are new to e2Campus, you can get started quickly, flip to the Quickstart Settings section of this
manual to get started right away.

Need to send a message?

If you're all set up and looking to send an alert right now, see the How to Send an Alert Right Now!
section of this manual.

1.1 How to Send an Alert Right Now!

While e2Campus 4.6 offers many advanced features and settings, in an emergency, you don't need to
fumble through this whole guide.

Follow these steps to send an alert immediately to all users:

1. Log into your e2Campus Administrator Account.

Note: Your admin login page may appear differently than that shown above!

2. Once logged in, click Send Message
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The Send Messages link is on the Dashboard page, right when you log in!

3. Select ALL USERS

e2Campus will warn you that you've selected ALL USERS in your system. This w ill send to all registered

users via the services selected on the right side of the screen.
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4. Type your Alert!

Type your Subject and Message. Keep an eye on the character counter to the right, as SMS only allows 160

characters, total!

5. Click   when you're ready to send

Note: This button will not become enabled until you've selected a group, selected a service to send to, and
written a message.

Hold on... you'll need to confirm that...

If you have any doubts, you can "Cancel", otherwise, click the OK button.
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1.2 System Requirements

Computer Requirements

Operating Systems: Windows 98 to present
Browser: Any web browser including Internet Explorer 4.0+ with Javascript enabled.
Hardware: Mac or PC with minimum 14.40 Kbps Internet access

Mobile Phone Requirements

Wireless phone with short message service (SMS) text messaging capability (most phones acquired
in the past 5 years are so equipped).

1.3 Definitions

The following terms will be used to refer to various roles and features available in  e2Campus.

My e2Campus: A web page created by e2Campus just for your school. Users register and/or log in
e2Campus here if entry points do not exist on your school’s web site yet. Admins are provided with a
login page through the My e2Campus page as well.

User: One who receives messages. Manage user accounts on the Users page.

Active User: A user with an account that is both validated and active. These users will receive
alerts.

Inactive User: A user with an account that is inactive. These include unvalidated and expired
users, as well as those who've been set to "inactive". e2Campus will not send alerts to
inactive users.

Validated User: A user who has registered AND validated at least 1 device.

Unvalidated User: A user who has no validated devices in e2Campus. These users will not
receive alerts.

Expired user: A user account that has passed it's "opt out" date without extending service.
e2Campus will not message expired users.

Administrator:  One who has administrative rights to create messages, create and manage groups,
create and manage group administrators.

Group: A category of messages that users may subscribe to. Groups can be public or private.

ALL USERS: All users is a special group in e2Campus that includes every registered, valid user in the
system. Users do not need to join "ALL USERS" and cannot unsubscribe from "ALL USERS". This
groups will always message everyone. ALL USERS sends messages to services selected as Default
Services. (See Configuring Your Notification Network  for details on setting your default services.)
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Network Service: Delivery networks used by e2Campus. e2Campus 4.6 is a "multi-modal"
messaging network that can send messages via many services, including SMS (text messaging),
email, voice calling (with optional Voice service), RSS, digital signs, and more. For more information
on network services, see Configuring Your Notification Network .

Admin Console: The administrator’s web-based graphical user interface. The place to manage your
account, groups, messages, users, etc.

Validation: The process by which a user receives a message and acknowledges receipt of that
message. This process is used to ensure that messages sent to a user will actually get to that user.
e2Campus will only send messages to "valid" users, or users with at least 1 validated device.

Opt-Out Date: The last date a user's account is active. This is typically selected or inserted as part of
the registration process. (The following day is known as the account's "expiration date".)

Short Code: A "short code" is a short format phone number used for SMS (text messaging). The
short code used by e2Campus for most US carriers is 79516. This is the phone number that most
users will see for emergency texts sent via e2Campus. Short code messaging provides unparalleled
speed and reporting.

Long Code: A "long code" is a long format (10 digit) phone number used for automated texting. Long
code provides access to large numbers of smaller, independent carriers across North America.
Virtually any messaging plan can receive "long code" texts. 

However, long code numbers look like any other phone number and do not provide any advanced
logging features like short code. For this reason, long code is not preferred for emergency messaging.
Typically, e2Campus only uses long code texting for small/regional carriers that do not support short
code texting. Additionally, long code text is used for non-emergency texts in the uNotify add-on
feature, which is less critical and requires less reporting capability.
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2 Getting Started

e2Campus allows for many options in implementation, ranging from simply adding a link to your "My
e2Campus" page to fully embedding e2Campus into your institution's website with customized
SmartCode.

Either method should be easy to implement and take less than 1 hour to complete.

2.1 Quickstart Settings

The following is a basic guide to the most common settings. e2Campus 4.6 offers a wide array of options
and settings, but the defaults will likely meet your needs. (That's why they're defaults!)

We recommend checking the following customizable settings right away, and then making more subtle
settings changes as you become more familiar with your new e2Campus account.

To begin, log into your e2Campus Admin Console and review the following settings:
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1) Account Settings

Visit the Account tab and check the Account >> Account Details. The Account Name should be
set to reflect your institution's branding for your alert network. If your system's called "Sample
University e2Campus", then set the Account Name accordingly. Set the Message From Name to
what you'd like to appear in recipient's device. 

Set your Account Name to reflect your branding. Set the Message From Name to reflect your service

branding.

Note: Keep the Message From Name as short as possible, as these characters count towards the 160 max
characters used for SMS (text messages)!

2) Network Services

Visit the Network page to configure your delivery systems and how your e2Campus will be identified in
outgoing messages.

To get started, open the Network page to see the services currently listed as "defaults" for any
delivery groups.

(For new e2Campus accounts, this list should include CAP, SMS, and Email.)
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The Default column indicates the services sent to by default. Click "Configure" to edit a services'

configuration.

2.2 Adding a Link

By far, the quickest, simplest option for getting started with e2Campus 4.6is to simply link to or
distribute the link for your "My e2Campus" page. 

The My e2Campus page is the default page provided by e2Campus. This website contains the 3 main
components for e2Campus:

User Registration
User Login
Administrator Login

The My e2Campus page is not customizable, but fully functional and ready to go.

Benefits:
Easy to use, just distribute the link
Ready immediately. No need to make edits to your web server.
Entirely hosted on the e2Campus servers. 

Drawbacks:
Not customizable (fonts, colors, styles)
Open to the public. 
No access to SmartCode extensions for customized/personalized sign up process
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2.3 Embedding with SmartCode

If you would like to customize the user's e2Campus experience for your institution, use SmartCode to
embed the functional forms for e2Campus into your website.

SmartCode is extensible javascript which can be used to embed the various e2Campus forms. The
custom SmartCode for your e2Campus account can be found in the Tools menu of the Admin Console
portal.

SmartCode behavior can be customized by adding SmartCode Extensions, which are commands that
may be added to your SmartCode. While we list many of those extensions (And how to implement them)
later in this manual, we're constantly adding new extensions and features to e2Campus. A library of
available SmartCode extensions can be found at http://www.e2Campus.org.

2.4 Opt-In or Opt-Out?

When implementing this system, you have a choice between operating in an "opt-in" method (preferred)
or as an "opt-out" system.

Opt-In: Subscribers self-subscribe for alerts. This method tends to collect more accurate contact
information and keeps the subscribers in control of their phone number in the system. (Meaning less
data entry for you and your staff.)

or

Opt-Out: Subscribers are added to the system by you (via upload or API) and must cancel service if
they do not wish to receive messages. You must provide the contact information (phone numbers,
email addresses) and maintain that data. (This can tend to be less accurate and time consuming.)

By default, e2Campus is set as an "opt-in" system. To change the system operation to an "opt-out"
mode, adjust the "opt-out" setting on the Account page.

(See Opt-In vs Opt-Out for more on this topic)

2.5 Administrator Login

In e2Campus 4.6, administration accounts are separate entities from user accounts.

Admin accounts are completely separate from user accounts in e2Campus.

Admins must log into the system through a separate login screen.

e2Campus provides an administrator login link on your My e2Campus page. You may also create your
own administration login page using SmartCode.

http://www.e2Campus.org
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3 Scenario Manager

The e2Campus Scenario Manager offers a new and comprehensive way to manage any alert situation
that may arise.

This exciting new feature allows you to create and store a pre-scripted set of actions and then run those
actions in order at the click of a button. This way, you can have different messages for different services
pre-written and ready to go. You can even send different messages to different groups as pre-determined
by your saved actions. 

For example, you may need to have a short text for SMS, then a longer email message, and also a
recorded voice message all go out at the same time. You can do that with Scenario Manager.

3.1 Creating Scenarios

The e2Campus Scenario Manager makes managing scenario-based messages easy. 

A "scenario" is a situation. Situations can be anything that dictates sending an alert from e2Campus,
from a computer outage or fire to a snowstorm or even a robbery. 

In e2Campus, a "Scenario" is a pre-scripted set of actions, where the message, services and options are
pre-selected. When launched, a scenario will perform those actions as quickly as possible in order. As
e2Campus sends messages very quickly, this will often seem like all actions happen at once.

Creating a new scenario in e2Campus is easy. Here are the basic steps:

Step 1: Create a Scenario

You can think of a "scenario" as a label you give a set of actions based on a situation. So, scenarios act
like containers, containing a sequence of messages to be launched together in sequence.

The Tools page allows you to create and edit scenarios for your e2Campus system.

For more detail, see the Tools section of this guide.

Step 2: Add Actions to The Scenario

Once you've created your scenario, you need to add at least 1 action to it. Adding actions to scenarios
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is as easy as composing an alert in e2Campus. 

Go to the Messages page to compose your action as a message. Then save it to your scenario using
the "Save Message to Scenario" section at the bottom of the message composer, beneath the normal
"Send Message" section. 

Instead of sending your message, use the Save to Scenario option to save your message as an "action" in a

scenario.

Repeat to add additional actions to your scenario.

Step 3: Launch A Scenario

Once you have at least 1 action, you can launch your scenario from either the e2Campus Dashboard or
from the Messages page.

All scenarios you've created (w ith actions in them) w ill appear on the Dashboard page of e2Campus. To

launch the actions association w ith a given scenario, click the "Launch" button. Note: Once a scenario is

launched, it cannot be stopped.
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3.2 Launching Scenarios

Once you have created scenarios, you may launch them from two places in e2Campus:

The Dashboard:

or the Send Message page (click Show Scenarios):

Click "Show Scenarios" on the Messages page to view any scenarios you've created or been granted access

to use.

Just click Launch to initiate any of your existing scenarios. This will immediately execute each action in
that scenario in order, as quickly as possible.

Scenario's in Message History

After launching a scenario, each actoin will be logged into the e2Campus Messages >> History as a
separate message.
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As each action is it's own, complete e2Campus message, they w ill be logged as individual alerts. You can see

by the labeling which scenario and action was used.

Note:  Scenarios with a lightning bolt icon  are "Quick Launch" enabled, meaning
there will be no confirmation box or option to cancel. If you click launch, the
scenario will send immediately.
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4 Admin Console

The e2Campus Admin Console is the management tool for e2Campus 4.6. Depending upon your
admin account role (See Admins for more information on access control), the admin console can be
used to:

Send Alerts
Manage Users
Manage Groups
Manage Network Devices and Services
Manage Admins 
Customize Account Settings
Access Reports and Exports
Upload Users
Access and Generate SmartCode

The various features of e2Campus can be access through the main menu after logging in.

Note: You will only see features and menu items that are allowed by your admin role or
specified access permissions. The menus shown here are those of the Super
Admin user. Your menu and options may display fewer items depending upon
your current access.
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4.1 Dashboard

The first page displayed when logging into the e2Campus Admin Console is always the Dashboard.

The e2Campus Dashboard provides a quick overview of the system. 

The features and options displayed on your Dashboard are set by your account's access permissions. If
you are not the local Super Admin, some features may not be presented on your screens.
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Common Tasks

Common Tasks are quyick links to the most often-used features of e2Campus.

The e2Campus Dashboard provides easy access to the most common functions:
Send Messages
Manage Users
Manage Groups
Modify Account Settings

Note: The Common Tasks shown are dependent upon the  access assigned to your
administration account. The features shown here are those seen by a default
Super Administrator.
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Statistics

The Dashboard also presents an overview of your e2Campus account. 

e2Campus Displays a count of "Active" users, Total users, and Groups

The statistics are useful for seeing trends in subscriptions to your emergency alert service in a quick
graph. You may also use the export utilities from the Tools page to download detailed user registration
information.

4.1.1 Scenarios

If your e2Campus has pre-configured scenarios and granted you access to use them, you may launch
scenarios from the buttons provided.
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To launch a scenario, just click the LAUNCH button provided.

Note: Once a scenario has been launched, it cannot be stopped. All actions (messages) pre-configured
for that scenario will be sent! Scenarios with the  icon are Quick Launch enabled, meaning there will be
no confirmation box if clicked. 
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4.2 Messages

e2Campus 4.6  is a fully multi-modal messaging network designed to reach all relevant delivery points
for your campus population. (For more information on adding different delivery points, see Configuring
Your Notification Network.)

Note: The quickest way to access this screen is to click the Send Message link on the
e2Campus Dashboard page.

Live Network Status

e2Campus 4.6 provides a "heads up display" showing the current status for each Network Service
enabled in your network. This real-time check will let you know if the service is available before you issue
an alert.

e2Campus's new LIVE NETWORK STATUS displays the status of each active service.

The  loading icon will animate while e2Campus checks each service's status. (This may take several
seconds  while the destination service or server responds.)

Services showing a green circle are active and ready to receive a message.  is displayed when
e2Campus is connecting to a service.

Services showing a red circle  are unreachable. Simply hover your mouse over a service to see
details about it's status.

In this example, our "Alertus" server is offline. so e2Campus lets is know before a message is sent.

Services that are partially configured will display with a yellow triangle icon . 
These services have an incomplete configuration. Visit the Network tab to complete the configuration. 

e2Campus cannot send messages to a service when it's not properly configured  or is

offline .
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Sending an Alert

Sending a message is easy: Select a GROUP, SERVICE, then TYPE YOUR MESSAGE and click the big "Send

Message Now" button.

1. Select a Group (required): Select the subscription group to receive the alert. 

Private groups are represented with a padlock icon  . 
Selecting ALL USERS sends to any/all registered users. 
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Other groups are configured in the Groups section. 

2. Select a Service (required): In e2Campus 4.6, you may select the services the message is sent
to. 

The default services are pre-selected for you. 
The default services and their base settings are configured in the Network section.

Note: You can set your own, custom names for services using the Service Name Override feature.

3. Select a Template (optional): You may opt to select a pre-written message template. 

Templates are configured in the Tools >> Templates section of e2Campus 4.6.

4. Type your message: You may type the entire message, or select a template and edit the message
before sending it.

5. Character counter: e2Campus provides a character counter to help you keep your message within
the limitations of the SMS message format. 

The SMS standard supports a maximum of 160 characters. This limit includes all header
information, such as the message subject and the Message From Name. 

Note: Some carriers and services may support less or more than the industry
standard 160 characters. This counter is provided as a guideline for the
standard. While 160 is the standard character length supported, it is a good
practice to leave a few characters remaining to ensure maximum compatibility
with mobile carriers and devices.

6. Click "Send Message Now" to send your message: This button will not activate until you have
selected a group, service, and entered a message or selected a voice message (if using the optional 
Voice service). You will be asked to confirm the message before transmission.
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4.2.1 Message History

e2Campus provides a detailed history of each message sorted by the service the message was sent to
(e.g. SMS, Email, CAP, Voice Call, etc.)

To view your message history, click History on the Messages screen in your e2Campus Admin
Console.

The Message History page stores the history of messages sent via e2Campus 4.6

You may search the text content and subjects of messages sent with the convenient Search utility on
the upper right corner of the page.

Click View Delivery Details on any alert to view the detailed delivery results available in e2Campus.
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You may view the success/failure of message delivery for each message sent. Some services, such as RSS

offer a "CANCEL" option to stop publishing the alert if needed.

The delivery details will show details for each service contacted. To view even more details, such as each
number dialed, email sent, SMS message sent, etc, use Export  links provided. (These lists are
typically too long to display onscreen and easier to analyze offline.)
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Canceling an Alert

Some services (Email, SMS, Voice) do not provide a cancel feature. When an alert is sent to these
services, the message is transmitted and can't be retrieved. For these services, you may need to send
an "All Clear" message to get the message out when an incident is over.

However, some services, such as RSS, are "published" services and can be canceled. When
appropriate, e2Campus provides a cancel link on the Message History page in the message details for
any services that allow cancellation of messages. Once a message has completed it's publishing time
(e.g. an RSS feed has "expired"), the "cancel" link will no longer appear.

4.2.1.1 Mass Delete Messages

e2Campus provides Super Admins with the ability to mass delete messages.

Use this utility to clear out messages with a single action. Please use this tool with caution, as the
warning will tell you, deletion of old messages is permanent and cannot be undone.

You can remove another admin's permission to delete messages by editing their individual permissions.
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4.2.1.2 SMS Replies

The e2Campus 4.6.0.0 system can collect replies to SMS (text messages) sent. This feature is 
optional and not enabled by default. Contact your e2Campus account representative to enable the SMS
reply function.

The "Show/Hide SMS Responses" link can be used to see replies returned from the numbers that were sent

an alert.

When displayed, the SMS replies will include the phone number / user's name, message and date/time
stamp when the text was received by e2Campus.

SMS Replies 

Important Notes about SMS Replies:

As the SMS standard does not necessarily link a reply to a specific message, the e2Campus system
cannot sort replies to the exact message sent. Therefore, the same reply can (and will) appear listed
for all previous messages sent to the number. 

This feature is only supported by carriers that use "short code" texting. (For a complete list of
supported carriers, see "About Carrier Information")

Replies that contain "keywords" and commands will execute those commands. 

For example: If someone texts a message starting with the words "help", "yes" or "stop", the service
will respond according to those commands. So, "Help me find my car keys!" will force e2Campus to
text back the response for "HELP", which tells the person how to cancel or call for technical support. 

Please keep this in mind if you choose to solicit text replies from your end-users. Make sure that the
replies you ask for are not already "keywords" used to register users for service or reserved commend
words (STOP, YES, HELP, UNSUBSCRIBE, QUIT). We strongly recommend requesting that users
begin any replies with the word REPLY or, for shorthand, they can begin their reply with the >
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character.

The e2Campus service must obey these commands to comply with carrier SMS regulations. So, if
someone texts the word "stop" to 79516, the service must cancel their subscription immediately.

4.2.1.3 Search Message History

While e2Campus provides the most reliable messaging platform available, there is always a chance that
an end-user may not receive a message. 

There are several possible causes, including:

User Issues:
User never registered for e2Campus alerts
User never validated their phone
User account expired/ended
User are not part of the group messaged

Cell Service Issues:
Recipient was out of cell phone coverage (weak or no signal)
Recipient's phone is/was off
User has canceled their text messaging plan
User has changed carriers and not updated their account
User has changed their texting plan to limit/block messages

Carrier Issues:
Recipient's carrier was offline
Recipient's carrier has blocked their text service due to billing issues or spam complaints.
Other carrier issues occurred (Carrier network issues)

To help aid in the troubleshooting of such problems, e2Campus 4.6 offers a utility to search the logs for
each message sent.

To search the message history, simply type in the phone number (digits only) or email address of the

recipient.

The search results w ill show the most recent status reported for the recipient. In this example, the message

sent to 2125551234 was "Accepted by Carrier", indicating success.
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This kind of lookup may provide the insight needed to assist your end-users in determining why a given
message did not reach their phone. (In many cases, they may need to contact their carrier for detailed
information and troubleshooting.)

4.2.1.4 Common SMS Delivery Status Codes

When messages are sent via SMS, the e2Campus system collects and displays "status" for the text
messages sent. At present, there is no "industry standard" to define each possible status for text
message delivery. As such, the status codes returned are determined by the mobile carriers. e2Campus
will display these statuses exactly as they are received.

This can result in some cryptic statuses.  This pure log view provides you with the best possible
information when troubleshooting with the carriers. While the status names may be somewhat
meaningless to you, the wording may be important to a given carrier in their troubleshooting process. 

The key data to look for in SMS delivery statuses is the successes.

The following 3 statuses typically indicate success in transmitting a text message to the mobile carrier,
which should mean successful delivery:

Prerouting Complete: Indicates that the message was generated and sent. This may be the final
status for carriers that do not provide SMS reporting. (This typically includes pagers, pre-paid phones,
and local/regional carriers that do not use short codes.)

Accepted by Carrier: This status indicates that the carrier has accepted the text for delivery to the
number. For many carriers, this is the final status for SMS delivery. At this point, the carrier has
accepted the message and will deliver it.

Delivered to Handset:  This status indicates that the carrier confirms that the text has reached the
recipient's device. This is the furthest confirmation available for SMS.
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When reviewing delivery statuses, the following three typically indicate success:  Prerouting Complete,

Accepted by Carrier, and Delivered to Handset.

The failure messages, on the other hand, are almost always quite vague. Some will say "Fail", others
may have names like "Invalid Service Type", "Carrier Underliverable" or "Carrier Rejected". Carriers
determine their own codes, so new codes show up regularly. In general, they are fairly explicit in letting
you know that the message didn't get through. All mean essentially the same thing: The carrier received
the text, but refused delivery.

In many cases, these statuses are intentionally vague. The carriers cannot divulge personal information
to a third party. As such, they do not give details when rejecting a text message. (For example, if
someone's mobile account has lapsed, the carrier can't deliver a text to them, but they also can't tell
e2Campus why.) 

In most cases, if a number shows repeated failures in the logs, it is either disconnected or the recipient
has terminated their text messaging services. The end-user would need to contact his/her carrier to
resolve such a problem.
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4.2.2 Send Test Message

The Send Test page is provided to allow admins to send test messages to a user's phone or email
address. This feature can be used to troubleshoot delivery problems for your users.

Send a test text message or email right from the Admin Console. 
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4.2.3 Inbox

The SMS Inbox allows two-way communication between users and e2Campus via SMS (text
messaging). 

Users can reply to texts sent via e2Campus or simply text into e2Campus using special "@ keywords"
and the short code, 79516. 

As the administrator, you can also reply to any user's text, which essentially starts a two-way text
conversation via SMS through e2Campus.

4.2.3.1 The SMS Inbox

The SMS Inbox shows any/all replies from users to your e2Campus system. This will include any texts
sent to the short code 79516 from phones registered to your e2Campus system, as well as texts from
any phone to any of your @keywords.

Reply texts and keyword texts are shown in the SMS Inbox

This inbox will display all of the texts that have either come back from numbers in your e2Campus
system or texts to your @keywords.

The SMS inbox is searchable, so you can narrow down texts based the sender, on @keywords, and/or
the content of the message.
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Search the SMS Inbox by @keyword, name, or text.

Use the Refresh button to reload the latest SMS replies. The "Auto" toggle will force the system to auto-
refresh every 15 seconds to keep you up on the latest texts.

4.2.3.1.1  Replying to a User's Text Message

One of the powerful features of the SMS Inbox is your ability to not only see the texts that users send to
e2Campus, but you can also respond.

To reply to a message, just click the "Sender" name and write your SMS reply.

To reply to a message from your SMS Inbox, simply click that user's name or the phone number and a
composition window will appear.
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Compose your text in the w indow provided. Be aware of the counter, as SMS messages are limited in length.

This allows you to send a quick, one time reply to that user via SMS. Your reply message will be
recorded in the e2Campus Messages >> History page. 

Messages you send out to users w ill always appear in the Messages >> History page of e2Campus.

Messages sent to individuals via this utility w ill show as a single SMS to one phone.
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4.2.3.1.2  Configuring the SMS Inbox

The configuration for the SMS Inbox is simple. Just define your @keywords and you're off and running.

Add new keywords to e2Campus to help sort your inbound texts. 

There are 2 special buttons to note on this page:

Purge: This button will DELETE all previous texts received for the given @keyword. This provides you
with a way to clear out a keyword for re-use. For example, if you have a special @events keyword, you
might want to clear it our between events, so that the texts you see are fresh for your next event and old
texts aren't cluttering up your system.

Delete: This button will delete the keyword itself, but not the texts sent to that keyword.

4.2.3.1.2.1  @Keyw ords

What are @Keywords?

An @keyword is a special keyword that begins with an "@" symbol. You may define as many
@keywords as you'd like.  These special keywords allow e2Campus to know that a text is meant for
you, and allows you to quickly filter texts into a manageable queue. 

Here's how these special keywords work:
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To send a message, a user just composes a

text starting w ith your @keyword

The end-user sends a text to 79516 starting with your
@keyword. 

e2Campus will then receive that text and place it into your
SMS Inbox in e2Campus.

e2Campus will attempt to match the incoming phone
number with a user in the system. If a name is found that
goes with the incoming text's number, it'll be displayed.
(Otherwise, you'll just see the phone number.)

To reply to a text from a user, just click on the "Sender"
name/number displayed in the SMS Inbox.

Why use @Keywords?

The special @keywords serve several purposes:

1. @Keywords allow e2Campus to clearly distinguish that a text is meant for you, not another
organization. (See the section below on "Limitations of SMS Replies and the SMS Inbox"). If an
incoming text includes one of your @keywords, it will show up in your SMS Inbox, regardless of
whether that phone is registered in your e2Campus system.

2. These special keywords allow you to better organize and filter texts that come in and find texts related
to a specific topic or thread. They're ideal for special events, topics, etc. You can create the
@keywords, receive texts during an event, then purge all texts after an event is over to start again with
a clean inbox for that keyword.

3. They allow the public to interact with your e2Campus without registering for continuing alerts.
Someone can send a text using your @keyword from a phone not registered to your e2Campus
system and you will see that text in your SMS Inbox.
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4.2.3.1.3  Limitations of SMS Replies and SMS Inbox

There are some important limitations to this functionality that you should know:

1) Not all phones can reply to SMS they receive

This function is available to phones on carriers using short code SMS. (For a list of compatible carriers,
see "About Carrier Information".) Phones using alternate SMTP-based carriers will not be able to send
SMS back to e2Campus.

Even with a compatible carrier, some mobile plans will not permit two-way texts with short code services
like e2Campus.

2) Speed of delivery is carrier dependent

As always, please be advised that SMS delivery is up to the carrier. Some carriers may be faster than
others at delivering texts to and from your users. 

3) User's Name matching

e2Campus will make a best effort to match an incoming text with a user from your e2Campus system. If
no user is found with that number, e2Campus will display the number. If there's more than one user with
the same phone number (common at large institutions), the name will match the first record e2Campus
finds in the system.  This may or may not be the actual name of the sender.

4) Users at multiple institutions

If a phone number in your system happens to be registered at more than one e2Campus client site (e.g.
the person attends two colleges, or moved from one to the other), you may see replies to another school
or organization's alerts.

This is important to note for schools with lots of neighboring institutions and crossover of users. The
e2Campus system has no way of knowing which text a user is replying to. In such cases, e2Campus will
record the reply in both institutions' inbox. So, if you share users with another institution, you may see
their users' replies and that other institution may see users' replies to your texts. Please keep this in
mind when using the SMS Inbox.

You can avoid such confusion by implementing @keywords in your system and educating users to reply
using the appropriate @keyword.

5. Reserved texting command words

The following words are reserved as "carrier commands" for SMS:
Yes
Stop
Quit
Help
Unsubscribe
Cancel
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Naturally, you do not want your users to reply with these words, as they will not register in your SMS
Inbox, but rather they may alter the user's subscription, or cancel texting service from e2Campus for
them altogether.
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4.2.3.2 Twitter Inbox

e2Campus includes the option to view a live feed of Twitter search results within your e2Campus admin
console. By embedding a "Twitter Widget" right into e2Campus, you can keep track of social media
conversations quickly.

The Twitter Inbox page allows you to monitor recent tweets on your pre-set search term. You can also open

this page into it's own, separate w indow to monitor Twitter while working on other tasks.

Use this screen to quickly assess the current conversations on Twitter about your pre-set search
(hashtag, user, list, etc.) by embedding a Twitter Widget into e2Campus.

The widget will update regularly, as controlled by Twitter.com. 

4.2.3.2.1  Configuring Tw itter Inbox (Tw itter Widget)

To configure your e2Campus system to display recent tweets, you'll need the following:

Access to a Twitter account. (You must be able to log into www.Twitter.com to create the "Twitter
Widget" code used below.

http://www.Twitter.com
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Super admin access to e2Campus

Step 1. Create a Twitter Widget

First, we need to create a "Twitter Widget" on Twitter's website.

Open a web browser and go to www.Twitter.com

Log into Twitter (typically with your school's account, but the account really does not matter too
much.)

Click your portrait image on the upper right.

From the Twitter menu, choose Settings 

On the left, scroll down and click Widgets

You'll likely not have any widgets. Click Create New

Use the on-screen configuration to build a new "Twitter Widget", then click Create Widget

Finally, the screen will re-load and your code will be presented. Copy the Twitter Widget code as
shown below.

Select and copy the full code for your Twitter Widget. You'll need to paste that code into e2Campus.

http://www.Twitter.com
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Step 2: Pasting Twitter Widget code into e2Campus's configuration setup.

Now that we have that Twitter Widget code ready, we need to put it to use.

In e2Campus, go to the Messages >> Inbox >> Config screen.

Scroll to the bottom and paste the Twitter Widget Code in the space provided.

Simply paste the code copied from Twitter's website into the space provided in e2Campus.

Click Save Widget

That's all there is to it. 

To view your Twitter Widget, go to Messages >> Inbox >> Twitter and your Twitter Widget will appear,
showing recent messages that include your search term.

4.2.3.2.2  Tw itter Inbox / Tw itter Widget Limitations

As this feature embeds a small portion of Twitter's site into e2Campus, there are some key limitations to
keep in mind. The Twitter functions are not integrated with your other Twitter services in e2Campus. 

This means:

Reply tweets sent from the Twitter Inbox Widget page's functions are not logged in e2Campus. (These
tweets go directly through Twitter, and not e2Campus)
You must be logged into Twitter directly on that computer to reply. 
To change the search word, you must repeat the setup and replace Twitter's widget code with new
code from Twitter's site.
The refresh rate and number of searched tweets shown is dictated by Twitter, not e2Campus.

Note: The "Twitter Widget" is not the same as the e2Campus "Web Widget". The "Web
Widget" can be used to post your e2Campus messages to any web page.
Twitter's Widget is just for Tweets. (We realize that Twitter's site uses the same
word, "widget", and want to avoid any possible confusion.
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4.3 uNotify (Non-Urgent Messaging)

NOTE: The uNotify option is an additional, non-urgent messaging option for
e2Campus. uNotify may not be included with your original e2Campus service
plan. To add uNotify to an existing e2Campus account, please contact your
e2Campus account manager for rates and activation.

As a best-practice, e2Campus does not recommend sending non-emergency messages through your
e2Campus system. Any message that a recipient might find frivolous will degrade the impact of future
messages. We call this the "car alarm effect". There was a time when a car alarm going off would draw
attention. However, over-saturation of car alarms has caused many to simply ignore them. Instead of a
warning, they've become a nuisance. Don't let that happen to your e2Campus system.

So, what's the solution? uNotify.

The uNotify feature allows you to send and schedule non-emergency messages through e2Campus to
send via SMS, Voice Call, and/or Email. This feature is intended for casual messaging such as
reminders, promotions, or other non-emergency notices. 

Several features set uNotify apart from emergency alerts sent through e2Campus:

Messages sent via uNotify can be customized to change the sender name and reply address. 
As opposed to normal uAlert SMS which send using a short code,  texts sent via uNotify is sent using
"long code" phone numbers. Long code numbers are 10 digit US numbers. So, the sender phone
number will be different.
Unlike emergency alerts, uNotify messages can be composed, saved, and sent later at a scheduled
time. 
uNotify messages can be set to repeat on a recurring schedule. (Excellent for reminders and other
repeating messages)
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4.3.1 Sending uNotify

Sending a uNotify message via e2Campus is simple. If you've sent normal, emergency alerts, this
process works much the same way, only with less services and an option to schedule when the
messages will send.

Open the Messages >> uNotify screen and compose your message...

Compose uNotify messages like any other alert in e2Campus. 

uNotify's compose window is similar to that of the normal e2Campus alert system. To edit delivery
options, click the + next to a service. Always be mindful of the character limit. SMS has a hard-cap of
160 characters. Anything longer will definitely be chopped off!

There's 4 steps to sending a uNotify message:

1. Select a Group of Recipients. We recommend creating special, non-emergency groups. You should
always give users an option to select whether or not they would like to receive non-emergency
messages, otherwise they can and will unsubscribe!

2. Select Services. Typically, this will be both SMS and Email, and possibly voice calls. Edit the details
for each service to set different sender info from your standard emergency messages.
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Edit the details for each service to set different sender info from your standard emergency messages.

3. Compose your message.

4. Click "Send Message Now" to send the message right away... or use the Scheduler to send your
message at a later time.

4.3.2 Scheduling uNotify Messages

uNotify includes a built-in message scheduler. After composing your message, you can opt to schedule
your message to send at a later time. You can even set a repeating schedule, if you'd like the same
message to re-send on a set schedule.

Schedule uNotify messages to send later or even repeat every day, week, month, or even every year.

To schedule a message, instead of sending it, simple scroll down and fill out the form. You'll assign the
message schedule a name, description, and time to run. You may also opt to have the system repeat
sending on a daily, weekly, or monthly schedule.
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4.3.3 View Scheduled Messages

Once a uNotify message has been scheduled, you may review and edit any scheduled messages.

Visit the "Scheduled" tab to review pending messages. You may edit messages to change the message and/

or schedule.

If needed, you may delete a scheduled message and/or edit it.

Editing Scheduled uNotify Messages

Editing a scheduled message is simple. Click the Edit link.

When editing a message, you can change the schedule, pause the message schedule, or even edit the

message content itself.
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4.3.4 uNotify - Usage Report

As this feature is designed for non-urgent usage, the uNotify service is billed according to how many
messages you send.

The Usage report details the number of messages sent via uNotify for each service (SMS, Email, and
Voice).

uNotify usage reports detail how many messages are sent each month through your service.

This usage section can be used to see exactly how many non-urgent messages are sent by month,
which can help budget costs for this kind of messaging. 

Note: For pricing on uNotify messaging, please check with your e2Campus account
manager. 
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4.3.5 Limitations of uNotify

The uNotify solution is slightly different from standard emergency messages. 

Some of those differences are highlighted below:

Reporting

As uNotify sends SMS via "Long Code", there will be significantly LESS reporting data collected. Unlike
short code texts, long code will not return SMS status receipts to e2Campus. All texts will report as
"Message Sent", with no delivery receipts.

Sender phone number

Long code SMS can use any of several different 10 digit phone numbers to send. So, the recipients may
see a different phone number for one long code text to the next. Voice calls will use your system's
existing CallerID setting. Please check with your admin to ensure that a proper CallerID is set, if using
voice call service with uNotify.

No Replies

Long code text does not support the SMS Inbox (reply) feature. Therefore, recipients cannot reply to
uNotify SMS messages.

SMS and Email and Voice Only

At this time, uNotify triggers the SMS, Voice calls, and/or Email services only. 

Use with caution, don't be a spammer!

Sending excessive unsolicited texts (aka "spam") will not be tolerated. No one likes getting spammed.
Please be sure to collect consent from any/all users who will receive non-emergency messages from
your e2Campus uNotify service. Either have them opt-into a group for this purpose, or be sure to collect
some form of acknowledgment before sending them non-emergency messages.

Too many complaints for unsolicited messages can result in termination of your uNotify service. We all
want to keep communities informed and no one wants to be a spammer.
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4.4 Users

Visit the Users page manage your register users in the e2Campus Admin Console.

Note: e2Campus 4.6 does not permit administrators to directly add/edit user
information through the Users page.. (You may, however, add/edit users via the
Upload utilities provided in the TOOLS section.)

The Users page allows admins to search for, view and modify e2Campus subscriber accounts.

To permanently delete a user, click the Delete link provided.

To reset a user's password, click the Reset link provided.
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To view a user's account details, click on the username for the desired user. (The detail view will pop up
in a new window.)

4.4.1 View User Details

e2Campus allows the administrator to view the detailed information about your e2Campus subscribers on
the Users page. To view/edit a subscriber's User Details, just click on the username. The account details
will pop up in a new window.

To view Account Details for your users, just click on the Username for the desired user.

The user's account details will be displayed in a popup window.

This popup window displays the user's full account details.
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This view displays the full account details for the user, including:
Any/all phone numbers associated with this user
Any/all email addresses associated with this user
Any/all groups this user is subscribed to within your e2Campus system.

Links are provided to allow editing of an individual's subscriber information. This can be useful for making
minor changes to a user's subscription or changing a user's password.

This feature does not hide any subscriber information. As such, it is accessible by default for Super
Admin users only.

Note: This feature is available by default for Super Administrators. Check the advanced
permissions on the Admins tab to add access to this feature for any other
admins.
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4.4.1.1 Special Flags (Exclude from All Users, Delivery Priority)

There are 2 special settings than can be used to change how e2Campus handles a specific user.

Exclude from ALL USERS: Use this flag to make sure that e2Campus will not send this user an alert
when messages are sent to the "ALL USERS" selection. This user must then be part of a sub-group to
receive any alerts. This may be useful when dealing with outside agencies or special purpose users.

Delivery Priority: Use this special flag to ensure that this user receives their message before others.
While e2Campus sends alerts very fast at rates of several thousand per minute, in some larger
institutions, there may be a need to set some special users to receive their alerts first every time. Use
"delivery priority" to ensure that these users are sent their alerts first.

Note: Delivery priority will typically only make a difference in delivery time for large
institutions with more than 10000 recipients. For smaller groups, this flag likely
won't make any measurable difference, as e2Campus sends messages at a
very high rate.

Use these options to change e2Campus's handling of this user. You can omit them from "All Users", or bump

them up to make sure their messages are sent before all others. 
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4.4.1.2 Send SMS to Individuals

The e2Campus system includes a function to send a SMS (text message) to an individual user. To view
this option, you must be a Super Admin or have the appropriate admin access permissions set for you
by a Super Admin.

To send a text to an individual user:

Simply click the phone number to send SMS to the user's phone. The text w ill come from your e2Campus

account.

The system will open a simple compose window in your browser, allowing you to type and send your
text. Please be aware that the maximum total length for the text is 160 characters. (This includes the
service name, "e2Campus")
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To send your message, click "Send Message". Be sure to keep your text short!

The text will be sent to the user immediately. The text they receive will appear to come from the
e2Campus short code, 79516, and from the service itself (e2Campus).

Example of the text a user would receive. You can see that the text comes from "e2Campus", but does not

include any special information.

4.4.2 Edit User Information

e2Campus 4.6 allows Super Admins (and other admins designated by the access permissions) to edit
subscriber account information.
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To edit a user's data, simply click on the username to view the details. Once in the detailed view, simply
click the appropriate "edit" link to change a data field.

Editing a user's subscription is easy. You can even edit the username for a user via this utility.

Note: As a best practice, we strongly discourage granting wide-spread access to this
utility. It's always preferred to let end-users maintain as much of the contact
information as possible. e2Campus does not log changes made by admins via
this utility. As such, you assume responsibility for any typos and/or mistakes in
data entry. Incorrect contact information may result in messages not reaching
the end user!

This utility is designed to grant an admin the ability to override user-entered data
if needed.

4.4.3 Resetting User Passwords

As an administrator, you may reset a user's password using this link. Clicking the Reset link will set the
user's password to = his/her e2Campus username.

For example, if we Reset the user "Sample", his password becomes set to "Sample".

Resetting a user's password. A popup will appear to confirm the change.

4.4.4 Resending Validation Code

In some cases, a user may need to receive a new validation code. (For example, if they forgot to enter
the code when they signed up and need a new code.)

Users can send themselves a new code through the e2Campus "User Portal", but in some cases, you
may wish to send a code as the administrator. 
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Click "Resend Code" to force the system to send a new validation code to the user's phone.  This w ill set the

user's account and device to "unvalidated" (if it was previously validated).

Clicking "resend code" will force e2Campus to set the user's device to "unvalidated" and send them a
new validation code. They must then log into their account and enter the code to re-validate this device.

4.4.5 Manually Creating User Accounts

e2Campus 4.6 allows admins to add users manually. 

To add a new user directly to the database, click the Create New User link at the top left of the Users
page. This feature is available by default to admins with the Super Admin role.

Click "Create New User" to enter a new user inter the system by hand.

Adding a user to e2Campus manually adds the user directly into the system. No validation code is sent
and the user's account is set to be "Active" and "Validated". As such, you assume the responsibility to
check that this can and will receive messages.

The only required fields are the Username and Password, however, you may wish to add more detail and

devices when adding this user.
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When adding phone numbers, include just the 10 digit number. (No dashes or parentheses)

When entering phone information, do not include any formatting.

Note: Manually entering a user account bypasses all account validation. The user will
be entered as "Validated" and "Active" without any testing.  Please use discretion
and proper precaution when adding users through this utility!

4.4.6 View Unvalidated/Expired Users

By default, e2Campus displays only the active, validated users on the Users page. Users who's
accounts are expired or unvalidated will not be displayed.

To view and/or search for unvalidated or expired user accounts, the buttons provided at the bottom of the

Users page. 

The Export All Users link can be used to quickly access the Tools >> Export page.
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4.5 Groups

The Groups page is used to create and manage subscription groups in e2Campus 4.6.

The Groups page provides quick and easy management of subscription groups. 

There are 2 sub-sections provided. One for managing Public groups, and another for managing Private
groups.

Public groups allow users to subscribe/unsubscribe themselves during registration and through the
user's web portal. Use public groups for optional content streams, such as campus-specific
alerts, informational alerts, or non-critical messaging.

Private groups (shown with a padlock icon  ) are administrator-controlled delivery groups. Users are
not permitted to self-subscribe to private groups. These groups are not available in the
subscription process or the end-user's portal's Groups page. Use Private groups for internal,
private communications between groups such as first responders, high level staff, or law
enforcement officials.

.To add a new group, enter a Group Name and Description in the fields provided and then click Add
Group.

Group Keyword: The "keyword" field is used to allow mobile opt-in for the group. This allows phones to
subscribe for SMS alerts by simply texting the keyword to 79516.
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4.5.1 Editing/Changing Groups

Click on a group to view the detailed settings for the group. 

Group details screen from e2Campus 4.6

Edit

The Details page lists the basic settings
for the group.

Name: The name displayed for this
group.

Description: A brief description of the
group.

Keyword: The group keyword used for
mobile opt-in. (optional)

Mark group as default choice at
signup: You may designate a group as
a "default" selection during the
registration process for all new
subscribers. (Users may unselect the
group at will)

Admins

Click the "Admins" tab to view the administrators assigned to the group. 

Note: To change the administrator associations, visit the Admins page in the
e2Campus Admin Console. Admins with the "Super Admin" role have access to
any/all groups and do not need to be directly assigned access to individual
groups.
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The Admins section shows which administrators have been assigned to administrate this group. 

Here we see 3 admins are assigned to our "Sample" group.

The admins assigned to a group may access this group according to the roles and permissions set in
the Admins page.

Users

View the total number of users subscribed to the group. 
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The Users section gives you an overview of the users in the group. To view the individual members, click

Export all Users in this Group.

To remove a user from the group, click the Remove link provided.

To add the subscribers from this group to another group (combining the groups), use the Add to group:
selection list and click Add to Group. This action will not remove the current group, but will add the
current groups members to the selected group.

To obtain an listing of all of the user accounts associated with a group, click Export All Users in this
Group.
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4.6 Network

The Network page is used to configure the various message delivery services connected to your
e2Campus network. Network services include the various devices supported as delivery methods by
e2Campus.

Use the Network section of the e2Campus Admin Console to configure the various services used by your

e2Campus network.

Since the devices and delivery services supported by the e2Campus 4.6 Network will be a continuously
growing list, these instructions only detail the basic, default services innate to e2Campus.
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All services will have some basic settings, including:

Active/Inactive: Setting a service to "Active" turns that service on, making it available in the "Send
Message" screen. For direct messaging services (SMS, Email, Voice), the service itself must be
"Active" for users to register for alerts.

Default Service: Setting a service as a "Default" will cause e2Campus to select the service by
default. When visiting the "Send Message" page, the service will be checked by default. This can
speed up sending alerts for services you use most often.

Service Name Override: Use this setting to rename a service using your own custom name. If you
prefer to call "SMS" something like "Text Messages", change the name with this setting. This will
change the name shown for the service on the Send Message page, the Message History, and the
Mobile Portal. Note: This setting does not change the user portal.

Please note: Changing the name of a service will re-order the list of services and rename this service
in the "Send Message" page, as well as the message history for all messages sent. Please keep this
in mind when mak ing changes to the system.

e2Campus 360 Usage Report: This link will open a report of your organization's e2Campus usage,
network services enabled, configured, etc. This is typically used to give a "birds eye view" of your system
and what you're using and not using in e2Campus.

More information?

Each technology available as network service in e2Campus will feature on-screen instructions to help
guide you through the configuration process. For some 3rd party devices and services, you may see
more detailed instructions as downloadable PDFs. 

In many cases, you may need to consult your device manufacturer's documentation for configuration
options on the device-side of the e2Campus integration.

Wherever possible, we will post documentation in the e2Campus Community forums and pages at http://
www.e2campus.org as well as links to PDF downloads within the Network page itself.

Note: If you would like us to add support for a specific service or manufacturer's device
in e2Campus, please contact that vendor and ask that they participate in our 
Certified Endpoint Provider Program .

http://www.e2campus.org
http://www.e2campus.org
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4.6.1 SMS

The SMS service is a default service for your e2Campus 4.6 system's text messaging. 

As a default service, SMS will be selected automatically on the Send Messages screen.

The SMS Service is a default service in e2Campus and is typically enabled, however, you may choose to

disable this service through this setting.

To disable SMS service, change the "Service Status" to Inactive.

Note: To set the "Message From Name" seen by most recipients, see the Account
settings for e2Campus.

Sending SMS Alerts

SMS alerts are sent like any other e2Campus service, through the Send Messages screen.
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When sending SMS messages, you may opt to override the default "Message From Name". Click the "+" icon

to change these settings.

You may opt to modify the "Message From Name" used for your outgoing alert. Click the "+" icon to
change the name before sending the alert. If no change is made, the system will use the setting from
the Account settings. 

Please note that the "Character Counter" on the Send Message
screen uses the default "Message From Name" in it's
calculations. 

If you choose to override the "Message From Name" as shown
above, you may alter the actual count.

Character Counter from the Send

Message screen.
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4.6.1.1 Customizing the Text Message Layout

You have the option to customize the SMS text message layout used by e2Campus.

Options include the ability to set the "From Name" for texts, and removing the "header" information from
the texts.

By default e2Campus will use the "From Name" found on the Account page. You can set a "from name" for

SMS using this setting. You can also opt to remove the "FR:", "SUBJ:" and "MSG:" headers from texts.

Setting an SMS-specific "From Name" can be beneficial if you wish to have a different name display,
perhaps an abbreviation, when messages go out through the SMS service.

You also have the option to remove the headers that e2Campus automatically includes in texts by
default.

Why would I want to remove the text message headers?

These headers ("FR:", "SUBJ:", and "MSG:") used to be required by most carriers. This is no longer
the case for major carriers and modern phones.
These header items use up valuable characters in your 160 character maximum.
In some cases, the colon character can cause phones to display emoticons (a.k.a. "smileys"). For
example, if your message is "Please seek shelter", the message would read "MSG:Please seek

shelter". Some phones will display ":P" as a smiley face sticking it's tongue out. (This, of course,

is dependent upon the device itself!)

Why might I want to keep these text message headers?

Some older model phones use the "subject" line to organize messages in it's inbox. These phones
might display the messages oddly if the headers are removed.
It is unclear if some any smaller, regional carriers still use these headers. (They are no longer listed as
required, so e2Campus gives you an option to remove them.)
Some users are just expecting to see these headers, so changing the system may cause confusion in
an existing system.
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By default, the system has these headers enabled. In the end, it's up to you to choose the layout that
best suits your needs. 
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4.6.2 Email

Email is a default service in e2Campus 4.6. You may control the availability of this service with these
settings.

Use this setting to enable/disable email from the  e2Campus service. 

Messages sent from e2Campus are sent from the sender address of no-reply@e2Campus.net  

This address should be white listed on local firewalls or spam filters.

Sending email Alerts

e2Campus 4.6 sends email alerts like any other service from the Send Messages screen. Simply check
the box for EMAIL when composing your message.

Changing the "Message From Name" For email

You can set a custom "Message From Name" by clicking the "+"
icon on the Send Messages screen. Setting a "From Name" here
will override the name set in the  Account settings.
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4.6.2.1 E-mail "Reply-To" Address

You have the option to set a custom "reply-to" email address for outgoing email from e2Campus. This
can be used to collect end-user replies to e2Campus emails.

While email is sent from e2Campus@omnilert.net, replies can be re-routed to any address desired.

To set a custom "reply to" address, open the NETWORK page in e2Campus and click "Configure" on the EMAIL

service.

If no address is set in the "reply-to" section, the system will simply omit this field when sending email.
("Reply-To" is not required for email.)
Be sure to enter a full, valid address. An invalid email address in the "reply-to" field could cause
recipient's spam blockers to start blocking your e2Campus emails.
Be sure whatever address you enter is ready to receive some email. This address will get every reply,
including "out of office" notices or whatever the recipient decides to send you. We recommend setting
up a special inbox to receive these replies. You can then sort through them at your convenience.

Why can't you set your own "From" email address in e2Campus?

The e2Campus system does not allow a custom "sender" (FROM) address, as this would violate spam
rules for most modern email systems. (The address would not match the sending server, which is a red
flag for any spam checker.) This would quickly result in "blacklisting" of e2Campus mail servers across
the internet. (Eventually, all of the e2Campus would be blocked.)  

To provide reliable email service, we must operate a legitimate mail service, which means sending under
a legitimate address.
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4.6.2.2 SPF and DKIM for Email White Listing

All email sent from e2Campus is sent via cloud services. This provides tremendous speed and
throughput for sending email from e2Campus.

Recently, we’ve received inquiries about how mail systems can verify the legitimacy of e-mail from
e2Campus.

The old way of verifying mail was to “whitelist” the sending server’s IP address. This method was prone to
failure, as IP addresses change and spammers began spoofing IP addresses. For these reasons, all
Omnilert services are no longer supporting whitelisting by IP address.

A better solution was needed. The following two technologies arose as standards to fill that need:

1. Sender Policy Framework (SPF)
2. DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)

All mail from e2Campus has included SPF and DKIM information for some time. This document will
provide you with some basic info on each of these technologies and how they are commonly used to
verify e-mail as being legitimate.

What is Sender Policy Framework (SPF)?

Let’s start with the definition of SPF…

“Sender Policy Framework  (SPF) is an email validation system designed to prevent email spam by
detecting email spoofing, a common vulnerability, by verifying sender IP addresses. SPF allows
administrators to specify which hosts are allowed to send mail from a given domain by creating a
specific SPF record (or TXT record) in the Domain Name System (DNS).”
(Source: http://en.w ikipedia.org/w iki/Sender_Policy_Framew ork)

So, SPF records allow the sender (in this case Omnilert) to specify which hosts are allowed to send mail
for a given domain.

The recipient (your network) can use this to help stop spam. By checking the SPF record on incoming
mail, your spam control system can verify that e-mail coming in is really from the domain it claims to be
from. 

If a message fails it’s “SPF check”, then it can be filtered as spam.  Since all of Omnilert’s domains have
SPF records, this gives your system a way to verify legitimacy without tracking IP addresses.

What is DomanKeys Identified Mail (DKIM)?

Let’s look at the definition of DKIM… 

“DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) is a method for associating a domain name to an email
message, thereby allowing a person, role, or organization to claim some responsibility for the
message.”
(Source: http://en.w ikipedia.org/w iki/DomainKeys_Identif ied_Mail )
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So, while SPF verifies the sender on the envelope of a message, DKIM verifies the message itself.
Essentially, DKIM provides a “digital signature” that the recipient can use to verify that the message is
from who it says it’s from.

Much like SPF, your mail system can use DNS to check that any given message from Omnilert is 
legitimate. Again, this is all done without needing to store a list of IP addresses. Many of the most
popular mail systems, like Gmail, Yahoo, and AOL already have DKIM implemented.

By implementing a DKIM check on incoming mail, you can further protect your network from spam and
phishing scams.

Conclusion

By using SPF and DKIM checks on your mail system, you not only avoid the need for old-fashioned “IP
whitelists”, but also harden your mail system against all spammers. 

Both of these technologies are already implemented on all mail coming from e2Campus.
Most modern mail spam control systems include options to check SPF and/or DKIM on all incoming
mail.
There is no need to adjust or change your local DNS setup.
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4.6.3 Desktop Alerts

The Omnilert Desktop Alert system extends your e2Campus system to notify desktop PCs with
effective, clear emergency notifications. This powerful, advanced capability adds a new dimension to your
notification strategy. 

While e2Campus can connect to many third party systems, the Omnilert Desktop Alert system is
integrated tightly into e2Campus, allowing you to not only send messages to PC groupings, but also
have the option of collecting acknowledgment from those PC users. This layer of reporting allows you to
know, for sure, that your message was seen.

4.6.3.1 Configuring Omnilert Desktop Alerts

Configure the Omnilert Desktop Alert system on the Network tab of <%TITLE%.

To enable Omnilert Desktop Alerts in e2Campus, set the service to "Active". 

Once active, you may configure the service options for Omnilert Desktop Alerts.
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The basic service configuration determines how often your PCs will check for new alerts from e2Campus, as

well as how the alerts w ill display and for how long they w ill show.

The settings options are as follows:

Polling Interval: How often your PCs will check for new alerts from e2Campus. The minimum interval
is 30 seconds. This setting will determine how much network traffic is generated by your Omnilert
Desktop Alert system. (Setting a longer polling interval will reduce the traffic on your network
generated by PCs checking for alerts.)

Display Mode:  Chose from 3 possible display modes:
o Full Screen: Omnilert Desktop Alert will take over the entire screen.

o Scrolling: Omnilert Desktop Alert will scroll as a "ticker" across the user's screen.

o Popup: Omnilert Desktop Alert will pop up in a small bubble near the user's taskbar.

Display Duration: Determines how long the alert will show on the clients' PCs. (Minimum of 30
seconds)

User Acknowledgement: Determines if the end-user can "dismiss" the display of an alert on the PC.
This action is recorded. If allowed, the click is reported in e2Campus as part of the message history.
This way, you can tell exactly when the alert was viewed.

Alert Tone Duration: Omnilert Desktop Alert can attempt to play a startling tone along with showing
the alert. (Note: To disable the audible tone, simply set this duration to 0.)

If/when you click "update configuration", the settings are saved and your PCs will pick up changes upon
their next polling interval check.

4.6.3.2 Downloading the Installer

As Omnilert Desktop Alert is an installed application, you will need to distribute (and install) client
software on PCs. For your convenience, the client installer is downloaded-read right from your Network
page in e2Campus.
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Download your Omnilert Desktop Alert client software from the link provided in e2Campus

Your Desktop Alert client installer is custom-made for your e2Campus account. Simply download the
installer file (.msi) and distribute the file out to your end-users (or client PCs) as you would any other
distributed application.
 
Once installed on a PC, the Omnilert Desktop Alert application will run at system start by default. This
low-profile app will not use up much of the system resources and can be kept running at all times. (If the
client application is closed / terminated, alerts will not display on the PC!)

The app can be seen in the user's system tray as a small icon. 

The Omnilert Desktop Alert application for your e2Campus system shows on the client PC as a simple icon in

the task bar. 

Important note: The Omnilert Desktop Alert client must be kept running to receive alerts. If the user of
the PC closes, uninstalls, or otherwise disables this client application, alerts will not be received. As the
alerts are delivered via the internet, the PC must also have a working network connection with internet
access to use this client application effectively.

4.6.3.3 Managing Desktop Clients

As part of managing the Omnilert Desktop Alert system, you will manage the client machines that use
the service. There are two sections to manage:
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View the currently used license count and manage devices and groups easily in e2Campus.

4.6.3.3.1  Managing Devices

When a new PC installs your custom Omnilert Desktop Alert app, that PC will show up in your "Desktop
Devices" list using the computer's name.

Click "Manage Devices" to open a window and manage the individual PCs that will receive your alerts.

The device manager opens in a new browser w indow. You may delete clients.

Edit a device's name to easily identify it in your message history. Delete a device to remove it from your
messaging and license count. 

You can also view when a desktop device was "last active". This indicates that most recent date/time
that desktop checked-in with the Omnilert servers. PCs check in every time the app launches or they
receive an alerts. If a PC hasn't checked in for a long time, I may be offline or unable to communicate
with Omnilert.

Adding PCs to groups can make messaging a breeze. Simply select the PCs you'd like to add to a
group, select a group, and then "Add to Group".
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4.6.3.3.2  Managing Desktop Groups

Grouping PCs allows you to target specific computers when sending an alert.

Simply click "Manage Groups" to open a window listing any/all destktop groups.

Managing Destkop Groups is easy. Editing, purging, or deleting a group does not remove the computers from

the system.

Creating a New Group

To create a new group, simply type in a name and then click "Add Group".

Once the group is added, you may add PCs to the group on the "Manage Devices" screen.

Purging a Group

To clean out a group, click "Purge Group". That will remove any/all PC devices from that group. (The PC
will remain in the system, but simply be removed from that specific Desktop Group.

4.6.3.4 Sending a Desktop Alert

Once desktop clients are installed and the service activated in e2Campus, the Desktop service will
appear on the Send Message page in e2Campus. Simply select "Desktop" as an endpoint when
composing message, as you would with any other service.
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Once configured, Omnilert Desktop Alert becomes a selectable endpoint for your e2Campus alerts.

For advanced options, click + next to the Desktop service.

By default, e2Campus will send to ALL DEVICES with your desktop alert software installed.
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You will see there are options to change the default settings of duration and display. You'll also be able
to select one or more "Device Groups". (These are your various groups of PCs connected to Omnilert
Desktop Alerts.) 

Empty groups will be disabled so that they cannot be selected.

Important Note: By default, the system will send to ALL DEVICES. This means every single PC with
your app installed would receive an alert.

4.6.3.5 Desktop Alerts: Message History

After a message is sent, PCs that are connected to the internet and have your Omnilert Desktop Alert
app installed will begin to display alerts after 1 polling cycle (usually within 30 seconds of your launching
the message.

To view the details after sending a Desktop Alert, go to the Messages >> History  screen in your
e2Campus admin console and click "View Delivery Details" for the message.

View a history of your Omnilert Desktop Alerts in your Messages >> History page of e2Campus. If needed,

you may cancel an alert before it expires to stop displays from playing the alert.

You will see a log of any/all PCs. If your message was sent with "User Acknowledgement" enabled, you
will see a breakdown including an exportable report of the PCs that clicked to dismiss the alert.

You may cancel delivery to any PCs using the "CANCEL ALERT" link provided.
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4.6.3.6 Desktop Alert Troubleshooting

Omnilert Desktop Alert is designed to be a simple, easy-to-use solution for sending alerts to desktops.
Here's a few tips to help troubleshoot any issues that may arise.

Blank Names in List?
If your PCs are being installed using an automated installer or software package management system,
like Microsoft SCCM, be sure that your MSI call includes the following switch:

msiexec /i \\YourServer\YourInstaller.msi /qb CLIENTNAME=%COMPUTERNAME%

This CLIENTNAME switch will instruct the MSI install program to insert the PC's system name into the
install process. (You could insert whatever name you want, but the system name is most common.)

PCs aren't checking in?
If PCs on your network aren't listed in the device list, try closing an re-starting the desktop client. If the
PC isn't online when the client starts, it may not check in properly. This is a known issue with WiFi
based clients, like Macbooks and other laptops.

Also be sure to allow communication to desktop.omnilert.net through your local firewall on ports 80 (http)
and 443 (https)

How do I tell what PCs are no longer using ODA?
If a PC has a very old "Last Active" date, it may have unistalled ODA or just no longer be in service. 
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4.6.4 S.E.E.D.

The Single Entry email Delivery (or "SEED" function) can be used to BCC an alert from e2Campus 4.6
to any email address. This is typically used to send messages to local distribution lists.

The SEED Service can be used to send a copy of your alerts to a local list serve or distribution list. When

sending an alert, select the "SEED" service to take advantage of the SEED function.
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Seed may be set as a default service, activated or deactivated through these settings.

Additionally, enter the default destination address (e.g. your list serve list's full email address). To enter
multiple addresses, enter each on it's own line. This is not required, but can make sending messages to
SEED quicker and easier when issuing alerts.

By default, messages sent through SEED are sent via BCC (blind carbon-copy). If you wish to override
this setting, check the "Override BCC Field for S.E.E.D." option. The system will then send to the SEED
recipients in the "To:" field of the message, as opposed to the "BCC:" field.

Messages sent from the SEED service are sent from info@e2Campus.com and/or
e2Campus@omnilert.net. These addresses should be white listed and added to the "allowed senders"
for your local list serve or distribution list.

Note: All messages sent by e2Campus are sent with a "RETURN-PATH" of
validate@omnilert.net. Depending upon the firewall or list serve software used,
this address may need to be included in any white lists.

Sending Messages to SEED

To send a message to the SEED service, select the SEED checkbox when composing a message on
the Send Messages screen.

To change the address used when sending to SEED, click the "+"  icon on the SEND MESSAGES screen for

SEED. You may also elect to OVERRIDE the BCC send for SEED. This w ill send the SEED email in the "To:" field,

as opposed to the "BCC:" field of the email.
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4.6.4.1 S.E.E.D. - White Listing

When setting up the S.E.E.D. feature in e2Campus, you may need to "white list" this service by IP
Address or by the sender's email address (no-reply@e2Campus.com. Please contact 
support@omnilert.com for up-to-date IP addresses (if available) for e2Campus email systems.

The process of setting up local mail systems is different at every institution and typically requires the
assistance of your local email administrators and/or network security team.

Note: Without white listing, your alerts may get filtered by your local email system's "Spam" control
systems.

4.6.5 Widget

The new e2Campus Website Widgets service offers an rich replacement for the older SmartCode
Message Bulletin Board feature. If you're using the older version, please update to this new Widget
service

The Widgets service can be used to publish your e2Campus alerts directly to any web page. This
provides an instant, configurable display of your most recent alerts. Simply create custom Widgets code
in the Network section of e2Campus and copy that code into the HTML source of the web page. When
sending an alert, select the Widgets service and your alert will appear in the website within seconds.

The Widgets system includes several key features:

Create multiple Widgets and post alerts to them independently
Set default posting durations or set the duration when posting the alert. (Expired messages are
unpublished on the 15s of each hour.)
If needed, cancel publishing of alerts through the Message History details

To activate the Widgets service, set the service to "Active" on the Network tab as shown below.

Once set to Active, click "Save Status" to save your change. Next, create your custom Widgets Code.

mailto:support@omnilert.com
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4.6.5.1 Setting Up Widget Code

Setting up Widgets for your website is simple. Follow these steps.

Step 1: Create a Widget in the Network tab

Log into e2Campus as an administrator and open the Network tab. 

Expand the Widgets service by clicking the Configure link.

To add a new Widget, simply fill out the details and click Create Configuration. The page will reload with

your new Widget's code.
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When adding a new Widget, enter the following fields:

Feed Name: The label used for this Widget. This will be shown in the Messages page when
sending alerts.

Feed Description: Description for this Widget. This is not displayed to users, but useful for
keeping track of multiple boards.

Include automatically:  Choose whether or not this Widget is pre-selected automatically when
the Widget service is activated.

Duration: Set the default time period for alerts to publish (Minimum 30 minutes). 
After this period, the messages will no longer display on your website. Expired items are
removed on the 15s of each hour. So, any expired Widget messages will be removed (stop
publishing) at next closest refresh time. (As such, 30 minutes is the recommended minimum
duration.)

The duration can be edited for each message before sending an alert. Widget Messages can also
be canceled on the Message History page if they need to be removed from the web immediately.

Feed Date/Time Format: How the widget will display the message's posting date and time. Pick
the one that works best for your website!

Items to show: If there are multiple items published, choose how many to display with the widget.
This can be used to have your website automatically show a limited number of messages (based
on the timestamp).

When the settings are entered, click Create Configuration
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Step 2: Get the Code

Once you've clicked  Create Configuration, the page will reload. Expand the Widget service by
clicking Configure to see your new  Widget code.

e2Campus builds your custom Widget code for you. Just copy the code and place in your HTML source,

and then publish the page.

Looking for an HTTPS version? Omnilert can provide a custom widget using HTTPS (SSL). This
can be helpful for using widgets inside secure web pages. Contact your e2Campus account manager
for assistance.

Step 3: Add e2Campus Widget code to your web page's HTML

Simply copy/paste the Widget code into the desired section of your website's HTML source. 

Inserting a Widget is as simple as adding one line of code to an HTML document. Copy/paste and you're

ready to go.

The Widget's JavaScript is one simple line of code. It can be embedded into the <body> or a <div>
tag, or even another table. 
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Optional: Use StyleSheets to Customize the look of your Widget

Once you've embedded the Widget code into your web page, it'll display any alerts sent to that
board. To take this setup one step further, you may wish to customize the look and feel of your
Widget. 

When your web page loads with Widget Code embedded, the JavaScript returns a table to the user's
web browser. Each element in that table's HTML is associated with CSS classes. You can redefine
these classes to change how the table appears.

For example, the HTML below is an example of the HTML returned by the Widget:

Example of the HTML <table> created by Widget code

You can use the class labels in your own Cascading StyleSheet (CSS) to control the look/feel of
your Widget. (A sample stylesheet is provided online at http://www.e2Campus.org/SmartCode.css )

An example CSS for the Widget might look something like this:

.SmartBoard_Table{
background-color: #CCCCCC;
border: thin solid;

}

.SmartBoard_Row {
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
}

.SmartBoard_Subject{
font-weight: bold;
width: 400px;

}

.SmartBoard_DateTime{
font-size: small;
font-variant: small-caps;

}

.SmartBoard_Message{
font-family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif;
}

http://www.e2Campus.org/SmartCode.css
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If used in your website, the Widget would appear something like this:

The Widget w ill take on the styles defined in your site's CSS.

Of course, the styles shown here are just examples. You can redefine these classes to match your
website's style and needs.
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4.6.5.2 Using Widgets

Once activated and configured, the Widget service is available on the send message page of the 
Messages screen as a service.

Click the + next to the Widget service to expand the
options.

If you've configured multiple Widgets (for multiple web
pages), you'll see each board with it's own selectable
checkbox.

Select the desired Widget (or multiple Widgets) from the
list.

Modify the message duration, if needed. (Will default to
the settings from the Network tab)

Once you've selected your Widget and made any adjustments to the duration, simply create your
message send your alert. The message will post to the Widget code you've embedded in your website.

Canceling Widget Messages

If you need to cancel a message to stop publication via the Widget service, open the Messages >>
Message History page of e2Campus.

Locate the message to be canceled and expand the View Delivery Details

To stop publishing a message to your Widget, Use the CANCEL feature.

Note: Do NOT "Delete" the message, as this will not cancel publication of feeds. The
"Delete" function simply deletes the message from your history. If deleted, the
feed will stop publishing at it's designated expire time.
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4.6.6 Voice

The Voice service is used to call users on landline phones (or cell phones) with a voice phone call.

Voice alerts can be sent as text-to-speech messages or use pre-recorded, uploaded voice files. The
e2Campus text-to-speech system uses US English pronounciation and accepts alpha-numeric
characters. (Special characters such as "@" and "&" do not translate in text-to-speech.)

Note: Not all e2Campus systems will have the Voice service available, as this service
is an additional add-on to the service. If interested in adding voice service to an
existing e2Campus system, please contact your e2Campus account
representative. 

Set the Caller ID to the number you'd like recipients to see when calls come from this system. This should be

set to a real call back number.

Caller ID:

To configure your voice service, you must enter a valid Caller ID in the setting provided. This is the full
10-digit number that will be sent as your e2Campus system's "Caller ID" when sending voice alerts.
Enter only the 10 digit phone number, without any formatting. (No dashes, parentheses, etc). 

The text displayed on the recipient's phone is provided by the telephone company's local Caller ID
database, not e2Campus, so this number must resolve to a real, registered phone number for the
recipient to see your organization name come up on their Caller ID screen.

Be sure not to use any reserved numbers, such as "911" or any reserved numbers in your area, such as
police, fire, and other government numbers that may be restricted. If you are unsure, please check with
your local phone company for any such restrictions.

Throttling:
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Use the "Throttle" setting to restrict the number of concurrent phone calls placed by the e2Campus
system. 

Enabling throttling will slow the delivery of voice alerts. This may be necessary if your local phone
exchange has limited capacity for incoming calls. Please check with your telecom administrator or local
phone service provider if you are unsure of your capacity to receive calls.

Voice Call Repeat Message Digit: 

This setting determines which digit (if any) will prompt the system to replay the message while the call is
connected. This allows the recipient to repeat the message (for example "To repeat this message, press
9").

4.6.6.1 Voice Call Preamble and Postamble

The e2Campus voice service allows the insertion of a pre-recorded preamble and postamble before (and/
or after) your outgoing voice alerts.

Select any pre-recorded voice file to use as the pre or postamble for your outgoing e2Campus voice calls.

Preamble: Plays before the voice message in your e2Campus alert. ( e.g. "The following is an urgent
message... " )

Postamble: Plays after the voice message in your e2Campus alert. (e.g. "Thank you for listening. For
more info, call our operator. " )

The preamble and postamble can use any pre-recorded voice message. (See "Pre-Recording Voice
Messages")  Typically, you would want to record these messages special for this purpose.

Select "No Preamble" or "No Postamble" to disable these features and have e2Campus just play your
outgoing voice message without any pre/postamble.

Some common uses for the voice preamble:
To include an intro to your message, identifying who you are.
To include some space before your message plays. This can help with some answering systems and/
or speaker systems that need some "dead air" before they record.
To add touch tones or other sounds needed by PA systems.

Some common uses for the voice postamble:
To include an outro thanking the listener.
Instructing the recipient with general instructions for your institution (where to call for more info, radio
to listen to, etc).
To include special sounds, like touch tones, for PA systems and alarm systems that might receive
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voice calls.
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4.6.6.2 Allow Users to Add Voice Number

e2Campus supports Voice as an opt-in service for your e2Campus subscribers. They may add/remove/
manage their phone number for voice messaging in the Services page of the user portal. 

This feature may be enabled or disabled as best suits your needs.

Check to allow end-users to add their phone number to the e2Campus VOICE service. 

In the END-USER's WEB PORTAL

When this box is checked, the end-users will see a new place in their user accounts to add "Voice"
information in the Services page of their e2Campus accounts. (Shown below)
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When this feature is enabled, your users may add multiple voice calling numbers in the Services page of their

account.
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4.6.6.2.1  Add Voice Number to User Registration

If you wish to add a "Voice Number" field to your e2Campus SmartCode sign up forms, add the following
extension to your SmartCode:

&s how_v o i c e=1

Here's an example of SmartCode with this new command added:

An example SmartCode snipped with the "&show_voice" command added.

This new SmartCode extension adds the "Voice Number" field to the user registration form.

Adding the "&show_voice=1" command adds a new field to collect a voice calling number.
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4.6.6.3 Recording Voice Alerts by Phone

e2Campus 4.6 includes an option allowing record an outgoing voice message via telephone.

This allows you (the admin) to call in and record your voice for alerts.

You have two options for recording voice alerts:

1. Record and save voice announcements on the Network tab (under the "Voice" service)

or

2. Record and save voice announcements in the Voice service options on the "Send Message" screen.

Both methods function the same way. You call in, enter a PIN and record the message.

How to Record a Voice Alert via Phone

On the Network tab of e2Campus, click Configure for the Voice service

Click Configure to see the options for voice alerts.

The configuration for voice alerts includes a section labeled Record a Voice File. The steps for
recording and saving a voice file are as follows:

Recording a voice file is easy. Just name the file, click "Generate PIN number" and follow the instructions on-

screen.

Enter a name for the voice file. (This is what you'll select on the Messages tab when sending an alert)

Click Generate PIN number

The system will assign you your own dial in number and PIN for your recording. Be sure to use your unique

PIN!

The page will reload and display a call-in number and a PIN.
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Call the number, enter your PIN and follow instructions as directed.

Pre-recorded alerts w ill show up under the "Configure" section of the e2Campus Voice service.

Once recorded and saved, your newly recorded message will be available for use in your voice alerts.
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4.6.6.4 Sending a Voice Alert

To send a Voice Alert via e2Campus:

1. Open the Send Messages page

2. Check the box for VOICE under the services list. Click the + icon next to the VOICE service to
expand the voice options.

e2Campus  offers the choice to select any of the files you’ve uploaded instead of typing a voice alert

message. You also have an option to record a new voice alert.

The system defaults to "USE TEXT MESSAGE" if these options are not changed when sending an alert.

3. Select a group to send your voice alert to, or select "ALL USERS" to send to any/all voice
numbers in the system.

4. Type your text message. The e2Campus voice service will use US English pronunciation and
accepts alpha-numeric characters only. (The system will simply not read special characters,
such as "@" or "&".) 

5. A message must be typed if not using a pre-recorded message or using any other services with
this alert.

6. Click Send Message 

7. Click OK to confirm and send your message.
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4.6.6.5 Uploading Pre-recorded Alerts

Uploading your pre-recorded messages into e2Campus is a fairly straight-forward process.

1. Log into e2Campus 's Admin portal

2. Open the Network page and click configure on the Voice service.

Browse to locate the desired .wav file.

3. Click Browse and locate the desired sound file. (This file must be .wav format as described in
the previous section.) 

4. Click Upload File to upload your voice file. (Depending on message length and your internet
connection, the upload may take a minute to complete.)
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To remove a voice file from the system, click the "delete" link provided.

5. Once uploaded, you’ll see the files listed on this page. To remove a voice file, simply click 
Delete for that file.

4.6.6.6 Text-To-Speech Tips

When creating voice alerts using the "text-to-speech" option in e2Campus, it is important to keep in
mind that a computer will be converting your text into an audio message. 

As such, there are several things to avoid when using the text to speech engine:

Proper Nouns: Computers often mispronounce proper nouns, such as last names and the names of
cities. A good guideline is review the word, if it's not a common English word, it may not pronounce as
desired.

Numeric values: Text-to-speech will almost always pronounce numbers as, well, numbers. This can
become an issue with special numbers, such as phone numbers. If you want the the text to speech
engine to say "Call 555-1212", it's best to write the numbers explicitly, as "Call five, five, five, one, two,
one, two." This may take up more space, but it will ensure that your number is stated as you desire.

Web URLs: Text to speech is notoriously bad at web addresses. Again, this is a case where writing
out the text explicitly may be needed.

Acronyms: Acronyms are not typically a big part of the text-to-speech lexicon. As such, pronunciation
of acronyms can be unpredictable.
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Abbreviations & Shorthand: As you might imagine, the Omnilert text-to-speech engine will likely trip
up on typical web shorthand and abbreviations.

Suggestions:

Use Templates! Templates are a great way to pre-script your text-to-speech messages and save the
basic structure for later use.

Record your own messages: e2Campus allows you to record your own voice alerts for common
messages. If your alerts contain lots of proper nouns, this might be the way to go. You can stockpile a
list of common alerts ahead of time to help speed up messaging in a crisis.

Test Voice Alerts! Always remember to test. This is especially key if your voice alert contains proper
nouns and/or a phone number.

Send SMS and Voice alerts separately: While e2Campus can certainly send the same message to
SMS and Voice, it may not be appropriate. 

These two media are very different. SMS (Short Message Service) is built around shorthand and
brevity. Voice, on the other hand, usually works best with longer, more explicit messages. In many
cases, these two media are just "apples and oranges". So, in those cases, simply send two separate
alerts. It may take an extra 30 seconds, but having a clear message is worth the extra effort.

4.6.6.7 Recipient Responses

Like all delivery services, the e2Campus system will store and display the delivery information for each
call made. This includes totals broken down by status of the call, such as "Human Answer", "Answering
Machine", "Busy"*, "No Answer"*, or "Operator Intercept"**. 

"Human Answer" / "Answering Machine" are reported as a best-effort by the system to
determine whether the call was connected to a person or an answering system. As these
systems are not standardized, it is possible for some answering systems to show up as
"human answer".
e2Campus will attempt to dial a number up to 3 times before failing with "busy" and/or "no
answer".
"Operator Intercept" indicates that the call could not be completed as dialed due to a
disconnected, changed, or otherwise unreachable number. 

e2Campus Voice Service will also collect and display recipient responses (via touch tone) for voice calls.
The system will store the first digit pressed by the recipient. (Note: If the recipient presses multiple
digits, the system will only show the first response.)

The recipient responses are available as exportable reports as well as graphically represented in a pie
chart for quick analysis.
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Example of e2Campus showing the recipient responses to a voice alert in the "Message History".
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4.6.7 Voice Cast

e2Campus 4.6 introduces a new service: Voice Cast. (a.k.a. "SEED for Voice")

Voice Cast provides the ability to send a separate voice call to one or more numbers when issuing an
alert. This service, much like SEED for email, provides a convenient interface for sending special purpose
voice calls to distribution systems. 

Example uses for the Voice Cast service include:
Connecting to alarm systems (sirens)
Connecting to internal PA systems
Connecting to centralized voicemail or "reverse 911" systems

Of course, you could  add voice numbers to a user for dialing out to these systems, but the Voice Cast
option allows finer control and a level of separation between voice calling to end-user and these other
systems.

Note: The Voice Cast service requires the optional Voice calling service. If you have not
purchased e2Campus Voice Alerts, this service will not be available to use.
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Configuration:

The setup for Voice Cast is similar to the normal "Voice" service. A CallerID is required. Additionally, list the

dial strings that the Voice Cast system should dial when selected.

The setup for Voice Cast is similar to the normal "Voice" service as well as "SEED". In this instance, a
Caller ID must be provided as well as one or more numbers to dial when Voice Cast is selected. To enter
multiple numbers, enter each number to dial on it's own line.

Use the Auto Hang Up After Play setting to force e2Campus Voice Cast to terminate the call
immediately after the message completes. Otherwise, the system will wait for the recipient to hang up.
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4.6.7.1 Voice Cast - Dial Strings

At a minimum, you must enter a full (10 digit) phone number. (shown below)

At a minimum, enter a 10 digit phone number. (Just the digits, no masking.)

The Voice Cast service is designed primarily for reaching systems that require the incoming call to enter
a series of DTMF (touch tone) digits when the recipient line picks up.

In that case, there are several options to customize the dialing behavior:

Dialing an Extension

To dial an extension, simply enter an "x" and the number of the extension to be dialed when the auto-
attendant picks up.

For example:

The example above will dial 5557654321 and then, after the attendant picks up, w ill dial 123 (Then the message

will play)

Inserting Pauses in Dial Strings

To insert a 2 second pause followed by additional touch tones, use a comma followed by the numbers
desired. Multiple commas can be used to achieve longer pauses.

For example:
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This example w ill dial 5557654321, then wait two seconds and dial a 1, and then wait 4 seconds and dial a two,

then wait 6 seconds and dial a three, and finally, wait 8 more seconds before dialing a 4. (Then the message

will play). Remember, the message won't play until the dial string is completed.

A Note on Telephony System Auto-Attendants

"Auto-Attendant" systems are designed to function like a traditional operator, answering calls and
directing callers through phone trees and to extensions. In some cases, you may be setting up dial
strings in e2Campus to navigate your local PBX system using a combination of pauses and touch-tones.

Please keep in mind that any changes to your local auto-attendant may require changes to those dial
strings. Whenever there's a change to your local phone system's options or settings, you will want to
ensure that those changes work with your e2Campus settings. 

For example, if your auto-attendant is set to wait for 5 seconds, a 6 second pause before dialing a code
may be sufficient. However, if you change your local auto-attendant's greeting to say a 15 second long
message and then listen, you'll need to adjust any pauses accordingly or e2Campus may dial before
your system is listening!
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4.6.7.2 Pre-Recording Voice Messages

e2Campus includes the capability to use pre-recorded sound files in the Voice Messaging system. Voice
messages may be pre-recorded and uploaded into the system for later use.

This is especially beneficial for precise control of your message during an emergency. 

Follow these instructions to create, upload, and send out pre-recorded voice messages in your
e2Campus voice system.

Recording a Voice File

You may record and upload as many voice messages in your e2Campus system as needed. Each voice
message may be up to 3 minutes in duration (2 MB max file size). 

(We recommend keeping pre-recorded messages to a length of less than 1 minute, as most recipients
will not listen to longer messages.)

Before you start recording, you need:
· A computer running Microsoft Windows XP 
· A working microphone
· A script for your alert

So, if you’ve got those, here’s what to do:

1. Open Start >> Programs >> Accessories >> Entertainment >> Sound Recorder 

2. Phone calls are “low fi”, so before we record, we need to adjust the “bitrate” on our sound
file.  

In Sound Recorder, click File >> Properties

3. In the Properties for Sound window, click Convert Now
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4. This will open a window to allow you to adjust the sound quality. You must use the following
settings:

Format: PCM
Attributes: 11.025 kHz, 8 Bit, Mono

Click OK to keep the settings.

5. Begin recording! Simply record your sound file with the Windows Sound Recorder.
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When your sound file’s ready, be sure to save it with a recognizable name. Repeat this
process for each sound file needed. 

Be sure to listen to the sound files once or twice to make sure everything sounds correct.
When played through your PC speakers, the sound will sound a bit "scratchy". This is
normal, as phone calls are very low quality of sound when compared to modern PC sound
card capabilities.
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4.6.7.3 Using Preamble and Postamble for DTMF tones

You may enter touch tones (DTMF) using e2Campus Voice Cast's dial strings. That will work with some
systems and not others. What if your system just needs a more precise sequence of touch tones? 

In some cases, you may want to control the timing more precisely. In such cases, you can use your
own recorded touch tone sequences. 

(TIP: Recording touch tones can be tricky, but there are many online DTMF sequence generators
freely available online.)

If you have such a recording, upload it as a voice message, just like any other WAV file recording. (See 
Uploading Sound Files) 

The "Voice Call Preamble" can be used to have voice cast play your pre-recorded .wav file when the line picks

up. Make this a timed recording of DTMF tones for precise control over the sequencing. 

This method provides you with precise control over the exact sequence played when the call connects. 

So, if your siren or overhead paging system needs e2Campus to dial a precise, timed sequence of DTMF
tones and pauses, you can pre-record those and set them as the "preamble".

4.6.8 Hotline

The optional e2Campus Hotline service allows users to call into the system to retrieve your alert
message. Much like an answering machine, the call-in number provided by e2Campus will allow anyone
to call the number and hear the message. 

The difference between hotline voice and a standard answering service/voicemail message is capacity.
Where a standard voicemail would only accept one or two callers at a time, the hotline voice service is
built for emergency management. The hotline voice service is build to handle many (hundreds)
simultaneous incoming calls at the same time. 

Note: This service, much like the Voice service is an optional, add-on service for
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e2Campus. Please contact your e2Campus account representative to add
hotline alerts to your current service.

4.6.8.1 Setting up the Hotline

The setup for e2Campus Hotline service is fairly simple. Just enable the service in e2Campus's Network
page.

Once you've purchased hotline voice alert service, you'll be provided with your own call-in number. This
number will be displayed within your e2Campus system's Network page as shown below.

Set the Hotline service to "Active" to enable the Hotline as a delivery option in e2Campus.

One or more call-in numbers w ill be provided on the Network page in e2Campus. 

This is the direct-dial phone number that people can call to hear the most recent alert posted to the Hotline

If you've leased multiple numbers for use with hotline voice alerting, you will see them listed here and be
able to select one or more to use as "defaults" when sending alerts.
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4.6.8.2 Using the Hotline

Simply select "HOTLINE" when sending alerts to

use the hotline service

Once enabled, Hotline will be listed on the "Send
Message" page of e2Campus as "Hotline".

Much like the Voice service, there are additional options available with e2Campus Hotline.

Click the + icon to expand options for the HOTLINE service.

Options include: 
Selecting a number to post the alert to. (if multiple are available to you.)
Select any pre-recorded messages. (See Recording Voice Alerts by Phone to learn more about how to
record your own voice for use with alerts.)
Or use the text message text, which uses text-to-speech technology to create a voice message from
your text message's text. (default)

4.6.9 TTY Broadcast Service

The e2Campus TTY Broadcast service provides an option for delivering standard TTY calls for the hearing
impaired. This service functions much like the standard Voice service, except the message is formatted
for broadcast to TTY systems. 
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4.6.10 Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)

What is CAP?

The Common Alerting Protocol, or CAP is a "a simple but general format for exchanging all-hazard
emergency alerts and public warnings over all kinds of networks" (Quote taken from "Common Alerting
Protocol. v1.1"). This open standard is maintained by OASIS.org and e2Campus 4.6 is fully CAP v1.1
compliant.

The e2Campus system can produce CAP feeds and push CAP messages to a designated URL.

CAP feed settings are configured and activated through the Network page in e2Campus 4.6.

4.6.10.1 CAP Feed

The CAP Feed can be used to generate and post a CAP (Common Alerting Protocol) message as a
service when e2Campus issues an alert.

The CAP Feed can be customized when sending an alert, like any other e2Campus message service
(click the + icon to modify the settings). You may wish to use different CAP message settings for
different messages.

When this feature is enabled in e2Campus 4.6, the system will generate a CAP formatted XML
message. This xml message will be posted (via raw HTTP Post) to the URL set in this configuration.

The CAP Service may be enabled by setting it to "Active".  If the Default Service setting is set to "Yes", CAP

will be selected automatically when composing alerts.

Service Settings:

Service Status: Use to enable/disable the CAP feature in e2Campus 4.6. If 'Inactive', no CAP
messages will be generated for any alerts.
Default Service: Set CAP as a "Default Service" in e2Campus.

Note: As a Default Service in e2Campus,  this service will be selected whenever messages are
composed by default.

CAP Feed Configuration

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15135/emergency-CAPv1.1-Corrected_DOM.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/15135/emergency-CAPv1.1-Corrected_DOM.pdf
http://www.oasis-open.org/
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e2Campus 4.6 can push CAP v1.1 messages to a URL of your specification via HTTP Post. Additionally,
the system provides a retrieval URL for systems that must pull (or retrieve) messages, rather than receive
a posted message.

The e2Campus CAP Service supports both storing CAP messages for remote retrieval AND posting CAP

messages to a URL of your choosing.

Default CAP retrieval URL – URL used to retrieve any CAP messages that this particular account
has previously created. Used by an external source to access your CAP created messages,
particularly if the destination cannot be posted to. This url will allow server to see all CAP messages
for this account that have not expired.

Default Url to Post to - Url of the server you wish to post any CAP formatted XML message to when
a message is sent to a group that has the CAP service enabled (active). (For example: http://
device.sample.edu/cap/incoming ) This is used to push CAP messages to the designated
service of your choice. (In most cases, this will be used to trigger 3rd party devices and services.)
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The CAP v1.1 message protocol has several required and optional fields supported by e2Campus. These
settings are used to customize outgoing CAP messages. Fields presented in drop-down menus have
restricted values. (The options present the possible values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard.)

Default Sender - (REQUIRED)
Identifies the originator of this alert.
Guaranteed by assigner to be unique
globally; e.g., may be based on an
Internet domain name. This setting
MUST NOT include spaces,
commas or restricted characters (<
and &). 

Default Status – (REQUIRED) Code
denoting the appropriate handling of
the alert message. The selections
show the allowable values permitted
by the CAP v1.1  standard. The
e2Campus settings default to 
‘Actual’.

Default Message Type –
(REQUIRED) Code denoting the
nature of the alert message. The
selections show the allowable values
permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard.
The CAP standard does not permit
custom values for this item. The
e2Campus settings default to ‘Alert’.

Default Source – (OPTIONAL) Text
identifying the source of the alert
message. The particular source of
this alert; e.g., an operator or a
specific device. Defaults to 
‘Omnilert’.

Default Scope – (REQUIRED) Code denoting the intended distribution of the alert message. The
selections show the allowable values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard. The CAP standard does
not permit custom values for this item. Defaults to ‘Public’.

Default Category – (REQUIRED) Code denoting the category of the subject event of the alert
message. The selections show the allowable values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard. The CAP
standard does not permit custom values for this item. Defaults to ‘Safety’.

Default Event – (REQUIRED) Text denoting the type of the subject event of the alert message.
Defaults to the message subject if left empty.

Default Response Type – (OPTIONAL) Code denoting the type of action recommended for the
target audience. The selections show the allowable values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard. The
CAP standard does not permit custom values for this item. Defaults to ‘None’.

Default Urgency – (REQUIRED) Code denoting the urgency of the subject event of the alert
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message. The selections show the allowable values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard. The CAP
standard does not permit custom values for this item. Defaults to ‘Immediate’.

Default Severity - (REQUIRED) Code denoting the severity of the subject event of the alert
message. The selections show the allowable values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard. The CAP
standard does not permit custom values for this item. Defaults to ‘Severe’.

Default Certainty – (REQUIRED) Code denoting the certainty of the subject event of the alert
message. The selections show the allowable values permitted by the CAP v1.1 standard. The CAP
standard does not permit custom values for this item. Defaults to ‘Unknown’.

Default Hours to expire - Number of hours after message is created and sent until it expires. This
data populates the info.expires tag. (example <expires>2008-09-12T15:19:21-04:00</
expires>).

Default Sender Name – (OPTIONAL) Text naming the originator of the alert message. The human-
readable name of the agency or authority issuing this alert. 

Default Instruction – (OPTIONAL) Text describing the recommended action to be taken by
recipients of the alert message. An extended human readable instruction to targeted recipients.

Default Web – (OPTIONAL) Identifier of the hyperlink associating additional information with the
alert message. A full, absolute URI for an HTML page or other text resource with additional or
reference information regarding this alert

Note: You may customize CAP feeds when sending an alert. Just click the + icon next to the CAP service on
the Send Messages screen.
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4.6.11 RSS Feed Configuration

e2Campus 4.6 features a robust RSS feed feature. This feed is selectable in the Send Message screen
of e2Campus.

Note: This new feed engine is designed to replace the "SmartCode Message Feed"
utility from e2Campus v2.5 and prior. While the "old" system tied RSS feeds
directly to groups, the new model allows you to select RSS as a service with any
group.

Set RSS as an ACTIVE service to enable the new RSS service when sending messages.

The Feed Name and Description are the title and description seen in most RSS readers.
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The Feed URL is the URL path to your e2Campus RSS Feed. Copy/paste the URL into your feed reader.

e2Campus also provides quick code to generate the buttons and links for common personal portals.

e2Campus provides copy-and-paste code to create clickable graphical links to the most common RSS-
compatible portals: iGoogle, My Yahoo, My AOL, and Windows Live. Simply copy-and-paste the code
supplied into any HTML page to create easy links for your community to use.

Use this setting to create a default expiration period for RSS messages. The minimum period is 30 minutes,

the maximum is 99999 hours.
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Sending RSS Feed Messages

To send messages to the RSS Feed, simply select RSS from the services when composing an alert on
the Send Messages screen.

Select "RSS" from the services to publish  your

message to your e2Campus RSS feed

When selecting the RSS service, click the "+" icon to
edit the options for publishing your alert.

You may opt to set a special "Expiration" date/time for
the message.

You may select any date in the future. Selecting a
date in the past will cause an error and your alert
will not send.

If no date is selected, the message will expire
according to the settings in the Network section of
e2Campus.

How to stop publishing an alert in the e2Campus RSS Feed

e2Campus 4.6 includes the ability to stop publishing an individual message from your RSS feed
whenever you need to, even before the message "expires". 

To cancel a message from your RSS feed, open Messages >> History and view the message details for
the alert you wish to cancel. IF the message is still being published in your feed, you can click Cancel
RSS Feed  to stop publishing the message.

To stop publishing a message to your e2Campus RSS Feed, view the "Delivery Details" in the Message History

and click CANCEL RSS FEED.
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4.6.12 Multifeed

The new Multifeed service provides the ability to create and send messages to multiple RSS feeds. The
normal "RSS Service" provides a  single, dedicated feed, which may be ideal for most situations.

Multifeed can be useful if different feeds are needed to serve different purposes. For example, you may
need one feed for your digital signage on one campus and another feed dedicated to a satellite campus. 

Enable the Multifeed Service in the Network page of e2Campus

To create a new feed, simply fill out the form provided.

Simply assign your feed a "Name" and "Description" as well as a duration and time zone.

The fields required to create a new feed are:
Feed Name: This title attribute for the RSS feed and is shown in the Send Message page.
Feed Description: This is the description attribute in the RSS feed.
Duration: This sets the expiration time for items sent to the feed. The duration should be at least 30
minutes. Messages sent to Multifeed can be canceled at any time in the Message History details for
messages sent.
Time Zone: Sets the time offset attribute for the feed items. (Most RSS Readers will simply translate
the items into your local time, but it's good to set an offset accordingly.)
DST: Set whether or not to adjust times for Daylight Savings Time.
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Please Note: Your new RSS feed's URL will not load properly until after at least 1 message has been
sent. If your RSS reader requires a valid XML file to exist at the URL, please be sure to send at least 1
"test" message to establish the feed after creating a new feed.

Existing feeds can be edited and/or deleted. The Feed URL is also provided. Copy/paste this URL into your

feed reader.

Once a feed is configured, you can edit the configuration and/or access the feed's URL through the 
Network page in e2Campus.

4.6.12.1 Sending Alerts to Multifeed

Once configured and activated, Multifeed is simple to use. 

Click the + next to Multifeed to

access the current feed list and

select/unselect feeds to send your

alert to.

To send an alert to the Multifeed service, check the box for "Multifeed"
from the services on the "Send Message" page. 

All current feeds will be unselected. 

To select feeds, click the + icon next to Multifeed.

Note:  By default, none of the available RSS feeds are selected when
sending to Multifeed. 

Be sure to select any feeds you do not wish to use BEFORE sending
an alert!
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4.6.13 Adding to Facebook

In e2Campus, you may now send alerts directly from e2Campus to your organization's Facebook page
via the "e2Campus Application".

To get started, you need the following:
Access to administration rights for your institution/organization's Facebook Page.

Note: This must be a "Page", and not a "Group" or "user profile" in Facebook. "Groups" in
Facebook cannot install applications and thus cannot be linked to external services. 

Facebook "Pages" can install and run applications. For more information about managing groups
and pages in Facebook, please see the online help available from Facebook.com.

Access to e2Campus as a Super Admin, or communication with a Super Admin who can help you.

A compatible web browser. At this time, Facebook's Page Apps do not work with Google Chrome
or Safari. We recommend using Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox for this setup. (After the setup is
done, you can use any browser you'd like!)

Installing/Configuring e2Campus to send alerts to a Facebook Page via 
e2Campus:

Log into e2Campus as a Super Admin and open the Network page.

To activate the FACEBOOK service, expand the setting and set "Facebook" to ACTIVE. You may also set

"Facebook" as a default service to auto-select Facebook when composing alerts.

Expand the FACEBOOK service by clicking the configure link

You will see a link to the "e2Campus Application" on Facebook.com. 
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To install this application on your school's Facebook page, click the link provided.

You'll need to copy the "Account Key" and paste that into Facebook.

Click the link provided. This will take you to the e2Campus application on Facebook. (You will
need to log into a valid Facebook user account. This must be a Facebook user with administrator
rights to your Facebook page.) 

Setup in 4 Steps: 

1.  Log into e2Campus and get the "Account ID" from Facebook section on the NETWORK page. (Copy
this ID and save it for later.)

2. Click the link provided in the NETWORK page of e2Campus. This will open a page on Facebook. (You
could email this link and the Account ID to your Facebook admin if they want to do this without you...)

3. The link goes to the e2Campus app on Facebook and will ask you to "Allow" the app to post/modify/
etc your pages/profile. This screen (on Facebook) looks like it's giving e2Campus access to your
whole profile. It isn't, it's just allowing e2Campus to post as you to your FB page. The important part is
to click "ALLOW" or nothing will work.

4. On the next page: Select your school's Facebook Page from the dropdown, enter the Account ID we
copied earlier, and click the button to save the settings.

That's it. You're done. When you log back into e2Campus and check the Network page, the Facebook
service status should be a green icon, indicating that the setup is complete.

Note:  Facebook's website will not work properly with Google Chrome and some
versions of Apple Safari. For this reason, we strongly recommend using Mozilla
Firefox or Microsoft Internet Explorer for this setup.

After submitting the account key and allowing permission to post, you should be configured to deliver
e2Campus alerts to Facebook.

4.6.13.1 Sending Alerts to Facebook

Once configured, it's easy to send your alerts to Facebook.

Simply select the new Facebook box when sending an alert to send a copy of the message to your
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Facebook page.

4.6.13.2 Troubleshooting Facebook Configuration

Due to the many settings and options inherent to Facebook's page configuration, there are some
common hangups for new installations.

Installed, but the messages don't show up on our Page's "Wall" or "Timeline".

You may need to allow "Special Permissions". Log into Facebook and visit your Page. Click Edit Page.

Scroll down to the "e2Campus" application in the list of applications and click Edit. You should then see
a popup asking you to allow special permission for e2Campus to post alerts. Click Allow.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Facebook Password changes will de-authorize e2Campus on Facebook.

By installing the Facebook app for e2Campus to your page, the app is linked to your Facebook user. If/
when you change your password on Facebook, Facebook will immediately de-authorize any/all apps that
send to your pages.

If you have changed your personal Facebook password, you may be required by Facebook to re-
authorize any apps you have installed to publish to your Facebook Page (including e2Campus). This is
part of Facebook's security policy and cannot be avoided.

The solution is simple: Just repeat the setup process any time your Facebook password changes by
clicking the link from the Network page in e2Campus. You'll see a popup asking you to authorize the
app.

Installed the application, but it won't update my school's Facebook page "Stream". In my
history, it says "Error".

If you've changed your Facebook password, this can cause any apps that publish as you (or your page)
to lose their authorization. So, whenever you change your password on Facebook, be sure to re-
authorize e2Campus to post as you. 

Here's what to do:

1) Log into e2Campus using either Microsoft IE or Mozille Firefox (Do NOT use Google Chrome)
2) Go to the NETWORK page
3) Click Configure for Facebook. Copy your e2Campus account key.
4) Click the link provided to go to the e2Campus app page on Facebook
5) Click Delete Current Settings to remove the previous app setup.
6) Then click Edit Current Settings, select your school's Facebook page, re-enter your account ID
and then click Submit.

Of course, if you require assistance, please contact us at support@e2Campus.com
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4.6.14 Adding to Twitter

In e2Campus, you may now send alerts directly from e2Campus to your organization's Twitter user.
Thus, anyone "following" your Twitter user will receive Twitter "tweets" according to their Twitter settings.
This adds the convenience of yet another social networking tool to your e2Campus alert network,
broadening the reach of your alerts.

To get started you'll need:

1. Twitter account. This will be the Twitter account you'll post e2Campus alerts to. Your subscribers
can then (optionally) follow this user to receive alerts as "tweets" from Twitter.com. For more info and
to set up your Twitter account, visit www.twitter.com. 

2. Access to e2Campus as a Super Admin, or communication with a Super Admin who can help you.

Configuring e2Campus to send alerts to "Twitter"

In e2Campus:

Open the Network page and click configure next to the Twitter service and then follow these 4 steps.

Step 1:

In e2Campus, click "Authorize w ith Twitter".  

Step 2:

http://www.twitter.com.
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Twitter w ill then open in a new window, asking you to Sign In to authorize access to your Twitter account.

Enter your school/institution's Twitter username and password. (This information will not be stored in

e2Campus.)

Step 3:

Twitter w ill then present you with a "PIN". Copy your PIN. 

Step 4:
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Enter the Twitter PIN into the field provided in e2Campus and then click "Update" to save the setting.

Success!

Once you've entered the PIN, you'll see that your Twitter Screen Name is saved in e2Campus and authorized

to publish "Tweets".

4.6.14.1 Sending Alerts to Twitter

Select the "Twitter"  service when composing an alert from the Send Messages screen.

To send a copy of your alert to Twitter, simply select "Twitter" when composing an alert.

Please keep in mind that Twitter.com supports an absolute maximum of 140 characters per
message. Any messages longer than 140 characters will be truncated when sent to Twitter.

As such, be sure to stop your message with at least 25 characters remaining. (This allows 5 characters
for separating the subject and message and will ensure you do not exceed the message length for
Twitter with any special characters.)
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4.6.15 uTip

Sometimes the best safety information comes from the community at-large. With this in mind,
e2Campus now offers the ability for your subscribers to send reports back to you.

The uTip service for your community to report possible security and safety issues via text message. To
report an issue, anyone out in the public can send a text message with your pre-set "keywords" and a
brief message to the e2Campus short code 50911. This text will then be directed to your designated cell
phones (as a text message) or email addresses.

This is a great way to get tips to response teams out in the field or provide added safety options for your
community.

Some possible uses for a campus tip line include:

Reporting crimes
Reporting intoxicated fans at sporting events
Reporting severe weather sightings (e.g. tornadoes)
Requesting safety escorts from public safety offices

To send a tip, users simply text in

tips to 50911 + your keyword +

their tip message

Since e2Campus allows multiple "tip lines" per school (based on
keywords), you could easily configure different keywords for each of
these uses. Your users would then simply text 50911 with <your
keyword> and their message.

As is with any texting, the sender assumes the normal texting fees
(if any) from his/her carrier for messages that he/she sends to the
tip line.

At present, the "Tip Line" feature (short code text) is known to be
supported for the following carriers*:

AT&T
Verizon Wireless
T-Mobile
Nextel
Sprint
Virgin Mobile
Alltel
Cellular South

* List does not include all supported carriers. Mobile carrier
participation/support for texting may vary in each market area. For
questions related to a specific carrier in a specific region, please
contact that carrier directly or contact support@omnilert.com.

Of course, if your institution plans to implement the e2Campus uTip feature, you'll need to advertise it
locally. We recommend a vigorous campaign of emails, posters, and local press to get the word out.

Note: uTip is not included with all e2Campus systems. Contact your e2Campus for
information on adding uTip to your current e2Campus service.
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4.6.15.1 Creating Keywords

As you know e2Campus is a national service. As such, there are millions of subscribers and phones that
receive texts from e2Campus every day. How does e2Campus distinguish your community's "tip line"
from the rest? Keywords.

Your tip line will require a unique keyword. This is how e2Campus identifies an incoming message and
routes it to your phone number (or email address). Once your keyword is set, no other e2Campus
system will be allowed to use that same keyword.

Of course, you will want to keep the keyword short. Between 3 and 5 characters in length is
recommended. This should allow the keyword to be unique and reduce typos and/or mistaken texts. 

Try to make they keyword something that could never be mistaken for another institution. For example,
for a school called "State University", the keyword "SU" would be nice and short, but easily confused
with many other schools. A slightly longer "STATEU" is still easy to remember and harder to confuse
with other schools.
 

To create a new "keyword" simply fill out the form and save your keyword.

To receive uTip messages via email:

Enter full email addresses. 
If using multiple email addresses, enter each on a separate line.
The system will support up to 10 email addresses per keyword.

To receive uTip messages via SMS (text message):

Enter the full 10 digit number you'd like to receive the message.
Enter only the digits (no parentheses or dashes)
If entering more than one phone number, place each number on its own line.
The system will support up to 10 SMS numbers per keyword.

You can create multiple keywords and direct messages to different addresses/phones based on your
needs.

All current keywords in use by your campus are displayed in the Network section under uTip in
e2Campus/
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Once your keyword is saved, you can view/delete it at any time. In this example, texting "STATEU" and a brief

message will send an email to a special "tipline" email address as well as  two text messages to our police

officers in the field.
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4.6.15.2 uTip Mobile Portal

The uTip feature for e2Campus includes a dedicated mobile portal for viewing tips as an administrator.

Copy this link and send it to your mobile phone to access details about tips that come in through uTip.

Simply bookmark the uTip Mobile Portal on your SmartPhone for quick and easy access to uTip on the
go.

4.6.15.3 uTip Web Widget

The uTip service also provides a web widget / SmartCode form to collect anonymous tips via any web
page.

Note: Tips collected through your website will be completely anonymous. The
e2Campus system will have no way to determine who submitted the tip through
your website. Keep this in mind, as truly anonymous tips can be a hotbed for

pranks and hoaxes if left open to the general public.

4.6.15.4 Receiving Tips

Tips sent to your uTip keywords will be routed according to the recipients listed when the keyword was
created. 

In our example, a text sent to 50911 with "STATEU" will result in the following messages:

An email with the message is sent to "tipline@police.sample.edu"
A text message is sent via SMS to 2125551234
A text message is sent via SMS to 2125554321

For a basic level of anonymity, these messages will not include the tipster's phone number.

For more advanced users, a log of any/all tips is listed in e2Campus on the Network page in the uTip
service configuration.
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All Tip Line messages (tips) are stored on NETWORK page (in the uTip configuration) for later review. Only the

last 5 tips are displayed, but you may export all of the tip history at any time.

For a more detailed history, you may also export the tip history to a CSV (Comma Separated Value) text
file. (Opens in MS Excel or any spreadsheet program.)

Please note: 

uTip is not fully anonymous. The system will track the sender's phone number when
available. 

The Network page's settings in the e2Campus administration portal does list the sender's phone
number. This allows for accountability in the event of hoaxes or situations where the sender's phone
must be identified. If you wish to operate uTip in an anonymous mode, please contact your
e2Campus account representative.
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4.6.16 uConference

The e2Campus uConference add-on provides the capability to link recipients together into a conference
call. This feature is designed to help link key team members real-time during a crisis. Since uConference
can utilize your existing conference bridge, you can integrate this feature quickly into your existing
communications plan.

Note: uConference is an additional service and not included with the core e2Campus
system. Please contact your e2Campus representative for more information
regarding pricing to add uConference to your current e2Campus service.

How it works

uConference works in a way similar to the e2Campus Voice service, in that you can target an
existing group to deliver a uConference alert to. However, in addition to calling the end-user and
delivering the voice alert, uConference can also connect the recipients to your conference call bridge
at the press of a button.

Other Uses

Since uConference simply connects the recipient to another number that you set in the system, you
could use this service in some creative ways. For example, you could use uConference to connect
recipients to a main public safety call center's phone number. Then send a uConference alert stating
"If you need assistance, press 5 to connect to public safety." If the recipient is in need of help and
presses "5", their call is forwarded to your public safety call center's number.

4.6.16.1 Setting Up uConference

Setting up the uConference service in e2Campus is very similar to the Voice service. Configure
uConference on the Network page.

Service Status

Set the service to "Active"  to enable this service in e2Campus. 

Set the service as a "Default" to have uConference selected by default for all alerts. (not
recommended)

Configure Service

Caller ID: The 10-digit number used for the outgoing Caller ID (seen by the recipient.) Enter the
full 10-digit phone number. Do not enter text or masking, just the phone number as shown below.

Bridge Number: Enter the 10-digit number for your school's conference call bridge. This will be
dialed if/when the recipient presses the assigned key to connect to the conference call. The
recipient may need to enter a further "code" for your bridge service. If so, make sure the recipient
is told what to dial.

Press to Connect: The touch-tone number the recipient must press to connect to your conference
bridge. You can set this to 0-9. However, we recommend using a number between "0" and "8".
(Note: "9" is typically reserved to repeat the original voice alert when pressed.)
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Throttling: Use the throttle to limit the number of concurrent calls uConference will make. This
can be used to slow uConference's dial rate to prevent overloading local phone systems.

The uConference settings from e2Campus

To save configuration changes, click Update Configuration

4.6.16.2 uConference - Tips and Tricks

When using uConference, you're using a voice call to connect recipients to a central conference call. As
such, there are some things to keep in mind:

Know your groups. Typically, uConference will be used with small groups to connect key people,
such as an emergency response team or critical decision makers. Be sure to check the
membership of these groups ahead of time. Be sure the members have all entered voice numbers
into their e2Campus accounts. Be sure those voice numbers are accurate and active.
Be wary of auto attendants. Voice calling with mobile phones can be less reliable than with
landlines. Many cell phones will have auto-announce features, such as “please hold while your call
is being connected…”, especially if/when the recipient is roaming or in a poor coverage area. This
can cause automated systems to deliver the voice alert too soon. We recommend also sending
your alert via SMS or email.

Be sure to include instructions!

By default, the uConference system doesn't have any special instructions included with the messages. 
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Be sure that your outgoing voice message tells the recipient which button to press to connect to
the conference. 
If your bridge system requires a special "pass code", be sure to include that with the message
and/or distribute that code out to the key persons ahead of time.

If using your own conference bridge...

Know your conference bridge's capacity! If your bridge can only handle 10 callers, be sure the
group you are calling is sized appropriately. (Typically, this will be a small, private group.)
Custom instructions. Be sure to include any special instructions (passcodes, connection codes,
etc) with your message.

It is never recommended to use uConference with the "ALL USERS" group. As this service is designed
to connect key players in a crisis, you may risk "flooding" the conference call with uninvited callers if you
use uConference with "ALL USERS".

Don't have a conference bridge?

If your institution does not have a conference bridge, Omnilert can provide conference call bridge
services at an additional cost. Please contact your e2Campus account representative for details
regarding this option.
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4.7 Admins

The Admins page is used to add/edit e2Campus administration accounts. By default, this feature is only
available to administrators with the Super Admin role unless explicitly added through the permissions.

The Admins page allows quick access to the configuration of the e2Campus administrators in your system.

Click edit on any admin account to view and edit the details for that admin. 

To assign admins to manage user groups, check the check boxes on the left, select a group from the
"Select Group" dropdown, and then click Assign to Group.
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4.7.1 Creating Admins

Creating new administration accounts in e2Campus 4.6 is a simple process.You may create as many
admins as needed. Creating admins is typically a function of the Super Administrator role.

Note: Admin accounts are not user accounts. If your admins wish to receive
e2Campus alerts, they must also subscribe as users!

Open the Admins >> Create Admin page.

Enter a Username, Firstname, Lastname, Email, and Password for the new admin account.

Assign the new admin a role. An admin's role defines the default access permissions for the admin's
account.

4.7.2 Admin Roles

e2Campus provides role-based administration. Each admin account is assigned a role. These default
roles provide the option of designating portions of the administration of e2Campus to different admins
without exposing features they do not need.

The basic admin roles provided are:
Super Admin
Group Admin
Content Admin
Support Admin
Maintenance Admin

If an admin requires functions that land outside of the default roles, you may assign additional access for
individual admin account. (See "Admin Permissions" for more information)

Super Admin

By default, the e2Campus Super Admin has access to all data, functions, and features in e2Campus
4.6. This is essentially the head admin. It is recommended to have a minimum of 2 Super Admin users,
and no more than 5 Super Admins. Super Admins manage all of the other admins and can add/create/
promote/demote other admins in the system. There must always be at least 1 Super Admin in
e2Campus.

Group Admin

Group Admins have access to their assigned groups and may manage the users who are currently
subscribed to their groups. They do not have access to major system settings and cannot manage
administrators. These admins have slightly more access then "Content Admins".

Content Admin

Content Admins can send messages. Their role is one of a sender and not an administrator of users or
system settings. The Content Admin's role is designed for use by dispatchers and campus
administrators who need to publish content or issue alerts, but do not need access to system functions
outside of content production.
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Support Admin

The Support Admin role has access to a limited view of  user information and can perform basic user
maintenance functions. This role cannot alter system settings or send messages. The Support Admin
role was designed for IT help desks who may wish to provide end-user support, but do not need to issue
alerts.

Maintenance Admin

The Maintenance Admin role is designed to grant access to back-end system functions and settings
without access to user accounts or sending alerts. This role is designed for IT integrators, webmasters,
and other "behind the scenes" personnel.
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4.7.3 Admin Access Period

e2Campus includes an option to restrict administrator access by time of day.

This can be used to prevent any sub-administrator (not Super Admin) from logging into e2Campus during
certain times.

To set an access window for an administrator, open the Admins page and click "edit" on the admin you
wish to change. One this window is set, the admin can only log in during the hours specified.

In this example, the administrator can only access the e2Campus system between 9AM and 5PM Eastern. 

Notes:

Access time
All lockout times are set in 24 hour, Eastern Time. (Please keep this in mind if your institution is in
another time zone.)
If the access period is set to 0:00 - 0:00, the administrator's account has no restriction.
By default, admins do no have any restricted access times. 
Once an access time is set, this change will take effect on the administrator's next login. (e2Campus
will not "kick them out" if the admin has already logged in when access hours are changed.)
Please keep in mind that this setting is very restrictive. If an admin is "locked out", they cannot log in
at all.

4.7.4 Admin Permissions and Access Control

While the default roles were designed to fit the needs of most institutions, e2Campus provides additional
flexibility. e2Campus 4.6 allows complete control of admin permissions. 

An admin's access permissions is initially defined by his/her assigned administrator role. The default
permissions should be OK for most normal system configurations.

 If the default roles don't meet your needs, you may take further control of admins through the 
Permissions section. 
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If needed, you may edit an individual administrator's system access on a feature-by-feature basis.

You'll notice that the permissions page's categories reflect the menu in the Admin Console. To grant an
admin access to a specific feature, first grant access to the menu item by placing a check in the menu,
then select the desired sub-features within the menu that the admin can access.

To reset an admin's permissions to those of his/her role, click the Reset Permissions link in the upper
right.
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4.8 Account Settings

The Account page in the e2Campus Admin Console is used to configure both the currently logged in
Admin account (you), and (if permitted by your permissions), the e2Campus network in-general.

My Account

Use the Admin Information section to edit, update your current admin account settings.

"Admin Information"  is your personal admin account settings in e2Campus 4.6.
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Use this page to change your username, email address and/or change your admin account password.

By default, every administrator has access to his/her "Admin Information" and can change their account
username/password as needed.
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Account Details

The Account Details are used to modify the settings for your institution's e2Campus account. These
settings apply to the entire e2Campus system and affect all users. Use this setting to set the Time
Zone for your account. The time zone set here will affect all times displayed within your e2Campus
administrator portal. (Defaults to Eastern US Time if no time zone is selected.)

This time zone setting does not impact services, such as RSS, Web Widgets, or CAP feeds. Those
services each have independent time zone settings.

Account Name

The Account Name is used to "brand" e2Campus as needed for your institution.

You may set a custom Account Name and Description for your e2Campus account. The Account
Name set here is displayed at the top of all screens in e2Campus.

Note: The Account Name is an important part of branding your e2Campus system.
This name is displayed at the top of all e2Campus screens. If you'd like to re-
brand e2Campus, be sure to update the Account Name to reflect your
customized brand name!

Message From Name

The Message From Name is typically the name displayed on the recipient's cell phone, as well as the short

code used by the carrier. (For most carriers, this w ill be 79516.) 

The Message From Name is the text name attached to outgoing SMS and email messages from
e2Campus. This name is typically displayed on the recipient's cell phone. If no name is set, the system
will use "e2Campus"as the text name when sending alerts. 
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The character count on the Send Message screen includes the characters from this default "Message
From Name".

Note: The characters used in the Message From Name count as part of the 160
characters max supported by SMS. For this reason, it's best to set this name to
the shortest name possible to maximize the characters available for SMS
messages.

Expiration Notice

Set a customized "Expiration Notice" to let subscribers know when their accounts w ill expire!

The e2Campus Expiration Notice feature is designed to let subscribers know when their e2Campus
subscriptions will expire. This can be used to encourage users to log in and extend service, should they
want to continue to receive messages. This feature may be disabled by unchecking the box provided.

You may use the following variables in your expiration notice templates:
%username% = The recipient's e2Campus username.
%account_name%= The Account Name setting from the System Settings.

Note: If no custom expiration "Device Message" is set, the system will use the default
message provided by e2Campus.

Default User Account Expiration Notice:

"Dear %username%, your %account_name% account will expire in 30 days. Please login to
extend your service period."

Note: Please keep in mind that the maximum length for SMS messages is 160
characters. Any characters past 160 will be cut off. This limit includes any
message headers imposed or mandated by the recipient's mobile carrier. For
this reason, we recommend keeping the message length to 135 character or
less.
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Expiration Notice Log

Optionally, e2Campus can email a daily digest of the usernames who have received expiration notices
from your e2Campus system. Simply enter the email address you'd like this report sent to.

If you'd like a daily report of expiration notices sent to your users, enter your admin's email address into this

setting.

SmartCode Security

SmartCode Security is strict! Be sure that you have your SmartCode available on the EXACT URL listed, or you

may lock yourself out of e2Campus! (Be sure to include an "Admin Login" form on the allowed pages!

SmartCode Security can be implemented to prevent your e2Campus SmartCode from functioning on
any URLs not listed by you.  

You can list a domain, multiple domains, or a full URL in this setting. If listing multiple sites, separate
them with a comma.

(We recommend including http://www.e2Campus.com/ to leave the default page provided with your
account available if needed.)

If no URL is is set here, your e2Campus SmartCode will function from any html document or web page.
This is the default behavior.

Use caution when implementing this feature, as you can potentially lock yourself out of the
system with an incorrect entry!
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Note: This feature is not needed by most institutions. If your e2Campus user account
registration process is open to the public, this setting is likely not needed. 

This feature is designed for institutions that require users to register from within
a portal or have advanced security requirements that prevent users from
accessing the system from outside of their local network.

Custom Account Image

Upload your own header image to give your users a more custom look and feel to the User portal.

You may upload your own header image to display on the user and admin portals. This image should be
a jpg or gif image with maximum of 670 pixels wide by 80 pixels high.

SmartCode Message Feed

The SmartCode Message Feed is the RSS Feed provided on a group basis (through SmartCode). These
feeds can be set to expire via the "Time to Live" setting. 

This setting does not effect items published through the new RSS Service, which is configured in the
Network section and chosen when sending a message.

This feature is available for backward compatibility with older installations of e2Campus. For new
and/or upgraded installations, we recommend using the new RSS Feed service.

Set a TTL (Time to Live) for messages published to the special "SmartCode Message Feed" function of

e2Campus.

Note: For users of previous versions of e2Campus, the "SmartCode Message Feed" is
the old "RSS Feed" from the SmartCode page. This function is still available for
legacy support. For new installations, we recommend using the RSS Service,
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which provides more advanced features and control over the feed contents.

Mobile Portal

The e2Campus Mobile Portal is designed to provide a light, fast-loading access to send messages
from any web-enabled mobile device. Many cell phones ("smart phones") provide mobile web browsers.
Be default, the mobile portal is not enabled. This setting is used to enable the mobile portal, and
optionally, show your institutional Account Name in the common mobile portal listing on http://
www.e2Campus.net/mobile 

Check "Show Account Name in Public Login Dropdown" to allows your account to be accessed by the shared

login page at http://www.e2Campus.net/mobile 

This is a shared login page, so you may wish to just bookmark your direct login and not be listed online.

Note: If you choose to show your account name in the shared admin login portal, be
sure you have set a strong passwords for your admin accounts.

Admin Password Strength

By default, e2Campus allows admins to set any password they like, with no requirements on length or
characters used. You may choose to enforce a more strict password policy. e2Campus provides a
mechanism to force your e2Campus admins to use "better" passwords. 

This setting does not impact user accounts.

Four levels of admin password strength are provided. Set this to reflect your institution's password policy as

closely as possible. Once set, admins will be forced to use stronger passwords when changing their

passwords.

Allow User Opt-Out:

By default, e2Campus does not permit users to deactivate or remove their accounts. However, you may
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permit your subscribers to do so in their user accounts. 

Check this box to allow your subscribers to CANCEL their e2Campus service on the "Account" page of the

users' portal.

This allows users to definitely cancel service. When a user has opted out, their account is canceled. No
further messages will be sent to that subscriber. Administrators cannot re-enable an account once
a user has chosen to "opt-out". 

If an opt-out user wishes to be reinstated, he/she will need to contact e2Campus Support Services for
assistance. Users who have opted out are NOT shown in the e2Campus system's user list, however,
their username will be reserved so that it cannot be re-used until removed.

For a complete listing of opt-out users, see the Exports. (Opt-Out Users will be exported in their own,
special export.)

NOTE: Opt out users do not show up on the Users page or count towards total users
displayed on the Dashboard.

Account Keyword

Use this setting to create a basic "keyword" for your e2Campus system. This allows your users to
subscribe to e2Campus via Mobile Opt-In by texting your keyword to 79516. If/when a subscriber
subscribes using the "Account Keyword", the number is not subscribed to any groups. However, their
number will become part of the "All Users" when a text message (SMS) is sent to ALL USERS.

Hide Carrier List

Use this setting to hide the list of available carriers in your e2Campus system. This will remove the
"carrier" dropdown from all SmartCode. This option will send all texts to the main SMS aggregators. 

This allows users to subscribe without inputting a carrier, but also restricts the number of carriers
supported by e2Campus to those that allow SMS from short codes only. (See "About Carrier
Information" for more information on this topic.)

Hide Quick Tips

By default, e2Campus displays quick tips at the top of each administrator's screens. You may disable
these quick tips by clicking the button provided on the Account page.
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4.8.1 About Carrier Information

By default, e2Campus requests that users enter their mobile carrier for SMS (text messaging) alerts as
part of the sign up process. This information is collected for several reasons, including:

Statistics: By knowing which carriers your e2Campus have chosen, you get a good idea of which
carriers are more popular in your area. If a popular carrier goes through a big change (e.g. a merger,
buy-out, or change of services), you'll have an idea of how many of your users may be impacted.

Support for Smaller Carriers: Smaller regional, pre-paid, and pay-as-you-go carriers often do not
connect to major SMS aggregators. These carriers often require that all SMS be sent directly to their
network (usually via SMTP).  In order to support these carriers, e2Campus must have the carrier
information.

Carrier Change Support: If/when carriers merge, change network routing, or otherwise require a
change in e2Campus, having carrier information allows e2Campus to adjust for these changes.

So, by default, e2Campus requests the carrier as part of the SMS subscription process.

However, If you feel that requesting carrier information is not suitable for your system, e2Campus does
allow you to opt to Hide Carrier List. 

The "Hide Carrier List" option can be used to allow users to sign up without collecting carrier information. 

By hiding the carrier list, please note that your e2Campus will not support as many carriers as are
supported when carrier information is collected.

Currently, the following carriers are supported (without collecting carrier information):

AT&T
T-Mobile
Verizon
Sprint
Nextel
Boost
Alltel
USCell
MetroPCS
ACS/Alaska
Bluegrass Cellular
Cellular One of East Central Illinois
Centennial Wireless
Cox Communications
EKN/Appalachian Wireless
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GCI
Illinois Valley Cellular
Immix/Keystone Wireless
Inland Cellular
Nex-Tech Wireless
Thumb Cellular
United Wireless
West Central (WCC)
Ntelos
Cincinnati Bell
Virgin
Cricket
Cell Com
Cell South
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4.9 Shibboleth (Single Sign On)

Omnilert, LLC is a member of the InCommon Federation http://www.incommonfederation.org/ . As
such, support for Shibboleth (Single Sign On) is available in e2Campus 4.6 can be configured to provide
a single sign-on solution. Of course, your campus must already have installed and configured Shibboleth
to implement this solution. 

For more information on what Shibboleth is and installing/configuring Shibboleth for single sign on within
your network, please visit http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/. 

This documentation assumes that your organization has already implemented Shibboleth and is a
member of the InCommon Federation. If your organization is not a member of the InCommon Federation,
please contact the e2Campus support center to make separate arrangements with them to exchange
metadata with e2Campus.

You will need the assistance of your local institution's Shibboleth Administrator to set up
Shibboleth single sign on.

When Shibboleth is used, your subscribers can authenticate via Shibboleth, eliminating the need to sign
into their e2Campus system by simply clicking a link provided within your local portal. When the user
clicks your Shibboleth-enabled e2Campus link, he/she is taken directly into e2Campus. 

4.9.1 Institution's Shibboleth Attribute Setup

As an IdP (Identity Provider), your institution will need to configure their IdP to release (pass) to Omnilert
three (3) distinct Shibboleth variables for the communications to work. They will be the eppn, givenName
and sn variables. 

1. eppn – The username that will be used to login to their account. Typically it may be the same
username they use to access their institutions local intranet. That may be an email address or some
other unique name.

This attribute will be passed in one of the 2 ways shown:
urn:mace:dir:attribute-def:eduPersonPrincipalName
urn:oid:1.3.6.1.4.1.5923.1.1.1.6

2. givenName – This will be the users real first name (ex: John).

This attribute will be passed in one of the 2 ways shown:
urn:mace:attribute-def:givenName 
urn:oid:2.5.4.42

3. sn – This will be the users real last name (ex: Smith).

This attribute will be passed in one of the 2 ways shown:
urn:mace:attribute-def:sn
urn:oid:2.5.4.4

This information is simply entered into e2Campus 4.6 on the Account page's Shibboleth Setup. 

http://www.incommonfederation.org/
http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/
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The Shibboleth Setup is used to provide e2Campus with your identity information. This allows e2Campus to

lookup users w ithin your local system and allow access (authenticate) via Shibboleth. You must click Update

to save any changes made to these settings.

There are only 2 items which must be supplied to enable Shibboleth within e2Campus 4.6:

1. Identity Provider:  This is the URI or URL character string (obtained from your local
Shibboleth system admin). 

URN example: urn:mace:incommon:omnilert.net
URL example: https://webauth.myschool.edu/idp/shibboleth

2. Logout Redirect URL:  The full URL to the page where your subscribers will be redirected
when they click the "logout" link after accessing their e2Campus account through Shibboleth.

Once you've entered your Identity Provider information, e2Campus will dynamically generate a
"Shibboleth Page Link". 

Simply place a link to this URL within your local authenticated portal. When this link is clicked, the user
will be taken to e2Campus and authenticated via Shibboleth. 
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Additional Shibboleth setup options

Additional options include:

Disable Account Linking:  The ability to disable the afore mentioned "account linking". If checked,
e2Campus will always create a new user and not present an option to link to a pre-existing user
account.

Account link text: Text displayed when a new user logs into his/her account for the first time.

Allow Shibboleth Access Only: This will prevent all other forms of user login. 

Default to Services Tab: Will present users with the "Services" tab when they log in. (Otherwise the
"Dashboard" is displayed at login.)
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4.9.2 Switching to Shibboleth Single Sign On

If your system is an existing e2Campus system, the e2Campus users will need to be matched up with
the usernames (eppn) provided by your Shibboleth system. 

If you've already been forcing the shibboleth username through SmartCode Extensions, this may not be
an issue, as the usernames may already match those provided by your Shibboleth system.

If your subscribers have chosen their own usernames for e2Campus in the past, these will need to be
linked to their Shibboleth usernames. You have several options to consider:

1. Allow the user to link his/her previous username to their Shibboleth username. 

This is preferred migration path for most schools. Users who click your link will be taken to the following
screen on their first login.

This screen is displayed to a new/unknown user who logs in via Shibboleth. The user can either link their old

account (1) or register for a new e2Campus account (2). This is only displayed one time, as the username will

exist on subsequent log in attempts.  This is the preferred migration path, as it allows existing users to port

their existing accounts to Shibboleth when they log in.

This screen offers them two choices:
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1. Log in with their pre-Shibboleth username/password. This one-time login will then port their
"old" account into the system and match the username for them. They only need to do this
once and your users will essentially sort themselves out over time.

2. Create a new account. Users who don't/can't match up with an existing account will see a
one-time account creation screen where they can sign up for alerts. 

Either way, the users only see this screen once.

2. Provide us with a migration file.

If you can match the users in the current system to their Shibboleth usernames, we can update the
users for you. We'll need you to provide e2Campus Support with a spreadsheet linking the current
e2Campus usernames with new "Shibboleth" usernames. (We will then update your users' usernames to
match, so when they click your link, they're taken right into e2Campus.)

2. Re-registration

Some may wish to ask all users to re-register. In this case, we can remove the current users from the
system. New users will then register through Shibboleth, which will force matching usernames.
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4.9.2.1 Shibboleth Setup Tips

Switching to use logins via Shibboleth is fairly easy and has obvious benefits. Here's a few tips to
consider when setting your single sign-on solution up.

When switching from an existing e2Campus to Shibboleth consider the following:

If you're current setup has usernames forced into user account, or uploaded into the system, we may
be able to append "@yourdomain" to the current usernames to make them match the Shibboleth
EPPN. (Omnilert support will work  with you on that, so be sure to contact your account manager and/
or support. We're here to help you!)

Be sure to check your SmartCode Security when setting up Shibboleth. This security feature is very
strict and can even prevent the Shibboleth system from allowing new accounts to be created. (We
typically advise that any SmartCode Security be temporarily removed when testing Shibboleth. After
tests are successful, re-add any security and re-test to ensure that everything works as it should.)

You can test Shibboleth while running your current non-Shibboleth system. Shibboleth and non-
Shibboleth users can exist in the same e2Campus system. So, you can take your time and test with
a few accounts at your own pace.

If your institution does not participate with InCommon Federation, we may still be able to exchange
Shibboleth "metadata". Please contact your e2Campus account representative for more information.

If possible, providing Omnilert with an example/test username and password will greatly aid e2Campus
in helping you with any system testing needed to transition to Shibboleth authentication.

Most importantly: We're here to work with you and assist you! Be sure to email support@omnilert.com
with questions that may arise!

4.10 Using LDAP User Authentication

e2Campus can be configured to use your local LDAP system for user login authentication in place of the
e2Campus username/password.

While not a "true single sign-on", this feature does allow your users to log in with a username/password
from your in-house LDAP systems, meaning it's typically easy to manage your passwords centrally for
your users.

This feature is enabled upon request. Please contact your e2Campus account manager for more
information if you'd like to explore this feature.

4.11 Tools

e2Campus 4.6 provides a variety of tools to help you get the most out of your e2Campus Alert Network.
Tools includes access to SmartCode, Exports, Uploads

Note: Access to the Tools section is provided by default to the Super Admin and
Maintenance Admin roles. You may add access to any any feature to any admin
by  editing the admin's account on the Admins screen.

mailto:support@omnilert.com
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4.11.1 SmartCode

The Tools >> SmartCode page is used to generate SmartCode for your e2Campus account.
SmartCode is used to embed the forms and content of e2Campus into your website. This provides quick
and easy integration of e2Campus into your existing web presence, giving your users a familiar location
from which to access e2Campus.

Since all SmartCode elements are styled via CSS, the resulting forms and content can easily be styled
to match your existing website.

SmartCode allows you to insert e2Campus forms and content into your institution's website.

To deploy SmartCode, simply cut-and-paste the appropriate SmartCode HTML directly into your
website's HTML source code. To modify the

For details on SmartCode setup and configuration, see the SmartCode Overview section later in this
manual. 
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To further customize your SmartCode's functionality, see SmartCode Extensions.
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4.11.2 Exports

The Tools >> Export page in e2Campus 4.6 allows the easy export of basic e2Campus user information
and administrator information to CSV (Comma Separated Value) format text files. These files will open in
any common spreadsheet software, such as Microsoft Excel.

The TOOLS >> EXPORTS page provides quick access to simple lists of users data. Different file layouts are

provided to give you a variety of exports to choose from.

New export layouts are added to the system as needed or requested. As such, there's a lot of layout
options to choose from. 

Hint: Many lists in e2Campus offer exports right on the screen. To export the lists
directly to downloadable CSV files, click Export.
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4.11.3 Templates

e2Campus  supports message templates. You may compose and save messages, store them within
e2Campus and use them at a later date. e2Campus templates will pre-fill the message text for your
outgoing alerts with the text you specify. You may then edit the text before sending the message to
customize your outgoing message.

New templates are created in the Tools >> Templates screen.

Template messages can be accessed quickly and easily through the Send Messages screen in the
e2Campus Admin Console.

4.11.3.1 Creating Templates

To create new e2Campus message templates, log into e2Campus and follow these steps:

To add new templates, click Tools >> Templates and enter the template details for your message.

Click Tools >> Templates
Enter a Template Name. This is the name of the template that will display in the "Template:"
select on the Send Messages screen of e2Campus.
Enter a Subject. This will fill in the subject line of your message when the template is used.
Enter a Message. This is the message text that will populate your message when the
template is used. 
When composing your text, you may choose to insert Text Variables into your message to
auto-insert the date and/or time into a message.
Click Save Template to save the template. Once a template is saved, it's ready for use in
the Send Messages screen.

Your previously stored templates can be seen on the Tools >> Templates page, listed under the
template composer.
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The current templates in your system are listed on the Tools >> Templates page. You may edit or delete any

existing template in e2Campus

To delete an existing template, click the Delete button. Once confirmed, this will delete the
corresponding template from your e2Campus system.
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4.11.3.2 Template Text Variables

An advanced feature of the e2Campus template (and message) system is the ability to insert variable
text into the messages. This engine allows you to create complex templates with pre-scripted variables
that adapt to the current date and time.

For example, perhaps you want to insert today's date or time into the message? Well, with the advanced
variables shown here, you can do just that.

How to insert a text variable into a message:

Variables appear in e2Campus messages as text encapsulated in curly braces, like this: 
{{@date_mdy}}

That command tells e2Campus to insert today's date (e.g. 06-21-2014) into the message. 

Text variables allow you to insert dates and times into messages automatically in e2Campus. When combined

with templates and scenarios, this provides a powerful feature!
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List of possible Text Variables in e2Campus:

Text Variable Description Example Output

{{@time_his}} Message time in 24 hour
clock format (hours, minutes,
seconds)

13:00:35

{{@time_hist}} Message time in 24 hour
clock with time zone

13:00:35 EDT

{{@time_gis}} Message time in 12 hour
clock format

1:00:35

{{@time_gisa}} Message time in 12 hour
click format with AM/PM

1:00:35 PM

{{@time_gisat}} Message time in 24 hour
clock format with AM/PM
and time zone

1:00:35 PM EDT

{{@date_dow_short}} Today's day of the week, in
short format.

Wed

{{@date_dow}} Today's day of the week, in
long format

Wednesday

{{@date_mdy}} Current date, shorthand (mm-
dd-yyyy)

03-19-2014

{{@date_med}} Current date, medium format Wed, Mar 19, 2014

{{@date_long}} Current date, long format
(Best for voice templates!)

Wednesday, March 19,
2014

{{@date_mdyhms}} Current date with the current
time

03-19-2014 10:57:53

{{@date_mdyhmst}} Current date, time and time
zone

03-19-2014 10:57:53
EDT

{{@date_ymd}} Current date, yyyy-mm-dd
format

2014-03-19

{{@date_ymdhms}} Current date and time, yyyy-
mm-dd format

2014-03-19 10:57:53

{{@date_ymdhmst}} Current date and time, yyyy-
mm-dd /w time zone

2014-03-19 10:57:53
EDT

{{@tomorrow_date_dow_short}} Tomorrow's day of the week,
short

Thu

{{@tomorrow_date_dow}} Tomorrow's day of the week,
long

Thursday

{{@tomorrow_date_mdy}} Tomorrow's date, shorthand 03-20-2014
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Text Variable Description Example Output

{{@tomorrow_date_med}} Tomorrow's date, medium
format

Thu, Mar 20, 2014

{{@tomorrow_date_long}} Tomorrow's date, long format
(Best for voice)

Thursday, March 20,
2014

{{@tomorrow_date_mdyhms}} Tomorrow's date and time 03-20-2014 10:57:53

{{@tomorrow_date_mdyhmst}} Tomorrow's date and time
with time zone

03-20-2014 10:57:53
EDT

{{@tomorrow_date_ymd}} Tomorrow's date, yyyy-mm-
dd

2014-03-20

{{@tomorrow_date_ymdhms}} Tomorrow's date. yyyy-mm-
dd /w time

2014-03-20 10:57:53

{{@tomorrow_date_ymdhmst}} Tomorrow's date. yyyy-mm-
dd /w time and time zone

2014-03-20 10:57:53
EDT

{{@account_name}} The text value of your 
Account Name setting.

Sample Organization

{{@admin_username}} Sending admin's username jdoe

{{@admin_firstname}} Sending admin's first name John

{{@admin_lastname}} Sending admin's last name Doe

{{@admin_fullname}} Sending admin's full name
(first and last)

John Doe

Some tips for using text variables.

Text variables are obviously not something you'd remember to type on the fly. They're really meant for
use in Templates and Scenarios.

The long-form dates tend to work best for voice messages. Shorthand dates may not translate well in 
text-to-speech. 

Be careful with the number of characters! Things like your Account Name may be longer than the
variable used. This will impact the message length. Some services have maximum lengths. For
example, SMS has a max of 160 characters and Twitter accepts only 140 characters. So, be sure to
try and leave some wiggle room if sending to those services!

Test your templates! As always, you should test out any new templates on a small group. Make
sure they do what you want them to. This is especially important with text variables, as a typo in a
variable will mess up the message!
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4.11.3.3 Using Templates

Using templates in e2Campus is simple. 

The new Templates: list allows you to quickly select a template in e2Campus v2.5

Open the Send Messages page to compose and send a message. You will notice a new Templates:
select drop down list above the Subject: line.

The click the drop down to select a template message

Once a template is selected, the Subject and Message text will fill in with the template text. At this
time, you may edit the message before sending, if need be.
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Once you select your template, you may edit the text. If you wish to remove the text and clear the text and

reset the form, just select "Select Template..." from the top of drop down list.

Note: The Create More Templates link is an easy shortcut to the Tools >> Templates page.
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4.11.3.4 Template Tips

Keep templates short! 
Please keep in mind that the absolute maximum length for SMS is 160 characters. (This limit includes
message headers, like the "Sender name", "subject", etc.) Keep this limitation of SMS in mind when
creating your templates. A good guideline is to keep templates to around 140 characters in length. 

For maximum compatibility with some regional and prepaid carriers, you may even wish to keep
template messages to around 120 characters to accommodate those carriers with SMTP (email)
networks that add additional header info to your message. 

Editing Templates? 
Because of the brief nature of SMS, there is no function for "editing" a template. If you wish to make
changes to an existing template, simply delete the template and re-create it.

Make'em flexible! 
Try to create templates that can be used in several situations. While there's no technical limit to how
many templates can be created, too many options during an emergency can delay your ability to select
something quickly. A balance between specificity and ease-of-use is something to consider when
designing your templates. 
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4.11.4 Scenarios

Scenarios are a pre-written set of messages that can be launched from a single button. This allows you
to quickly issue standard messages for common or extreme circumstances.

This section of e2Campus is used to create new scenarios and edit/delete existing scenarios.

By default, you can only launch scenarios that you create under your login. However, you can edit your
scenario and add permission for other admins to use your scenarios.

Once created, scenarios can be launched from the Dashboard in e2Campus
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4.11.4.1 Create New Scenario

Creating a new scenario is simple. Just add a name, description, and select a category. Then click Add
Scenario

Enter a name and description for your scenario and then select a category.

Once your scenario exists, you may add actions to it.

4.11.4.2 Add Actions to Scenario

After creating a scenario, you'll want to add "Actions" to it.

What is a scenario "action"? 

An action is a pre-scripted message for e2Campus. So, a scenario without any actions won't do
anything. Actions are where scenarios get their power.

This is best illustrated using an example. 

In this example, we've created a scenario already called "Power Outage". Now we're going to add some
actions to it!

Step 1: Select Groups and Services for the action.

Just like sending a message, we're going to select groups and services. 

The first action in our example "Power Outage" scenario will be to send a short text to everyone in our
e2Campus system.
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The first step in this scenario w ill be to send a text to "ALL USERS" in e2Campus. So, we select ALL USERS

and SMS.

Now that we have a group and service selected, we compose our alert.

Step 2: Compose a message.

So, now we write our alert.

Compose your message, but do not click "Send Message Now". 

Now we have a message. Let's make it into an action for our "Power Outage" example scenario...

Step 3: Save your Message to Scenario

With our message written, we just need to save it to our "Power Outage" scenario. Scroll down the page
to the Save Message To Scenario section.
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Saving your Message to a Scenario is easy. Just give this new action a name and a description.

Now that we have an action, our scenario is usable and available. However, we'll want more than just one
action! So, we repeat the steps and add actions to send a different text to our "IT Admins" group. 

We then repeat the steps again for a voice message all. And finally, we repeat the steps to post a
message to our Widget and RSS feeds.
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Conclusion:

After adding several actions, we have a complete scenario. 

When we check the Tools >> Scenarios page, we can edit/view this scenario and see our actions.

Here we can see each of the example actions. When this scenario is launched, the system will send them in

the order listed here. (You can re-order the actions or delete actions as needed.)

The actions will occur in the sequence listed here. You may re-order your actions as you see fit or delete
them from this screen.

Note: There is no "view/edit" for actions within a scenario. Simple delete and re-create
an action if change is needed.
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4.11.4.3 Editing a Scenario

Edit a scenario to re-order the actions taken by that scenario and/or add/remove access for other
administrators. 

To edit a given scenario, just click the edit button for that scenario.

This will open the Scenario Manager's edit screen (shown below).
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Edit your scenario to allow other admins to see and use this scenario. You may also re-order the actions or

delete the scenario from e2Campus.

If you're logged in as the creator of the scenario, you can always see it. Other admins, however, won't
see or use it until you add permission for them to do so. Just check the box for a given admin to grant
them access to this scenario.

You may also opt to re-order the actions of a scenario to have actions happen in the desired sequence.
However, please note that e2Campus will execute actions as quickly as possible. The system will not
wait for delivery of messages before launching the next action in sequence. So, in most cases, the
actions will happen in very fast succession. 

  Note: You may opt to set a scenario to "Quick Launch". This will remove any/all confirmation
when sending that scenario. 

Deleting a Scenario
If, for any reason, you wish to delete your scenario, you may do so with the link at the bottom of this
editing page. (Deletion is permanent. Deleted scenarios cannot be un-deleted.)
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4.11.4.4 Custom Text in Scenarios

The e2Campus system includes a special "text variable" which can be used to allow the sender to add
customized text when launching a scenario.

This special text variable is called {{custom_message}}. Unlike other text variables, the special
"custom message" variable is for use exclusively within scenario actions. 

This new function is ideal for situations where you'd like the sender to add a key piece of information to
the otherwise completed Scenario message. For instance, you may want to them to insert the name of a
location or building to make the message even more informative.

4.11.4.4.1  How  to use {{custom_message}}

Custom Message is a new, special text variable designed for use in Scenarios. Simply embed the
variable {{custom_message}} into your scenario’s action content.  Whatever you type is inserted into
the message.

Step 1: Create a Scenario

Create a scenario on the Tools >> Scenarios page.

Custom Message is a new, special text variable designed for use in Scenarios. Simply embed the
variable {{custom_message}} into your scenario’s action content. When you launch that scenario, the
system will prompt you to enter custom text. Whatever you type is then inserted into the message.

A good idea is to put a hint as to what kind of input you’d like in your custom messages in the
“description”. For example, if the messages in this Scenario will expect the name of a building, say
“Enter name of building”.

Step 2: Add actions, inserting {{custom_message}} into the content.

Simply put {{custom_message}} wherever you’d like the custom text to appear in the messages.
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In this example, the custom text content will insert into this message, letting the sender indicate the
location of an incident (e.g. the name of building.)

That’s all there is to it. Save your action and you now have a scenario that will use custom text typed by
the sender.

Note: It's a good idea to put a hint as to what kind of input you’d like in your custom
messages in the “description”. For example, if the messages in this Scenario
will expect the name of a building, say “Enter name of building”.

4.11.4.4.2  Sending a Customized Scenario Message

There are two methods to launch a Scenario: 
1. Administrator’s Web Portal
2. Scenario Launcher app for Android/iPhone

Launching via the Admin Web Portal

Scenarios that require custom text to be added will show a text area to the immediate left of the
“Launch” button, as shown below:

 A scenario w ith a {{custom_message}} w ill have a text area listed. Type your message in the space provided.

Of course, you should enter text into this field before you click Launch.

Simply type in the desired text and click Launch to send your messages on their way.

Note: This is where using the “description” on the Scenario is very helpful. It lets the
sender know what kind of info to type into the text field. Be sure to make your
description meaningful to keep the scenario easy to use!
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Launching via the Scenario Launcher App

Launching from the app is fairly simple.

Simply launch the scenario from your mobile device. The system will then prompt you to enter the
custom message on the “Launch” popup. (shown below)

When launched via the Scenario Launcher app, the confirmation screen will prompt the sender to type in text. 
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The “custom text”  will then be inserted into the message as shown below:

As you can see, this is a simple, effective way to let your preset scenarios include a snippet of hand-
typed text at the time of sending.

4.11.4.4.3  Tips for using Custom Message

1. Include instructions in the “description” for your scenario!  Some simple instructional text in the
Scenario’s description will make the “custom text” function much easier to use in the field.

2. Only one custom text per scenario! There’s only 1 variable. So, {{custom_message}} inputs the
same typed text across all message actions in that scenario.

3. Don’t leave the custom message blank! If you leave {{custom_message}} blank, your message
probably won’t make any sense!

4. Watch your characters count! Custom text variables mean your sender might type more characters
than you would think. If you’re using this function with limited endpoints, like SMS or Twitter, be sure
to leave enough room in your pre-scripted text to accommodate the custom text content.

5. Some training is required. Like any advanced function, this feature may require some extra training
of your sending admins. Make sure they are familiar with the purpose for each scenario and what kind
of text content you want them to add to the message.
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4.11.4.5 Scenario Launcher

Scenario Launcher provides you with the power of your e2Campus scenarios in the convenient, easily
accessible format of a native iOS or Android app. 

Use Scenario Launcher to send any Scenario from a mobile interface with only a few taps on the touch
screen. This app provides tremendous speed and power. 

Downloading Scenario Launcher

As Scenario Launcher is an app, you must install the app on your phone first. To install the app, go to
the iTunes App Store (for iPhone/iPad) or Google Play Store (for Android) and search for "Omnilert" or
"Scenario Launcher". You'll see the app has the familiar Omnilert logo.

You can also find links to the appropriate apps right on the Tools >> Scenarios page in e2Campus.

Get your Account Key

In order for Scenario Launcher to connect to your e2Campus service, you'll need the Account Key. This
is a 6 character long "key" that your admins will need, along with their username and password, to
connect their app to your e2Campus system.

You'll find your unique Account Key at the bottom of the Tools >> Scenarios page in e2Campus.

The Account Key is used to connect your phone to the proper e2Campus account. Your key w ill be unique to

your organization.

Be sure to distribute that key to your local e2Campus admins. They'll need it to connect and log into
e2Campus from Scenario Launcher on their mobile device. They will also need their admin username/
password for the app. 
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4.11.4.5.1  Logging into Scenario Launcher

Logging into Scenario Launcher for the first time

The first time you open Scenario Launcher, the system will want 3 pieces of
info:

Your Account Key (see above)
Your e2Campus admin username
Your e2Campus admin password

The Account Key will be saved upon your first successful login to Scenario
Launcher. You will also see an option to have the app remember your
username for quick access in the future.

For security reasons, the admin password is not saved. (You'll need to re-
enter the e2Campus admin password if/when you close the app or reboot
your device.)

Please Note: Your account key will be unique to your e2Campus
account. You should only need to enter it once, but you may also want
to keep a safe copy of the key, in case you ever need to remove/re-
install the app, get a new device, etc.

Using this app, you'll be able to launch any scenarios which have been
assigned to your e2Campus admin account. (To select the admins whom can use a given scenario, see
Editing a Scenario.)

4.11.4.5.2  Sending Messages from Scenario Launcher

Once installed and logged in, Scenario Launcher presents a simple list of the available Scenarios in your
account. 

To launch a scenario (and send all of its messages)...

Tap the scenario that you'd like to send.
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Then...

So that you don't accidentally send a message, there's a confirmation box. 

Tap Send when prompted.

Finally...
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You're done. The Scenario is launched and you'll see an overview of the actions that were activated.

4.11.4.5.3  Other options in Scenario Launcher

The Scenario Launcher is a very simple, effective app. As such, there's simple options. Here's what
those other items on your phone's screen represent:

There are some other tabs in the app used to manage your app.

Scenarios: Presents your list of available scenarios.

Account: Allows you to "forget" your account settings (clears out your username and account key).

About: The standard "About this App" information required for all apps.

Logout: Logs you out of Scenario Launcher. You'll need your e2Campus password to log in again.
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4.11.5 Uploads

The e2Campus 4.6 Upload utility allows the mass upload of additions, updates, and deletions of user
information.

This utility can be run on-demand by the e2Campus administrator to make changes to user information
for your subscribers.

The Uploads utility can be used to modify the data for your users as a batch process or upload new user

accounts

Some common uses for this utility include:
Deleting graduated students from a campus system.
Removing ex-employees.
Clearing out old, unvalidated users.
Uploading corporate or institution-owned phone numbers for your staff.
Pre-loading accounts for users. (However, we recommend not uploading phone numbers for
SMS users, as the validation process is important.)

To upload/import user information into e2Campus:

1. Create your user upload file. (See Upload File Layout for the data/file structure for your upload file.)

2. Open the Tools >> Upload tab in e2Campus Admin Console. 

3. Select each of the 5 liability agreement boxes. 

4. Click Browse and browse your local computer for your upload file. This file must be a .csv
(Comma Separated Value) format file as described in the Upload File Layout section.

Once the file is uploaded, e2Campus will schedule the file for processing. You will be emailed a report
when the upload completes.

Note: Uploads are permanent and cannot be "undone" or reversed. Be sure your data is correct
BEFORE submitting a file for upload!

Note: We strongly advise against the mass addition of new SMS users to the
e2Campus system. Uploading your users essentially bypasses the validation
process. e2Campus uses the validation process to ensure that messages can
reach the user's mobile phone and/or email address before an emergency
occurs and is a critical step in maintaining good data.

4.11.5.1 Advanced Command Script Upload

e2Campus 0 permits the upload of data into the system to add, update, and delete users in a batch
process. 

The command-driven upload layout permits more operations than the previous upload utility used in
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prior versions of e2Campus.

In order to upload a file into e2Campus 4.6, the data must be in stored in a CSV ("Comma Separated
Value") text format. Each "action" will take 1 line in the file. (Each action is then separated by the line
feed, telling e2Campus to move on to the next command.)

The CSV format should be Windows Compatible, meaning each CSV row is on its own line. If you're
using a Mac or other operating system, be sure to save your CSV in a Windows CSV format for
maximum compatibility.

Each line must have at least a command followed by the username to be operated upon, followed by any
additional info needed for that command. Commands are processed in order from the first line of the file.

So, the basic structure is:

<command>,<username>,<optional or required info for the command>

<command>,<username>,<optional or required info for the command>

Commands

The following commands are supported:

add_admin 

Format: add_admin,admin_username,[fname,lname,password,email_address]

Notes: 
Adds a new Admin account in e2Campus 
All uploaded admins are assigned the Content Admin role. (You can adjust this after importing
on the Admins page.)
fname = first name of the user.
lname = last name of the user
password = password for the user – if blank defaults to ‘password’
email_address = Admins email address to be added.

Examples: 
add_admin,jdoe,John,Doe,password123,jdoe@myschool.edu

adds "jdoe" as an active admin with an role of Content Admin

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4180
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4180
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add_user 

Format: add_user,username,
[fname,lname,"password",validated,active,expiration_date]

Notes: 
Adds a new user account in e2Campus 
fname = first name of the user.
lname = last name of the user
password = password for the user. (If no password is specified, the password will be
"password")
validated = numeric validation status. (1 = validated, 0 = unvalidated)
active = numeric account activation status. (1 = active, 0 = inactive)
expiration_date = date on which the account expires. Must be formatted mm/dd/yyyy

Examples: 
add_user,jdoe,John,Doe,password123,1,1,01/30/2010 

adds "jdoe" as an active, validated account with an expiration on Jan 30, 2010.

add_user,jsmtih 

Adds "jsmith" with no firstname, lastname, password, activation status or expiration date. 

Note: Upload files are processed sequentially from top to bottom. If you're adding a
new user and wish to add devices to their new account, the "add_user"
command must appear before any other "add" commands, such as
"add_groupuser" or "add_mobile". (Otherwise the new user won't exist yet!)

add_group 

Format: add_group,admin_username,group_name,
[group_description,group_type,suggested]

Notes: 
Adds a new Group into the account in e2Campus 4.6 
admin_username = username of the admin for this group, non-admins cannot add/update or
delete groups.
group_name = name of the group
group_description = description of the group
group_type = numeric group type designation. (1 = private, 0 = public).
suggested = numeric status if group is offered by default to users. (1 = suggested, 0 = not
suggested)

Examples: 
add_group,jdoe,Bad Weather,Group for bad weather announcements, 0,1 

adds a public group called "Bad Weather " with the admin "jdoe" and makes this group a
suggested public group.
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add_groupuser 

Format: add_groupuser,username,group_name

Notes: 
Adds an existing user (username) to an existing group (group_name) in e2Campus 
username = username of an existing user in this account.
group_name = name of the existing group to add the user to.

Examples: 
add_groupuser,jdoe,Bad Weather

adds user "jdoe" to the group Bad Weather.

add_groupadmin

Format: add_groupadmin,username,group_name

Notes: 
Adds an existing admin to a group 
The admin account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the add_groupadmin command.
group_name = name of the group

Examples:
add_groupadmin,jdoe,Bad Weather

Adds a the admin "jdoe" to the group called Bad Weather
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add_mobile

Format: add_mobile,username,cell_number,carrier,validated

Notes: 
Adds a new mobile phone to the user's account. 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the add_mobile command. (Use the
"add_user" command BEFORE this or any other "add" command for a user.)
Can be used to insert "unvalidated" phones by setting the validation status flag to "0".
Unvalidated users would need to log in and then validate to activate their phone for SMS
service.
cell_number = 10-digit US phone number without any punctuation
carrier = The user's mobile carrier. For a full listing of supported carriers, there is an export
of the current carrier names available in the Tools >> Export page.
validated = numeric validation status. (1 = validated, 0 = unvalidated), defaults to 0 if
omitted.
active = numeric "Active" device status. (1 = active, 0 = inactive) defaults to 0 if omitted.

Examples:
add_mobile,jdoe,2125551234,AT&T,1,1

Adds a validated mobile phone for "jdoe"

add_mobile,jsmith,7185551235,Verizon Wireless,0

Adds an unvalidated mobile phone for "jsmith"

Note: We do not recommend adding phones as "validated" unless you are 100%
certain they can and will receive SMS messages!

add_email

Format: add_email,username,email_address,validated

Notes: 
Adds a new email address to the user's account. 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the add_email command.
email_address = email address to be added.
validated = numeric validation status. (1 = validated, 0 = unvalidated)

Examples:
add_email,jdoe,jdoe@sample.edu,1

Adds a validated email address for jdoe

add_email,jsmith,jsmith@sample.com,0

Adds an unvalidated email address for "jsmith"

add_voice
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Format: add_voice,username,voice_number

Notes: 
Adds a new voice phone to the user's account. 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the add_voice command.
voice_number = 10 digit US phone number. Just digits, No punctuation.

Examples:
add_voice,jdoe,2125551234

Adds a voice number to "jdoe" account.

update_user

Format: 
update_user,username,fname,lname,password,validated,active,expiration_date

Notes: 
Updates a uses account in e2Campus 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the update_user command.
Unlike "add_user", all fields must be present, even if left blank with empty quotes.
fname = first name of the user.
lname = last name of the user
password = password for the user
validated = numeric validation status. (1 = validated, 0 = unvalidated)
active = numeric account activation status. (1 = active, 0 = inactive)

Examples: 
update_user,jdoe,,,,0,0, 

changes user jdoe's account to inactive and unvalidated.

update_user,jsmtih,Jim,,pasword23sd12@3,,,01/01/2020

updates jsmith's first name to "Jim"
changes jsmith's password to "pasword23sd12@3"
changes jsmith's expiration data to Jan 1st 2020.

Note: This command cannot be used to change a user's username. The username is
used as a unique key and cannot be changed via upload. If you must change a
username via upload, we recommend DELETING the user and then uploading a
new record with a new username. 
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update_mobile

Format: update_mobile,username,cell_number,carrier,validated

Notes: 
Updates user's mobile phone in the user's account. 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the update_mobile command.
Can be used to change carrier.
Can be used to change validation status.
Can not be used to change a phone number. (To change the SMS number, please delete the
old number and then add a new number.)
cell_number = 10-digit US phone number without any punctuation. This is used to identify the
phone.
carrier = The user's mobile carrier. For a full listing of supported carriers, visit http://
www.e2campus.org/ 
validated = numeric validation status. (1 = validated, 0 = unvalidated)

Examples:
update_mobile,jdoe,2125551234,AT&T,1

Adds the validated status to mobile phone for "jdoe" and changes the carrier to "AT&T"

update_mobile,jsmith,7185551235,,0

Sets the unvalidated mobile phone for "jsmith" without changing the carrier

update_email

Format: update_email,username,email_address,validated

Notes: 
Can only change the validation status for an email address. (To change the email address,
please delete the old address and then add a new address.)
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the update_email command.
email_address = email address to be changed.
validated = numeric validation status. (1 = validated, 0 = unvalidated)

Examples:
update_email,jdoe,jdoe@sample.edu,1

changes email address for jdoe to validated

update_email,jsmith,jsmith@sample.com,0

changes email address for "jsmith" to unvalidated

http://www.e2campus.org/
http://www.e2campus.org/
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delete_admin 

Format: delete_admin,admin_username]

Notes: 
Deletes an existing Admin account in e2Campus. 
Takes no optional information.
Deletion is permanent.
Admin must exist in e2Campus database to be deleted.

Examples: 
 delete_admin,jdoe

Admin account "jdoe" is deleted.

delete_user 

Format: delete_user,username

Notes: 
Deletes a user account in e2Campus 
Takes no optional information.
Deletion is permanent.
User must exist in e2Campus database to be deleted.

Examples: 
delete_user,jdoe

Account "jdoe" is deleted.

delete_group 

Format: delete_group,admin_username,group_name

Notes: 
Deletes an existing group for this account in e2Campus.
Takes no optional information.
Deletion is permanent.
Does not delete the users accounts associated with the group.
Group must exist in e2Campus database to be deleted.
Group deletion also deletes all user_group relationship for this group.(Does not delete the user
accounts.)
Group deletion also deletes all admin_group relationship for this group. (Does not delete the
admin accounts)

Examples: 
delete_group,jdoe,Bad Weather 

deletes group "Bad Weather" and all user and admin ("jdoe") associations with the group.
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delete_groupuser 

Format: delete_groupuser,username,group_name

Notes: 
Removes an existing user (username) from an existing group (group_name) in e2Campus 
username = username of an existing user in this account.
group_name = name of the existing group to remove the user from.
Does not delete the user's e2Campus account.

Examples: 
delete_groupuser,jdoe,Bad Weather

removes user "jdoe" from the group Bad Weather.

delete_groupadmin

Format: delete_groupadmin,admin_username,group_name

Notes: 
Removes an existing admin from an existing group (group_name) in e2Campus 
admin_username = username of an existing admin assigned to the group.
group_name = name of the existing group to remove the admin from. The admin will no longer
be able to send alerts to that group.
Does not delete the admin's e2Campus account.

Examples: 
delete_groupadmin,jdoe,Bad Weather

removes admin "jdoe" from access to the group Bad Weather.

delete_mobile

Format: delete_mobile,username,cell_number

Notes: 
Updates email address in the user's account. 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the delete_email command.
Deletion is permanent
cell_number = email address to be added.

Examples:
delete_mobile,jdoe,2125551234

Removes matching cell phone for "jdoe"
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delete_email

Format: delete_email,username,email_address

Notes: 
Updates email address in the user's account. 
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the delete_email command.
Deletion is permanent
email_address = email address to be added.

Examples:
delete_email,jdoe,jdoe@sample.edu

Removes matching email address for "jdoe"

delete_voice

Format: delete_voice,username,voice_number

Notes: 
Removes a matching voice number from user's account
The user account must exist in e2Campus before issuing the update_voice command.
voice_number = 10 digit US phone number. Just digits, No punctuation.

Examples:
delete_voice,jdoe,2125551234

Removes voice calling number from "jdoe" account.
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4.11.5.1.1  Example Upload File

Here we see an example of an upload file for e2Campus 4.6

This example shows several operations taking place. The user jdoe's account gets created, has several
items added to it, then later is updated to change his name from "John" to "Jim".

Let's go through this line by line...

Line 1: 
add_user,jdoe,John,Doe,s3cr3tp@55w0rd,1,1,1/30/2010

Adds the user "jdoe"

Line 2: 
add_mobile,jdoe,2125551234,AT&T,1,1

adds a mobile device for jdoe and marks the device validated and active. The e2Campus system will
only send alerts to devices that are both active and validated. By uploading a mobile device as
"validated", you're bypassing any testing for the device itself. 

Line 3:
add_voice,jdoe,2125551234

adds a voice calling number for jdoe

Line 4:
add_email,jdoe,jdoe@sample.edu,1

adds jdoe's email address as a validated email address.

Line 5:
add_group,cio,Weather Alerts,Weather and Closing Notices,0,1

adds a new group called Weather Alerts, (The name includes the quotes) sets a description and
assigns this group to the admin "cio". This group is created as "public" and "recommended".

Line 6:
delete_user,jsmith
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deletes the account for "jsmith", assuming this account exists in e2Campus already.

Line 7:
update_user,jdoe,Jim,,,,,

updates jdoe to change his first name to "Jim"

Line 8:
delete_voice,fsample,7185556543

delete the voice number for user fsample

Line 9:
add_groupuser,fsample,Weather Alerts

adds the user "fsample" to the "Weather Alerts" group.

Line 10:
add_user,jsample

add a new user "jsample". We haven't set any first name, last name or even a password for this
user.

Line 11:
add_mobile,jsample,7165554444,Verizon Wireless,0

add a mobile device for jsample, but don't validate the device.
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4.11.5.2 Simple CSV Upload

The following import layout is depreciated, but still supported in e2Campus 4.6. This import can only be
used to add new users to the system. If seek ing to modify or remove users via upload, please see the 
Command-Driven Upload section of this manual.

Please supply a .csv (comma separated value) format text file of the user data to be uploaded. 

Note: To generate a CSV file from MS Excel, click the File >> Save As... menu when in
Microsoft Excel and select "CSV" as the file type. "Comma Separated Value" text
files remove all  of Excel's formatting and special headers. Excel may pop up a
warning that these features will be removed when the file is saved as a CSV.
That is normal and to be expected.

The first line in the file must include the columns headers (described below)

The only required field position is the user_name field. This must be the first column, all other
columns can be in any order.

The column headers must follow the standard spelling shown below.

Use this format to add new users, new SMS devices for new users, new email addresses for new
users, new voice devices for new users.

If uploading SMS (text messaging) devices, such as cell phone numbers, the associated phone's
mobile carrier must be included or the number will not be imported. 

e2Campus can import new users with any combination of all the above and also add them into up to 2
different groups (public or private groups). 

If importing users into groups, the groups must be configured in your e2Campus account before the
upload process is run. 

Fields available for upload:

Fieldname Notes / Description Example

user_name This field must be unique and must be the first field.

The uploaded username can only use the following characters:
· Any letters (upper or lower case) or numbers
· underscore ('_'), period ('.'), dash ('-') or the at symbol ('@'). 

Any other characters will error and the user will not import.

jdoe

password User’s password.

if not provided or empty column - will default it to the word
'password' (without the quotes)

p@55w0rd

first_name First name John

last_name Last name Doe

expire_date Date user’s account will expire in the format mm/dd/yyyy 01/30/2010
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If not provided, will set account to no expiration date. 
Incorrectly formatted dates will be ignored. 
You cannot upload "expired" users. Dates prior to today's date will be
ignored.

phone_1 First SMS phone. Digits only. No parentheses or dashes. Even if only 1
phone is used, you must include the number for each device in the
column header.

2125551234

carrier_1 Text name of carrier for phone_1. Use Omnilert Carrier list drop down
from http://omnilert.com/test_my_phone.html as a reference.  (There is
also an export of the current carrier names available in the Tools >>
Export page.)

A valid carrier name MUST be included or the associated phone number
will not be imported.

AT&T

phone_2 Second SMS phone. Digits only. No parentheses or dashes. Even if
only 1 phone is used, you must include the number for each device in
the column header.

2125554321

carrier_2 Text name of carrier for phone_2. Use Omnilert Carrier list drop down
from http://omnilert.com/test_my_phone.html as a reference. (There is
also an export of the current carrier names available in the Tools >>
Export page.)

A valid carrier name MUST be included or the associated phone number
will not be imported.

Verizon Wireless

email_1 First email address. jdoe@omnilert.com

email_2 Second email address jdoe@sample.edu

voice_1 First voice-calling phone (only load if you have Voice service) 2125551234

voice_2 Second voice-calling phone (only load if you have Voice service) 2125551243

group_1 First group. Name must match your system's current groups and is
case-sensitive.

Faculty

group_2 Second group. Name must match your system's current groups and is
case sensitive.

Sports Scores

Notes:
· user_name is a required field and must be the first column in your upload file!
· All other columns can be in any order.
· Each device must have a number. E.g. phone_1. The _1 must be there to let e2Campus know

which “phone” slot to use.
· Don’t forget to create any desired groups (public or private) before uploading into e2Campus. 

If you have any questions, please contact support at support@e2Campus.com, or contact your
e2Campus account representative.
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4.11.5.2.1  Example Simple CSV Upload File

An example of a Simple CSV Upload might look like the following:

The v2.5 Upload for e2Campus is very simple and can be used to add users in bulk.

The file shown here will add 2 new users to the system, "jdoe" and "jsmith".

user_name,first_name,last_name,password,phone_1,carrier_1,phone_2,carrier_2,email_1,email_2,group_1,group_2

jdoe,John,Doe,p@55w0rd,5551234567,AT&T,5555555555,Verizon Wireless,sample@sample.edu,test@test.com,Faculty Staff,Students

jsmith,Jim,Smith,pa55werd,5557654321,T-Mobile,,,jsmith@example.com,,Students,

The first row is headers, detailing what order the fields will be in for the rest of the file. You can see that
not all of the possible fields are included in this example, and some data is omitted. The only required
field is the "user_name". The rest are optional.*

*If adding a mobile device via upload for SMS, a carrier name must be included.
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4.11.6 Expiration Date Update

When a user creates a new account, an expiration date (Opt-Out Date) is chosen (or assigned by the 
SmartCode). When a user's account expires, he/she no longer receives alerts or shows an an "active"
user in e2Campus.

In some cases, you may wish to modify some or all users'  account expiration dates.

e2Campus 4.6 includes a utility to allow the admin (by default, the Super Admin) to change the
expiration date for user accounts as a batch process.

This utility is designed to change multiple users' expiration dates at once. 

Use this utility to change all (or some) of your subscriber's account expiration dates.

This utility allows the admin to selectively change users' expirations, based on users' current expiration
dates. 

For example, you may wish to change any users with an expiration date prior to 01/30/2009 and set
them to expire on 01/30/2014 ( adding 5 years to their user accounts).
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In this example,  e2Campus will update the expiration dates for any subscribers who expired before

01/30/2009. Their new expiration date w ill become 01/30/2014 

Other options include adding a desired number of years to the selected users. This can be handy to
quickly move user expirations ahead a few years.

Please note: This utility will only update user accounts that are validated. Unvalidated
users will not be updated via this utility.
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5 User Management Options

One of the greatest challenges of managing an Emergency Alert System (ENS) is managing user
subscriptions. Getting users into and out of the system efficiently is something every emergency
manager deals with. There are many questions that arise when planning your ENS implementation, such
as: 

Do you upload your users into the system? If so, what kind of data do you have already? 
Are you planning to have your users to "opt-in" to get real-time validation? 
Does your campus have a web portal? If so, do you want to put e2Campus inside that portal to prevent
the general public from signing up? 
Or, is it important to allow the public to register so that neighbors to your campus can be included in
your alerts.
Do you use "single sign-on" technology, like Shibboleth?

As every campus community is different, the answers will differ at every school. There is no single "one-
size-fits-all" solution to managing alerts and subscribers.

With this in mind, e2Campus offers the most comprehensive selection of options for user management
possible. The most popular options are described in detail within this manual. However, there are some
non-standard options which can be implemented upon request. We will discuss all of the available
options within this section, including:

1. Open "Opt-In" enrollment (SmartCode)
2. Restricted "Opt-In" enrollment (SmartCode inside a portal)
3. Shibboleth (Single Sign-On)
4. Upload  (CSV Upload)
5. Automated Upload (Scheduled FTP of data)
6. API (Application Programming Interface)
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5.1 Open Opt-In Enrollment

Open Opt-In Enrollment in e2Campus is the simplest form of implementation. This method allows users
to sign themselves up online by filling out a form on your website (or your my e2Campus page).

All a user must do is visit your sign up web page, fill out your SmartCode sign up form, and then validate
his/her phone (or email address).

The typical SmartCode sign up form is a simple and effective way for users to "Opt-In"

Advantages

Easiest implementation. As easy as providing a link to your "My e2Campus" page. 
Easy sign up. In a couple of clicks, users can sign up and receive alerts.
No data connection needed. Since this method allows users to sign up with their own accounts,
there's no need to link systems. e2Campus operates independently. All you do is present the form to
the user and the e2Campus system does the rest.
Can be open to public. If you're looking to allow members of the general public (neighbors, parents,
family members) to sign up, this may be the easiest way to go.
Users maintain contact information. With users maintaining their own contact information, the "opt-
in" method reduces the burden on your local resources. You won't need to collect, store, and verify
contact information, since the users are doing that for you.

Drawbacks:

Users must register. If your community doesn't sign up, they won't get alerts. 
Duplicate users. Some users may sign up more than once under different usernames. This can be a
bit confusing for a handful of users.
Can't tell who is registered. Since users could choose any username they want when registering, it
can be tough to determine who is who.
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5.2 Restricted Opt-In Enrollment

Restricted Opt-In is a way to restrict access to your alert system to only your local users. Typically, this
is done by placing SmartCode within your campus web portal system.

When placing e2Campus SmartCode inside of your portal, you may take advantage of user data
collected by your system. Several SmartCode Extensions can be used to customize the registration
process, including:

Forcing the username (NetID Match)
Setting a custom expiration date for the user
Pre-filling the first name and last name for the user

By combining the easy "cut and paste" nature of SmartCode along with data pulled from your local
portal, you can create a nice, integrated solution.

Use SmartCode Extensions to customize your sign up process in your web portal.

Advantages

Easy sign up. Users inside your web portal can sign up quickly, using the custom forms you provide.
Matching Data. Using the "force username" extension, your e2Campus usernames will match your
other systems, making it easier to determine who's registered and who's not.
Reduce duplicate accounts. If you're matching IDs when users register, the problem of duplicate
registrations goes away quickly.

Drawbacks

Not open to the public. By placing registration within your registered portal, you're essentially
denying alerts for neighbors, family members, and others who have ties to your campus but may not
be students, faculty, or staff.
Staff without network IDs may have trouble signing up. Custodial staff, maintenance workers,
and other non-technical staff may not have access to the sites needed to self-register. You'll need to
find another way to add these important members of your community to your alert system.
Dependent upon your portal. If your local portal is offline, users can't register.
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5.3 Shibboleth (Single Sign-on)

If your campus currently uses Shibboleth for single login access to campus resources, this is a perfect
fit for your e2Campus system.

What is Shibboleth? 

"The Shibboleth System is a standards based, open source software package for web single sign-
on across or within organizational boundaries. It allows sites to make informed authorization
decisions for individual access of protected online resources in a privacy-preserving manner." 
Source http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/

Using Shibboleth, your campus can provide a single, unified login for all web resources within your
network. e2Campus can accept logins through Shibboleth, giving a perfect match of usernames and
allowing your users to experience a seamless experience once logged in.

Advantages

No extra usernames / passwords for users to remember. Shibboleth handles authentication
Seamless experience. Users log into your site and that login is transferred to e2Campus
automatically via Shibboleth.

Drawbacks

None. If you already have Shibboleth available on your campus, you should use it with e2Campus!
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5.4 Upload - User Management

e2Campus provides a comprehensive upload system to allow you to push data into the e2Campus
database from any external system, such as Datatel, BlackBoard, or any other management system.
Simply export user data, reformat some fields to match the e2Campus upload system and then load the
data.

This method allows you to upload files to perform any user management tasks, such as:
Add users
Delete users
Add/Remove devices
Add/remove users from groups
Update/change expiration dates

The manual file upload process is easy and effective for adding large numbers of users to the system
quickly. Typically this is done at the beginning of a semester or yearly. Combining the upload process
with the Opt-Out Feature can be an effective way to ensure 100% of the data you have is in your
e2Campus system.

Advantages

Easy load of data. If you've already collected contact information, the upload process is a quick way
to get that information into e2Campus
Data synchronization made easy. You have the tightest control over what users get created when
you create them yourself. The easiest way to do this is with a quick upload file.

Drawbacks

Data validity. Are you certain that the phone numbers you've collected are correct? Can you be sure
they are mobile numbers (for SMS)? 
Carrier issues. Do you have carrier information? Uploaded data is not validated and will result in a
significantly higher rate of dropped/blocked texts and rejected emails. This is to be expected when
uploading user-reported information.
Spam concerns. Have you informed your community that you will be loading their information into
your alert system? We all take spam concerns very seriously and no one ever wants to be painted
with the label "spammer". 
Trust. Much like spam concerns, some campuses will see an erosion of trust between their
community and the administration if they feel forced to receive alerts. Be sure to communicate clearly
how and when your system will be used.
More work. Frankly, maintaining contact information can be a tough job for a whole campus. Are you
notified every time a user has changed phone carriers? If you are concerned about maintaining large
amounts of user information, use the "Opt-In" method to let users maintain their own contact
information.
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5.5 Automated Upload (Scheduled FTP)

This feature is added upon request. Contact your e2Campus Account Manager for details and
instructions.

e2Campus offers an additional method for synchronizing data with external systems, like PeopleSoft,
Datatel, Blackboard, or any other system. 

The e2Campus FTP Upload Process is an add-on that can be used to automatically transfer and process
upload files. This feature will connect to your local FTP server and pull files from any directory you
specify, process those files, and then return text file "receipts" to let you know what did (or did not)
process.

The upload process works as follows:
Add your FTP information to e2Campus. This includes: server, port, protocol (FTPS or sFTP),
username/password, and file paths.
Select a time for the process to run. e2Campus will run the process daily at that time. (If no file is
present, nothing happens.)
Place your upload files on your FTP server in the appropriate folder. They'll be processed at the time
you've designated.

Advantages
Easy load of data. If you've already collected contact information, the upload process is a quick way
to get that information into e2Campus
Data synchronization made easy. You have the tightest control over what users get created when
you create them yourself. The easiest way to do this is with a quick upload file.
Automation. Set up local processes to output files into the desired folder and e2Campus will process
them nightly.

Drawbacks

Data validity. Are you certain that the phone numbers you've collected are correct? Can you be sure
they are mobile numbers (for SMS)? 
Carrier issues. Do you have carrier information? Uploaded data is not validated and will result in a
significantly higher rate of dropped/blocked texts and rejected emails. This is to be expected when
uploading user-reported information.
Spam concerns. Have you informed your community that you will be loading their information into
your alert system? We all take spam concerns very seriously and no one ever wants to be painted
with the label "spammer". 
Trust. Much like spam concerns, some campuses will see an erosion of trust between their
community and the administration if they feel forced to receive alerts. Be sure to communicate clearly
how and when your system will be used.
More work. Frankly, maintaining contact information can be a tough job for a whole campus. Are you
notified every time a user has changed phone carriers? If you are concerned about maintaining large
amounts of user information, use the "Opt-In" method to let users maintain their own contact
information.
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5.6 API - Application Programming Interface

API Access is granted upon request. Please contact your e2Campus Account Manager for API
access.

e2Campus provides a comprehensive User Management API. This provides you with all of the tools
needed to manage users remotely from your own custom applications. 

What is an API???

An API is an "Application Programming Interface", or a set of commands that can be accessed remotely
(through the web) to utilize e2Campus through your own custom programs. If you have developer
resources in-house, the API can be used by them to push data into (and out of) e2Campus through
custom software they develop. 

The API is a perfect tool for building a custom process to add/remove/update users in real-time from
applications running on your local systems. Because the API is very powerful, access is tightly
restricted to provide the highest possible security. If you are interested in API access to e2Campus,
please contact your e2Campus Account Manager.

Advantages

Custom Integration with your systems. The API may be the perfect tool to allow your local IT
resources to create a custom solution to tie e2Campus into your existing data systems.
Total control of features. Since the API is just tools that you can use to build your own user
management utilities, you have total control.

Drawbacks

Programing time / Resources. The API is a set of commands you can use, not software. You'll need
local programming resources to create your custom applications.
Maintenance. Your local developer will need to maintain your custom software. This could mean
installations, updates, and all that comes with installing the software that they may create. 
Security Concerns. While we know that e2Campus is a secure system, it's up to you to ensure that
software your team develops in-house is secure. Security should always be part of the discussion
when it comes to your users' information.
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6 Mobile Opt-In

The Mobile Opt-In option for e2Campus allows users to subscribe to e2Campus by simply texting your
"keyword" to 79516, which is the "short code" number for e2Campus.

Note: A short code is a short-format phone number used by services, such as
e2Campus for sending SMS subscribers. Short-code texting is used by most
major carriers, but not all carriers.

When a user registers via mobile-opt in, all they must do is text your keyword to 79516 and then confirm
the subscription by replying with "Yes" when prompted. There simply is no faster way to sign up for
alerts. However, this method does not collect other information, such as their username, first name, last
name, or email address. So, this optional feature may not be suitable for all campuses. 

We recommend taking a look at the benefits and drawbacks of this feature.

Benefits of Mobile Opt-In

Easy registration. Just text your school's keyword to 79516.
Users can register anytime from anywhere. All they need is their phone.
Some subscribers prefer the "anonymity" of this kind of registration.

Drawbacks of Mobile Opt-In

Anyone can subscribe. (Not restricted to students/staff/etc)
Subscriptions are essentially anonymous. Users do not enter a username, first name, last name.
Does not collect email addresses. (If users want to add email, they'd sign up for a traditional account.)

So, clearly mobile opt-in is a powerful feature, but may not be suited for every campus. It's important to
weigh your campus' data collection needs versus benefit of this easy sign up option. Every campus is
different.

6.1 Account Keyword

The e2Campus Account Keyword is the main keyword for your e2Campus system. This setting is
created on the Account page of e2Campus.

This keyword allows users to register their phone for e2Campus without joining a group. This is effectively
the "keyword" for the "All Users" group.

When a phone is subscribed via the "Account Keyword", it will receive alerts sent via SMS to All Users.
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The Account Keyword setting is on set on the ACCOUNT page of e2Campus. Account keywords are best used

for a e2Campus system setup without groups. 

Note: This kind of keyword is best used when your institution has no groups. If you wish subscribers to
sign up for groups, we recommend setting up "Group Keywords" to ensure that users join a group when
registering.

6.2 Group Keywords

Group Keywords are used to allow users to not only register a phone for e2Campus, but also assign
that number to a group at the same time.

This new field allows you to assign a unique keyword to each group. When a user texts that keyword to
79516, their phone will be registered to e2Campus and the user account that is created will be added to
the group.

The Group Keyword can be used to subscribe to a group in e2Campus by texting the keyword to 79516. These

can be used with Public OR Private groups.

6.3 How to Opt-In via Mobile

Mobile Opt-In is designed to be as simple as possible for the subscriber. All they need is their cell phone
and the short code for e2Campus, which is 79516.

There are very few steps for the end-user to follow.
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Typical 3-step mobile

opt-in for e2Campus

1. The subscriber texts your keyword to e2Campus (In this example the
keyword is "SampleU1")

2. e2Campus will then text back with "To complete your signup, text YES".
Then the user must reply with "Yes" to confirm the subscription.

3. Once e2Campus receives the "Yes" reply from the user, the user will
receive a confirmation message. 

Note: The confirmation message text message cannot be customized. The
exact wording for these kinds of responses are set by the mobile carriers, not
Omnilert. Carrier rules dictate that this message must include the name of the
sending company (Omnilert), instructions for HELP and STOP, and the notice
that "msg&data rates may apply". 

After this is completed, the phone will be signed up for e2Campus alerts. A new user will be created in
the system for this number.

6.4 Common Questions about Mobile Opt-In

Some common questions about the Mobile Opt-In process include:

What carriers are supported for Mobile Opt-In?

Mobile Opt-In is not supported by all carriers. Only carriers that support Short Code Text Messaging
will work with this feature. In general, smaller, regional carriers as well as pre-paid cellular phones
generally will not work with this feature. 

At present, the following carriers are supported by this feature:

AT&T
T-Mobile
Verizon
Sprint
Nextel
Boost
Alltel
US Cellular
Cincinnati Bell
Virgin
Cricket
Cell Com
Cell South
ACS/Alaska
Bluegrass Cellular
Cellular One of East Central Illinois
Centennial Wireless
Cox Communications
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EKN/Appalachian Wireless
GCI
Illinois Valley Cellular
Immix/Keystone Wireless
Inland Cellular
Nex-Tech Wireless
Rural Cellular Corporation
Thumb Cellular
United Wireless
West Central (WCC)

Does Mobile Opt-In collect the subscriber's name?

No. When a user subscribes via mobile opt-in, the e2Campus system creates a generic user for that
number. The username will be of the format MO_<number>. For example, if the number 5551234567
registers via mobile opt-in, a user named MO_5551234567 will be created in the system.

Can the same number register over and over?

No. The system will detect multiple attempts to register the same number via mobile opt-in. As such,
repeated registration attempts will be ignored because the number is already registered. If there are
subsequent registrations, e2Campus will simply reply to their number with "You are already subscribing
to this group."

What if the phone number is already registered to another e2Campus user? Will that create a
duplicate?

Yes. In the event that a number is registered to a normal user (in a normal account with a normal
username) and then the same number is used for mobile opt-in, the number will be added as a
"MO_<number>" user. For example, if the number 5551234567 registers via mobile opt-in, a user named 
MO_5551234567 will be created in the system. The last name will always be "MO_NUMBER" and the
first name will always be the phone number.

Can the Mobile Opt-In Users add email to their account by texting? 

No. email addresses cannot be added by this method. The user could log in through the website and add
email at any time. 

Do mobile opt-in users expire?

No. Mobile Opt-In numbers do not expire from e2Campus. Users can unsubscribe at any time by texting 
STOP to 79516.

The confirmation message says "Omnilert" in it, can we brand this text?

No. Carrier rules about mobile subscriptions are very strict. They require the sending company to identify
themselves clearly in the opt-in confirmation message. To comply with these rules, we must reply
exactly as dictated by the mobile carriers.

What does "msg&data rates may apply" mean?
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When a subscriber joins e2Campus via mobile opt-in, they will receive a standard "welcome" message.
This includes the statement "msg&data rates may apply." That means that the recipient may be charged
by his or her mobile carrier for messages and/or data usage. While e2Campus does not charge users for
this service, their carrier may charge fees for messaging in accordance with the user's mobile service
plan. 

How do I tell which users have registered via mobile opt-in?

Mobile Ope-In will create a user for each number registered via this method. These users will be
"generic" accounts with predictable account information.

The username will be of the format MO_<number>. For example, if the number 5551234567 registers
via mobile opt-in, a user named MO_5551234567 will be created in the system.
The last name will always be "MO_NUMBER".
The first name will be the phone number registered.
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7 Opt-Out Feature

By default, e2Campus is operated as an "opt in" system, meaning that subscribers must opt to receive
alerts by signing up (online or through the  mobile opt-in feature.) 

In some cases, an "opt-out" method may be required by local laws or preferred by administration. While
e2Campus does not recommend this practice (See "Opt-Out vs Opt-In"), the system provides the ability
to switch to an "opt-out" operation.

The "Opt Out" setting is located on the Account page in e2Campus.

The Opt-Out setting can be used to change the system from "opt-in" to "opt-out" operation.

Enabling this feature has several effects on the e2Campus system:

All new users enter the system as validated users.

All new devices (SMS, email) enter the system as active and validated devices. (Users will not be
prompted to enter a validation code to complete sign up.)

If this feature is used in conjunction with SmartCode (allowing users to sign up online), the validation
process is removed. All new devices are immediately subscribed without validation. (This may result in
higher than normal delivery failure rates for text and email alerts.) 

This function will reduce the number of carriers supported by your e2Campus service. (See "About
Carrier Information" for the list of supported carriers for "Opt-Out" operations.)

When a new device is added, a standard message is immediately sent to the device to inform the user
that their phone number (or email address) has been added to this system.

Any user can "opt-out" of e2Campus alerts by texting the word "OPTOUT" to 79516 at any time.

When a user replies with "OPTOUT", his/her number and email address is removed from the system.
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7.1 Opt-Out Notification Text

When a new phone number is added to e2Campus under the opt-out methodology, the system will
immediately send a text message notice to the phone. This notice will read as follows:

You are now subscribed for emergency alerts from <<ACCOUNT_NAME>>>.  Reply OPTOUT

to to stop all alerts.

(The <<ACCOUNT_NAME>> text is pulled from the Account >> Account Name setting.)

Important Note: This notice is sent immediately upon adding the number to the system. please keep
in mind that the numbers you upload into the system will be texted right away,
regardless of the time of day, even when added via upload or the administrator portal's
Users screen.

7.2 Opt-In vs Opt-Out

In emergency notification systems, there are two basic methods of operation:

Opt-In: Subscribers must self-subscribe or otherwise take action to receive messages.

and 

Opt-Out: All subscribers are added to the system as "active" and must take action to remove
themselves.

By default, e2Campus is an "opt-in" system. There are several reasons why e2Campus recommends
"Opt-In" over "Opt-Out". However, every implementation of e2Campus is unique to the community it
serves to protect. Therefore, this system does support both methods of operation.

This section will give you an overview of the benefits and drawbacks of each.
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Opt-In

Benefits:

Increased accuracy: Often, institutions do not have accurate cell phone or email contact information
in their collected data. For example, an "emergency contact" number collected might not be the
person's cell phone. It might be a spouse, a relative, or even a friend's number.

Increased trust: Subscribers who "opt-in" for alerts have taken initiative to be alerted by e2Campus.
They have actively chosen to receive these messages, which tends to lead to more trust in alerts from
e2Campus.|

Spam concerns: In today's world of email, text, and phone scams, many people are wary of
automated messages. If they did not sign up to receive a message, many subscribers may dismiss
alerts as "spam".

Verified data: With validated, opt-in data, the e2Campus is assured to have accurate contact
information. The validation process ensures that numbers are not only valid phone numbers, but text
messages can reach those numbers in a timely manner.

User self-management: Keeping up with changing cell phone numbers can be a daunting tasks,
especially in schools and other transient populations. If users maintain their own contact information,
the burden of keeping this data accurate and up to date is shared with the community, freeing up your
resources.

Drawbacks:

Users must sign up: Getting people to volunteer contact information can be difficult. 

Slower adoption time: It takes time for individuals to sign up as opposed to a bulk upload of data.

Lower adoption rates than bulk loading data: If you're not bulk loading user information, less
users will be subscribed for alerts.
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Opt-Out

Benefits:

Quick loading: Uploading user information is a fast way to get a lot of contact information into
e2Campus right away.

Big numbers: If you're loading all of your community's info into e2Campus, you'll have large numbers
of users in the system.

Easy on the user: Since the users don't have to "sign up" in an Opt-Out model, they don't have any
tasks to perform to get alerts. You're loading info for them.

Drawbacks:

Accuracy of Contact Info: Can you be sure that the data you have is accurate? In most cases, the
user information (cell phone, carrier, email address, etc) is un-tested. Are you sure that those numbers
are really their number? 

Unvalidated numbers are less reliable for delivery: When it comes to text messaging, not all
plans are the same. Some phone plans may block subscriptions to short code services (like
e2Campus) unless directly authorized by the owner of the phone. Small, regional, and pre-pay carriers
may not be accessible without knowing the carrier info (which is rarely collected outside of e2Campus
sign up.) If you choose to go with "Opt-Out" for your institution, please be advised, you will see a
higher rate of failed delivery than with "Opt-In".

Spam Concerns: If you have not informed your community that you will be entering their contact
information into an alert system, you may be breaking local or federal laws concerning
"Spam" (unsolicited email and/or text messages). Please be sure to check that local laws in your area
do not prohibit such usage of your emergency notification system. 

Trust of your population: While safety is the primary concern, some people may be offended by
being sent unsolicited warnings or notices from such a system. These people can and will, of course,
opt-out of your e2Campus alert system. Worse yet may be the damage to their trust of your institution
by your community. No one likes to get what they think is "spam". Please be sure to clearly inform
your community before adding phone numbers or email address to e2Campus in an opt-out mode.
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8 Mobile Portal

A new feature in e2Campus 4.6 is the new, dedicated Mobile Portal. 

The Mobile Portal provides a fast loading, no-frills access point to log in and send e2Campus alerts from
mobile web browsers. This portal's ideally suited for SmartPhones with internet access, such as
iPhones, BlackBerry's, and other advanced cell phones. 

Note: A "data plan" is recommended if you intend to take advantage of the e2Campus
Mobile Portal from your cell phone, as using this site, or any web site, requires
internet browsing capability on your mobile device.

To enable the Mobile Portal, visit the Account page of e2Campus. We recommend sending the login
page URL to your phone and bookmarking it for future use.

Enable the Mobile Portal by selecting "Enable Mobile Portal" on the Account tab of e2Campus. Your "Login

Page" URL will be shown inside your account.

The Mobile Portal is not intended for advanced administrative functions as such, this light portal has
some basic limitations:

The Mobile Portal is for sending message only.
You cannot manage users, groups or admins via the Mobile Portal
You cannot edit services when sending a message via the Mobile Portal. The Mobile Portal uses the
default settings for the services chosen.
You cannot access detailed message histories, exports, or logs from the Mobile Portal.
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8.1 Logging in Via the Mobile Portal

To log into your e2Campus Mobile Portal:
The Mobile Portal must be enabled in the Account Settings
You must use a valid e2Campus administrator Username/Password
Your e2Campus must have access permission to send messages.

Logging into the Mobile Portal is easy. You have 2 options:

e2Campus Mobile Portal login

1. If enabled, you can use the public admin login at http://
www.e2Campus.net/mobile and select your institution from the list
provided.

2. Alternatively, visit the "Login Page" link provided in the Account
Settings section of e2Campus.

Either way, you will enter your admin username and password to log
into the portal. 

Note: Please be sure that your mobile phone has "cookies" enabled.
Cookies are requires to pass your login information properly. Without
cookies enabled, your message may not properly transmit. 

Some phones, such as the Apple iPhone, may ship with this feature
disabled. Enable cookies in Safari's settings, found in your iPhone's
"Settings" app.

Tip: You may choose to have your phone's
password manager save the username and
password to help save time in crisis.

The screenshots shown here were taken using the free mobile browser, Opera Mini, available

from Opera.com for most cell phones.

http://www.opera.com/mini/
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8.2 Mobile Portal - Sending an Alert

The e2Campus Mobile Portal serves one function: Sending Alerts.

Once logged in, send an alert as follows:

1. Select a GROUP

You must select at least 1 group when sending alerts via the Mobile Portal.

2. Select one or more SERVICE

Select the services desired for your alert. 
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3. Select a TEMPLATE (or type your message)

To load a Template, select one from the drop down and click "Select Template". 

You can then edit the text before sending the alert.

4. Scroll down and click Send Message

After your alert is sent, you have 2 options: You can send another alert, or you can log out.
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9 Using SmartCode

This sample SmartCode page shows e2Campus SmartCode embedded into a school's website, providing

users w ith a simple, custom page for e2Campus.
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9.1 SmartCode Overview

SmartCode is one line of web programming code that you add to your own web pages to virtually
integrate e2Campus functions into your web site. This allows new users or current users to register for
and access e2Campus. They feel comfortable using the service and your school looks more
professional.

SmartCode can be formatted with your Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and is transparent, so images or
color will show through the forms.

It may be advantageous to add the Signup Form within an intranet page to restrict access.

Ideally, you can create a “landing page” for easy promotion of the Signup page (www.yourschool.edu/
alerts/). Your webmaster can add SmartCode on your school web site as many times as you like,
anywhere you like, to allow access to e2Campus.

1. Administrator Login
2. New User Signup
3. User Login

Note: SmartCode is not compatible with iFrames  (inline frames). If inserting
SmartCode into a Frames or iFrames driven website, you may wish to use the
"Target New Window" SmartCode Extension to avoid security conflicts for users
with some web browsers, such as Internet Explorer.

9.2 Administrator Login Form

The admin login SmartCode is used to product a custom administrator login prompt on your website. It
can be more convenient and easier for your e2Campus admins to log in through a page on your own
website, rather than relying on a bookmark to your "My e2Campus" web page.

Step 1: Open the Tools >> SmartCode page in e2Campus and copy the SmartCode supplied for the
Admin Login.

Step 2: Paste that code into the desired web page's HTML source. 

Note: This could also be an ASP or PHP document, or even the "HTML view" or "code
view" on many content management systems or web editors.
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Simply copy and paste the SmartCode into an HTML document.

Step 3: Publish your web page to your website. When the page loads in the client browser, the
SmartCode will return your e2Campus Admin Login form.

When the page is loaded, the form is displayed.
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9.3 New User Sign Up Form

The user registration form can also be embedded in your website. Embedding the e2Campus subscriber
registration forms into your organization's website presents a more fluid experience for your users.

Just copy and paste the "User Registration" SmartCode from the Tools >> SmartCode page

Copy and Paste the User Registration SmartCode into any web page's HTML source. 
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The resulting HTML page inserts your e2Campus registration form into the web page.

Customizing the e2Campus New User Registration form

You can take advantage of the vast library of SmartCode Extensions to build custom user registration
forms on your website. 

SmartCode extensions allow you to control several aspects of the registration process, including:

Net ID Match: Force users to register with a known portal username
Forced groups: Force new users into groups
Custom opt-out dates: Set expiration dates for your new users, or provide them with a custom
dropdown of dates
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9.4 User Login Form

The e2Campus login form can be inserted into any page to give your users an access point to log in and
update their user accounts. Simply copy and paste the User Login SmartCode from the Tools >>
SmartCode page in e2Campus.

Like all SmartCode, just copy and paste the code from the Tools >> SmartCode page into any HTML document.

When the page is loaded, we see a user login form.

As with any SmartCode, you can control the content of the page around the SmartCode. You can control
the colors and fonts of the form via CSS (Cascading StyleSheets). In the previous example, we don't
have any colors or content, just the form. Since SmartCode is simply an element in the page, you can
put other content above, below, or around the forms.
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10 SmartCode Extensions

What are SmartCode Extensions?

SmartCode Extensions are commands that may be added to your SmartCode to alter the behavior of
e2Campus. Use these extensions to further customize the  e2Campus experience for your users. 

While SmartCode alone (without any extensions) is fully functional, SmartCode extensions add the
ability to make e2Campus a truly custom-fit solution. Some extensions are as simple as adding a short
command to the code, while others can be very complex, using variables and data inserted by your
dynamic web pages.

To insert an extension into your SmartCode:

Copy the SmartCode from your e2Campus Admin Console's Tools >> SmartCode section. (For
example, copy the "User Registration" SmartCode.)

Paste the code into an HTML editor. 

Note: You can use an advanced web editor, like Dreamweaver or FrontPage, or any text editor, such
as Windows "notepad" to edit HTML code.

SmartCode calls your form directly from e2Campus through the source of your HTML. Simply modify
the source URL to insert the desired extension before the closing quote in the "script source" (as
shown in the example below)

You may include multiple SmartCode extensions to achieve difference combined effects.Simply string
them together in the URL.
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Add the SmartCode Extension to the end of the script source, before the closing quotes.

Adding the &default=edu Smartcode Extension results in the e2Campus user signup form with an
added drop down list for the Opt-Out Date as shown below.
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When the SmartCode is embedded and run in the user's web browser, the extensions change form to meet

your needs.

A list of SmartCode Extensions is provided below.

Note: e2Campus is constantly updated with new extensions. New extensions are announced and
documented in the "SmartCode Extension Library" forum on http://www.e2Campus.org/ 

http://www.e2Campus.org/
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10.1 The Mods

The SmartCode Modification Extensions (or "Mods") are a series of extensions that provide convenient,
common layouts for the user registration SmartCode.

No devices on the signup form
To build a registration form without any devices (no phone number or email addresses), use the
extension:

&mod=0

With this extension, users create an empty account and then add devices once logged in.

SMS Only
To build a registration form with 1 SMS device (current default form) add:

&mod=1

SMS and Email
To build a registration form with 1 SMS + 1 Email add:

&mod=6

By adding the extension "&mod=6", the registration form includes both SMS and email.
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SMS and Voice
To build a registration form with 1 SMS + 1 Voice add:

&mod=7

SMS, Email, and Voice on One form
To build a registration form with 1 SMS + 1 Email + 1 Voice add:

&mod=5

Email Only Signup Form
To build a registration form with 1 Email ("email only form" ) add:

&mod=8

Voice Only
To build a registration form with 1 Voice (to make a "voice alert only form" ) add:

&mod=9

10.2 Pre-populate User Name

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration
SmartCode User Login Form

To pre-populate the Username field with the university "Net ID" in the User Signup Form, please first
create a dynamic webpage within your intranet site.

Then go to e2Campus Admin console, Tools >> SmartCode >> User Signup Form

Now the webmaster can insert the following extension to the end of the string:

&username=VARIABLE

The "VARIABLE" should be customized by you to be the username you'd like the user to register as.

Once you insert this custom SmartCode into your new web page, this will cause the User Signup Form
to have an unchangeable pre-populated username and not the standard empty Username field.

When completed, your code it would look something like this example:

In this example, we're using PHP and returning the value of the variable $username. 

The same technique is used for other scripting languages, just w ith different syntax.  If this were ASP, the

syntax would be something like <%username%>. 
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Note: All text variables must be URL encoded when inserted into SmartCode
extensions if they may contain any special chararacters.

In this example, the username "jsmith" was populated by the school's web portal code using the SmartCode

extension
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10.3 Pre-populate Password

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration
SmartCode User Login Form

You may also pre-populate a user's password via the following SmartCode Extension:

&password=VARIABLE

Replace the "VARIABLE" with the plain text of the user's password. This text must be URL encoded if it
may contain special characters.

This extension can be combined with the user name to provide a "single sign-on" experience for your
users in instances where the user logs into a portal and the variables are provided by that portal.

10.4 Pre-populate First Name and Last Name

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To pull the user's first and last names, use the following SmartCode extension:

&firstname=first&lastname=last

first = First name variable

last = Last name variable

Note: Text variables must be URL encoded when inserted into SmartCode extensions.

This extension assumes your site is dynamic and you can populate the variables as needed. The actual
variable names will differ, depending on your site and the technology used for your portal. 

If you are unsure about how to proceed, please contact e2Campus support.

10.5 Pre-populate SMS Phone Number

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To pre-populate the SMS (text messaging) phone number in the signup form, use the following
SmartCode Extension:

 &sms=2125551234 

(replace "2125551234" with the full phone number.)

Note: The end-user will still need to select his/her mobile carrier and can edit the phone number before
submitting the form. (Since the carrier settings and names do change, we do not allow the carrier to be
pre-populated. This allows us to keep the list current for you and not break your code. )
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10.6 Pre-populate VOICE Phone Number

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To pre-populate the VOICE phone number in the signup form, use the following SmartCode Extension:

 &phone=2125551234 

(replace "2125551234" with the full phone number.)

Note: This extension (and voice calling) require e2Campus's optional Voice service.

10.7 Pre-populate E-mail Address

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To pre-populate the email address number in the signup form, use the following SmartCode Extension:

 &email=user@sample.edu

(replace "user@sample.edu" with the user's full email address.)

Note: This extension requires use of the "&force_email=1" extension and/or the "mod=6" extension to

create an email field on the form!

10.8 Add Voice Phone Number to Sign Up

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

If you wish to add a "Voice Number" field to your e2Campus SmartCode sign up forms, add the following
extension to your SmartCode:

&show_voi ce=1

Here's an example of SmartCode with this new command added:

An example SmartCode snipped with the "&show_voice" command added.
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This new SmartCode extension adds the "Voice Number" field to the user registration form.

Adding the "&show_voice=1" command adds a new field to collect a voice calling number.

10.9 Remove E-mail Only Link

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

By default, the user sign up form SmartCode includes an option to register for alerts as emails only (not
SMS messages).

To remove the "Click Here To Sign Up Using EMAIL Only" registration option, use the following
SmartCode extension:
 
&show_email=0 
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10.10 Custom Email Only Registration Form

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

The standard e2Campus sign up form does provide a "Click  Here To Sign Up Using EMAIL Only" link,
but what if you don't want to use the default "email only" sign up form?

What if you want to use NetID match or other SmartCode extensions for your email only users??

The following SmartCode Extension will allow you to create your own "email only" sign up form:
 
&force_email=1 

Add this extension to a copy of your normal SmartCode and place it on another web page to create a
second form for your "email only users".

Adding &force_email=1 to your SmartCode changes the form to request an email address instead of SMS
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phone number. Use this to create a separate form for your users who wish to sign up for alerts via email

only,

By creating your own sign up pages, you can take advantage of other extensions (such as forced
groups, hiding groups, or even pre-populate usernames) to control the sign up process for your email
only users.

Note: Remember to use the &show_email=0 extension in your SMS sign up SmartCode to remove the
"Click Here To Sign Up Using EMAIL Only" link from the SMS form.

10.11 Target a New Browser Window

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

The following extension can be used to open a new browser window when the SmartCode form is
submitted.

&target=_blank

This new extension works with the following SmartCode modules: 
 Admin Login
 User Signup Form
 User Account Login

Tip: You can actually input any valid browser target into this extension. Other targets might include:

    _parent
    _self
    _top

Note: Please keep in mind, interpretation of the "target" is truly up to the browser. Some browsers, like
Mozilla FireFox, for example, will often open new windows in a new tab.

10.12 Select Opt Out Date

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

There are 2 extensions for presenting users with "Opt-out" dates when creating their accounts.

1. Present a "default" list of Opt-Out Dates

&default=edu

This extension will display the default drop down, as seen on your "My e2Campus" page's registration
form. This drop down features "common" end-of-semester dates, June 30, Aug 30, and Dec 31 for the
next 4 years. The dates in this default drop down are maintained by the e2Campus system, so very little
maintenance is required when using this extension.
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The default Opt-Out drop down lists common "end of semester" dates.

2. Create and manage a custom Opt-out Dropdown

To create your own "Opt-out by" field with your own expiration dates, visit https://www.omnilert.net/
make_custom_date.php

This page is a custom SmartCode Extension generator that will build a custom drop down with opt-out
by dates supplied by you. (The generator will translate the dates into UNIX time for you.)

Note: Unlike the default opt-out by schedule, when using your own custom Opt-Out by dates, you must
remember to update the SmartCode on your site whenever custom dates become obsolete.

10.13 Reverse the Opt-Out Date List

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To reverse the order of the dates in the "default" opt out dropdown (presented by using the &default=edu
SmartCode Extension), add on the following extension:

&reverse=1

So, to present the &default=edu dropdown in reverse order (with the furthest date at the top of the list),
use:

&default=edu&reverse=1

That combination will use the default opt out dates, but presented in reverse order.

10.14 Populate "Opt Out" Date With a Variable

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

If you would like to pre-populate the opt-out date for your users (presuming you have a single date in
mind, like the graduation date, or some date based off of that), you can insert the date using a
SmartCode extension as follows:

&expdate_exp[]=#date#_end 

Where #date# is your variable as the date in UNIX date format. For example, 6/15/2008 = 1213502400 

So, to force a new user to expire on 6/15/2008, your SmartCode Extension would be:

https://www.omnilert.net/make_custom_date.php
https://www.omnilert.net/make_custom_date.php
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&expdate_exp[]=1213502400_end

Please note: The date inserted must not be after January 19, 2038.

10.15 Set Opt Out in a Number of Days

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To set user accounts to expire in "Today + X number of days", use the following extension:

&expdays=365

In the example above, the account will expire in 1 year from today. (today +  365 more days) 

If new accounts need to stay active for 5 years, use:

&expdays=1825

(1825 days = 365 * 5 days, or roughly 5 years) 

Please note: The number of days must not exceed January 19, 2038.

10.16 Move the Phone Number fields BEFORE the Optional Groups

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

You may change the field order of your SmartCode to place the phone number signup line BEFORE the
"Optional Groups" with the following extension:
 
&mod=1 

10.17 Hide PUBLIC groups in User Registration

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

The following SmartCode Extensions will hide a group from display on the User Registration Form:
 
&hide_group[]=Sample 

The code shown above will hide the group "Sample" from the user signup form.

Note: This extension is case sensitive. Be sure to use + instead of spaces for groups with spaces in the
name. Thus "Sample Group" is inserted as "Sample+Group". All PUBLIC groups will still be shown in the
user's portal. Users may subscribe to (and unsubscribe from) any public groups through their account
portal.
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10.18 Change the Form Label for "Create Username"

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

If you'd like to set your own label for the User Signup form instead of "Create Username", you can
change it with the following extension.

&username_title=My+Label

(This example changes the "Create Username" label to "My Label".)

Adding a simple extension, we can change the label text seen on our SmartCode page.
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Users see "My Label" instead of "Create Username".

10.19 Change the Form Label for "Optional Groups"

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

To change the label/title for the "Optional Groups" on the signup form, use the following SmartCode
Extension:

&group_title=My+New+Title

(This would change the label next to the list of public groups from "Optional Groups" to "My New Title" )

Note: Be sure to replace any spaces with "+" characters and URL encode any special characters, such
as quotes or apostrophes.
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10.20 Force Registration into Group(s)

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

Administrators can force users into one or more Groups.

Two simple rules apply:

    Case Sensitive. The case must be the same in the extension code as the real name of the group.
    For group names with spaces, replace spaces with +. Example: "Weather+Closings"

To add this, use the following extension:

&force_group[]=Weather+Closings

(This would force new users into the "Weather Closings" group.)

Multiple groups may also be forced. Simply add another extension for the next group. To force both the
“Weather+Closings” and “Staff” groups:

&force_group[]=Weather+Closings&force_group[]=Staff

10.21 Hide Forced Groups

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

When using the &force_groups extension, you may use the following extension to hide any groups
being forced.

&hide_forced_groups=1 

(This can come in handy when dynamically forcing users into groups)

10.22 Force registration into a PRIVATE Group

This technique works with:
SmartCode User Registration

This is not an extension, but a combination of extensions. To force users into a private group during
registration (e.g. push known faculty members into a private "faculty" group):

1. Use the "&force_group[]=" extension to push the user into the private group.
2. You MUST then use the "&hide_forced_groups=1" extension to hide the private groups.

Using this technique, you can force known users into private groups automatically at user registration.
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10.23 Show a "Private Group" keyword option

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

Use this extension to create a SmartCode sign up form that allows users to type in the "keyword" for a
private group.

This way, anyone who knows your secret, private group "keyword" can opt to join that group when
registering for alerts.

&private_groups=1

The "private_groups=1" extension adds a text area where the subscriber may enter the "group keyword" to

join a private group when registering.

Users may join multiple groups by entering multiple keywords, separated by commas.

Users must know the keyword for the private group to join it.

Additionally, you may wish to change the label for this field to suit your needs. Use the following
extension to change the label for the "private groups" entry box:

&private_groups_title=Your+Title+Goes+Here
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Add a custom label/title for this field to suit your organization's needs.
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10.24 Select only 1 Group

This extension works with:
SmartCode User Registration

If you would like to allow users to choose only 1 "optional" group during registration, use the following
extension to change the group selection from a checkbox to a radio button:

&radio_groups=1

By adding &radio_groups=1 to the SmartCode, the user can select only 1 of the public groups shown.

Note: This will prevent any user from selecting 2 groups at the time of registration. Users will still be free
to log into their personal accounts and manipulate their subscriptions after they've registered.
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